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Abstract

Peer-to-peer networks are of great value for tapping the unused resources of 

computers residing at the edges of the internet. However, the recent rise in popularity 

of peer-to-peer applications has caused the sizes of their underlying networks to grow 

significantly. Because of their large size and decentralized nature, it is all but 

impossible to measure the efficiency of the protocols driving these networks in the 

real world. To facilitate the evaluation of peer-to-peer protocols prior to deployment 

in real networks, this thesis presents a scalable simulation architecture which can be 

extended to support arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols. In particular, the simulator 

models the competition of messages for bandwidth as traffic increases. For validation 

purposes, an implementation of multiple versions of the Gnutella protocol is 

presented. It demonstrates the ability of the simulator to model arbitrary peer 

behaviour and handle heterogeneous protocols.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Peer-to-Peer

The evolution of the internet gave rise to two distinct classes of machines: servers and 

clients. Servers are relatively static, in the sense that they have fixed network 

addresses and high uptimes. By comparison, clients are relatively dynamic, with 

temporary network addresses and variable connectivity. The predominant internet 

protocols, such as those used for web-browsing (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol), email 

(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), and file transfers (File Transfer Protocol) all 

communicate on a client-server and server-server level. Servers provide the content, 

and clients retrieve it.

In a social context, the term peer brings to mind the idea of a colleague or 

acquaintance of equal stature. Using this definition, it would seem logical to define a 

peer-to-peer network as a network of machines with similar function and computing 

power, like the network used for communication between servers on the internet. In 

practice however, applying the peer-to-peer label to a network signifies a great deal

1
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more. As defined by Clay Shirky [OraOl], peer-to-peer is “a class o f applications that 

takes advantage of resources -  storage, cycles, content, human presence -  available at 

the edges of the internet”. Thus, peer-to-peer is a term used to define a divergence 

from the classic client-server model, giving clients the ability to communicate and 

work together without the aid of the servers. In general, a network can be labelled as 

peer-to-peer if it satisfies both of the following criteria [OraOl]:

1) It allows for variable connectivity and temporary network addresses.

2) It gives the nodes at the edges of the network significant autonomy.

Peer-to-peer networks are a class of overlay networks. Overlay networks are

networks that are overlaid on top of an existing network such as the internet, 

essentially forming a subset of the underlying network. Peer-to-peer networks are of 

great value for tapping the unused resources of clients residing at the edge of the 

internet. They allow clients to break free from the traditional master-slave relationship 

of the past, and to collaborate together as peers.

1.2 Problem

To cope with the variable connectivity of, and to provide a high degree of 

autonomy to their participating peers, most peer-to-peer networks operate in a 

decentralized manner, with no central server or servers. This approach is beneficial in 

the sense that it eliminates any central point of failure, and removes a central barrier to
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scalability. The downside of this approach is that it is often all but impossible, or at 

best prohibitively expensive to measure the performance and scalability of the peer-to- 

peer protocols employed for communication between peers in the network. For 

example, the demise of the Napster network [Nap] lead to a surge in popularity of the 

Gnutella [Gnu] network. Unfortunately, the Gnutella network was poorly equipped to 

handle the resulting rapid increase in the number of peers, and collapsed under the 

strain.

For this reason, many developers o f peer-to-peer applications employ a 

simulator to test and measure the performance of peer-to-peer protocols prior to their 

deployment on a real network. However, the development of a simulator for peer-to- 

peer networks requires careful consideration of several factors:

• Scalability -  A frequently asked question about different peer-to-peer 

networks is whether or not their performance degrades as their populations 

grow to millions of peers. In some cases, the lack of scalability of a peer-to- 

peer network only becomes apparent as its size grows to hundreds of 

thousands or even millions of peers, as witnessed by the collapse of Gnutella 

in 2000. If a peer-to-peer simulator is to study this phenomenon, it must be 

itself highly scalable, minimizing the memory required to simulate peers and 

their communication with each other.
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• Extensibility -  Many peer-to-peer simulators have been developed that are 

custom-made for the simulation of a specific protocol. Ideally, a peer-to-peer 

simulator should be extensible, allowing for the simulation of arbitrary peer- 

to-peer protocols.

• Peer Behaviour -  Most peer-to-peer networks are constantly evolving. At any 

time, peers can join or leave the network, or initiate communication with other 

peers. A peer-to-peer simulator should be able to model this behaviour.

• Traffic Modeling -  The primary constraint on peer-to-peer networks is the 

availability o f network resources to handle the communication between peers. 

Some peer-to-peer protocols make more efficient use of these resources than 

others. To measure the performance of a peer-to-peer protocol, a peer-to-peer 

simulator needs to provide a relatively realistic model of how network 

resources are consumed as communication traffic increases.

• Content Modeling -  The most common and most widely studied peer-to-peer 

networks are those for distributing, sharing and retrieving content, such as 

documents, music files or video files. A peer-to-peer simulator needs to be 

able to model different distributions of content to peers in the network, and 

model varying degrees o f interest in or popularity o f content in this 

distribution.
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• Measurement -  Some peer-to-peer protocols will consume more network 

resources than others. To measure the relative performance of different 

varieties o f peer-to-peer protocols, a peer-to-peer simulator needs to provide 

accurate statistics detailing the resources consumed as peers engage in various 

behaviour.

Several existing peer-to-peer simulators consider one or more of these factors, 

but as of this date, no peer-to-peer simulator takes all of them into account. This 

motivates the development of a scalable, extensible peer-to-peer simulator with 

support for peer behaviour modeling, network traffic modeling and reliable 

measurement of performance.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis focuses on the development of a scalable and extensible peer-to- 

peer simulator. Its contributions are summarized as follows:

• Scalability -  The simulator is designed to be able to simulate peer-to-peer 

networks with up to 1 million peers, subject to available system memory and 

traffic density.

• Extensibility -  The core architecture of the simulator consists of a set of 

components which can be extended to add support for arbitrary peer-to-peer
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protocols. Protocol implementations can be packaged as a plug-in for the 

simulator, and loaded dynamically at run time.

• Peer Behaviour -  The simulator can be fed at regular or continuous time 

intervals with simulated events corresponding to any of the behaviour 

supported by a protocol implementation.

• Traffic Modeling -  The Minimum Equal Share bandwidth model is proposed 

and evaluated as a means for modeling the slow-down in message transmission 

times as traffic density increases.

• Content Modeling -  The simulator supports arbitrary distributions o f content 

to peers in the simulated network. Individual content can be assigned a 

popularity ranking, affecting the frequency with which they are distributed to 

peers, and selected for search and retrieval.

•  Measurement -  The simulator allows for the collection and reporting of 

statistics pertaining to each type of message or behaviour supported by a 

protocol implementation.

• Gnutella Evaluation -  The simulator is tested by an implementation of 

multiple versions of the popular Gnuella peer-to-peer protocol. This showcases 

the simulator’s ability to simulate networks with heterogeneous protocols.
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1.4 Outline

Chapter 2 provides background information relevant to the simulation of peer-to-peer 

networks. This includes different categories of peer-to-peer protocols, techniques for 

capturing their network topologies, and methods for simulating inter-peer 

communication. This chapter also provides a survey and comparison of existing peer- 

to-peer simulators.

Chapter 3 describes the design of the core peer-to-peer network architecture 

that was developed for this thesis to allow the simulation of large peer-to-peer 

networks. Chapter 4 summarizes how the core simulation architecture was designed 

for scalability, and describes the process for extending it to support arbitrary peer-to- 

peer protocols. Chapter 5 describes the Gnutella protocol plug-in that was developed 

to test the scalability and extensibility of the core architecture.

Chapter 6 presents the experimental results obtained from simulation runs with 

the Gnutella protocol. It provides an analysis of the results, relating them to the 

parameters used during each simulation run. Chapter 7 evaluates the success achieved 

in meeting the goals of the thesis, outlines the contributions made, and discusses 

future work.
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Chapter 2 

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss common aspects of existing peer-to-peer 

systems and simulators which require attention in the design of a scalable and 

extensible peer-to-peer network simulator.

Section 2.1 gives the reader some background about peer-to-peer protocols. 

Section 2.1.1 describes the different classifications of peer-to-peer protocols, and 

Section 2.1.2 gives a high level description of some peer-to-peer protocols that belong 

to these classifications.

Section 2.2 describes issues related to accurately and realistically representing 

the network topologies underlying real world peer-to-peer communities. Section 2.2.1 

describes some data structures for representing the network topology. Section 2.2.2 

discusses some structural models which mimic the organizational structure of real 

world peer-to-peer communities on the internet. Section 2.2.3 provides a summary of 

some existing methods for generating topologies with these structural models. Section

2.2.4 briefly discusses issues related to dynamic or evolving network topologies.

8
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Section 2.3 describes some of the issues involved in simulating the 

communication that occurs over the network topology. This includes different 

methods for simulating bandwidth constraints and communication delays.

Section 2.4 discusses issues related to the implementation of a peer-to-peer 

simulator. Section 2.4.1 describes some of the concepts and terminology used in the 

simulation literature. Section 2.4.2 discusses different approaches for processing 

events that occur during simulation. Section 2.4.3 discusses techniques for realistically 

modeling the content stored by peers and their behaviour towards and interaction with 

the community as a whole. Section 2.4.4 discusses the important issue of scalability 

which is necessary to allow simulation o f large scale peer-to-peer networks.

Section 2.5 surveys some existing peer-to-peer simulators, focusing primarily 

on their scalability and extensibility. This section concludes with a comparison of the 

surveyed simulators.

2.1 Peer-to-peer Protocols

As with peers in real life, peers in a community must speak a common language or 

protocol in order to communicate amongst each other. Understanding peer-to-peer 

protocols is o f critical importance if  we wish to accurately simulate and compare 

them. This section describes different categorizations of peer-to-peer protocols, 

followed by examples of different protocols from these categories.
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2.1.1 Classifications

Peer-to-peer protocols can be classified in a variety of ways. The main classifications 

are centralized or decentralized and structured or unstructured. Most structured or 

unstructured protocols fall into the decentralized classification, although there is no 

hard and fast rule that states that this must be the case. The following sections 

describe the distinctions between the centralized and decentralized classifications, and 

the structured and unstructured classifications.

2.1.1.1 Centralized versus Decentralized

Peer-to-peer protocols can be centralized or decentralized1 [OraOl] [MinOl]. 

Centralized or more specifically centrally coordinated systems such as instant 

messaging networks and Napster (section 2.1.2.1 Napster) make use of some form of 

central server that acts as a broker between peers. In decentralized systems (sections

2.1.2.2 -  2.1.2.5), no such intermediary exists.

The difference between centralized and decentralized peer-to-peer protocols 

can be likened to two different methods for establishing a conversation in real life. 

Let’s say Mary wishes to correspond with a Doctor named Bob, but doesn’t have his 

contact information.

1 Centralization or decentralization can equally be applied as a classifier for the network topology o f  
peer-to-peer systems.
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With a centralized protocol, Mary consults an online telephone directory or 

yellow pages in order to find the phone number or e-mail address of all doctors named 

Bob.

With a decentralized protocol, Mary phones or e-mails each of her friends and 

asks them to check if  they know any Doctors named Bob. Unless they know Bob’s 

number, each of Mary’s friends contacts each o f their friends in turn (except Mary of 

course) to ask them the same question, and so on. As soon as someone is contacted 

that knows the contact information of a Doctor named Bob, a sequence of call-backs 

is initiated until finally the information is communicated back to Mary.
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■ ■ Inter-Server Link Inter-Peer Communication

Figure 2.1 Differences in structure and message flow for centralized and decentralized networks 

The vulnerability in a centralized network is that they it relies entirely on the 

online telephone directory or yellow pages in order to initiate all communication, and 

cannot function without it. Decentralized networks on the other hand can function in 

all circumstances provided the network topology is available.
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For simulations of centralized peer-to-peer systems, explicit representation of 

the network topology is made mostly redundant by the central server. As such, the 

remainder o f this chapter will focus on decentralized peer-to-peer systems.

2.1.1.2 Structured versus Unstructured

There are two different types of decentralized peer-to-peer protocols, Structured 

(Sections 2.1.2.4 -  2.1.2.5) and Unstructured (Sections 2.1.2.2 -  2.1.2.4) protocols 

[CRB03]. Structured protocols are often called Distributed Hash Table protocols or 

Second Generation protocols. Unstructured protocols are often called Broadcast 

Flooding protocols or First Generation protocols2.

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) or structured protocols use the idea that the 

realm of searchable data can be split up into roughly equal sized pieces. Each 

document is mapped to a key, and each piece of the search space is uniquely related to 

a range o f keys in a manner similar to conventional hash tables. In an article by 

Scarlet Pruitt in Network World Fusion [Pru02], Kaashoek of MIT is quoted as 

likening the use o f DHT to the use of a distributed filing cabinet. Kaashoek says that 

“DHT is like having a file cabinet distributed over numerous servers... there is no 

central server in the system that contains a list of where all the data, or files in the

2 The use o f  structured or unstructured protocols has a large impact on the network topology o f the 
peer-to-peer community; however since the network topologies become structured as a result o f the 
protocol, placing the discussion in this section is more fitting.
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cabinet, are located. Instead, each server has a partial list of where data is stored in the 

system. The trick for the researchers is creating a "lookup" algorithm that allows the 

location of data to be found in a short series of steps”.

Searching with DHT is a controlled process, and each peer typically knows 

exactly to which of its neighbours to forward a search. In practice, DHT protocols 

(such as Pastry described in section 2.1.2.5 Pastry) can typically guarantee that no 

more than log (N) peers are contacted when searching for data in a structured peer-to- 

peer network with N peers. There are costs to be paid for this more efficient search; 

DHT protocols require that the user provide the exact key associated with the data 

they are searching for, and in some cases, each arrival or departure of a peer from the 

network can require up to log (N) messages.

Broadcast Flooding (BF) or unstructured protocols are much more relaxed 

about the organization of searchable data. Searching with a BF is almost haphazard; 

each peer typically forwards a search to each of its neighbours, if  they have not 

already seen it. The decentralized portion of Figure 2.1 gives an example of the 

structure and message flow of a Broadcast Flooding protocol. Some BF protocols use 

a selective broadcast approach in an attempt to give peers some better knowledge 

about peers to whom a search should be forwarded.
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BF protocols are often criticized for their lack of scalability since every peer 

may be contacted during a search. The use of a time to live (TTL)3 message variable 

to enforce a limited horizon for search retransmission can help reduce this cost by a 

limited extent. Despite their scalability issues, BF protocols do offer many 

advantages. One advantage is that there is no limitation on the form of the search 

term. Data can be searched for by key or by key-word. Another advantage is that each 

peer arrival or departure is relatively inexpensive, usually requiring only a constant 

number, 0(1) o f messages.

Chawathe et al. provide a nice discussion of some of the tradeoffs between 

DHT and BF protocols in their paper Making Gnutella-like P2P Systems Scalable 

[CRB03]. The authors relate DHT and BF protocols analogously to the needle and a 

haystack scenario. DHT protocols excel at always finding any file that exists on the 

network, provided you know exactly what you are looking for (finding a needle). BF 

protocols on the other hand, cannot always guarantee finding a specific file, yet most 

users typically search for files that are well replicated across the network, and thus 

easily found (the hay). Based on empirical data observed from real peer-to-peer 

networks, Chawathe et al. conclude that most users are ‘looking for the hay, not the

3 A TTL variable gets decremented every time a message gets retransmitted. Once its value reaches 0, 
the message is no longer retransmitted [OraOl].
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needle’, making the use o f BF protocols a more viable approach for certain 

applications.

2.1.2 Existing Protocols

A variety of peer-to-peer protocols have been devised over time, each having their 

own unique characteristics. These protocols are typically introduced through new 

peer-to-peer applications which are designed to exploit them. Rather than giving an 

exhaustive listing of the details of each protocol (which are often unavailable or 

confidential), this section will describe general details about several protocols at the 

application level. The goal of this section is to inform the reader about different 

protocols and to bring to light some of the requirements that will need to be fulfilled 

to simulate them.

2.1.2.1 Napster

The application that first brought the peer-to-peer paradigm to the public’s attention 

was Napster [Nap]. Napster was a file sharing application which allowed users to 

trade (possibly illegally acquired) music files stored in the MP3 file format. At its 

peak, the Napster network provided more than 2.79 billion files [KingOl] to some

13.6 million users [BBC02], Napster ceased to exist in its unrestricted form in 2000
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after a much publicized court battle with the RIAA (Recording Industry Association 

of America).

One of the major factors in Napster’s initial success, and the cause of its later 

downfall was the fact that Napster was a centralized system. Upon joining the Napster 

network, a list of all songs possessed by a connecting user gets transmitted to a master 

song list stored on a cluster of centralized servers. Upon disconnection, these songs 

are then removed from the master list.

The benefit of Napster’s centralization was that users’ searches for songs were 

communicated directly to a centralized server, and not to other peers in the network. 

The central server returned any matches to the querying user in terms of the name of 

the file, its length, and most importantly, the IP address of the peer possessing that 

file. To receive a copy of a desired song, peers initiated direct communication with the 

peer offering that file, thus minimizing the amount of traffic on the network.

Unfortunately, the use of central servers also created a single point of failure in 

the Napster network. In Napster’s case, this failure point was exploited not by 

malicious hackers, but by the RIAA who won their court battle to have the central 

servers shut down. Recently, Napster has been reincarnated as a pay-as-you-go style 

music distribution system, which highlights the vulnerability of centralized peer-to- 

peer systems to control by a minority!
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2.1.2.2 Gnutella

Among the first decentralized peer-to-peer file sharing applications was Gnutella 

[Gnu] [OraOl] (pronounced new-tella). The Gnutella application is open source, and 

makes use of the Gnutella protocol, which was one of the first broadcast flooding 

protocols. Gnutella was initially created by employees of a company called Nullsoft in 

2000. The open source community took over its development after Nullsofit’s parent 

company (AOL) shut it down due to piracy concerns.

Gnutella essentially serves as a testing platform to determine the viability of 

decentralized peer-to-peer systems on the internet. The fact that Gnutella is open 

source has allowed several researchers to implement ‘crawlers’ which traverse the 

Gnutella network. These crawlers are useful for collecting insightful information 

about the structure and scalability of peer-to-peer networks as well as measuring 

typical behaviour patterns o f their users. One of the papers cited most often by peer- 

to-peer researchers is the papers Measurement Study o f  Peer-to-Peer File Sharing 

Systems [SGG02]. This paper uses two different crawlers to provide a wealth of 

knowledge about network and usage characteristics of both the Napster and Gnutella 

networks.

The fragmentation of the Gnutella network into several disconnected pieces in 

August 2000 provided some important insight into the scalability of FB protocols. It
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was determined through analysis [Clip2-00] that the fragmentation was the result of 

network traffic exceeding the capabilities o f dial-up users. Since then, much effort has 

been put into researching enhancements to FB protocols to reduce the amount of 

traffic they generate. Examples of these enhancements include pong-caching [Roh], 

flow control [Roh02b] and ultra peers4 [SR02].

2.1.2.3 FastTrack

FastTrack is the protocol behind the Kazaa [Kaz] which is currently the most popular 

file sharing application, offering more files to more users than Napster at its peak 

[Wik04a]. FastTrack is based on the Gnutella protocol with the added concept of 

SuperNodes. SuperNodes are essentially peers in the network with high bandwidth 

and uptime5. The idea is that peers with slower connections or low uptimes are 

connected to SuperNodes, and route all of their searches through them. SuperNodes in 

turn only route searches to other SuperNodes, reducing the strain on the network, and 

improving scalability.

Specific details of the FastTrack protocol are difficult to obtain because it is 

not open source. In fact, FastTrack uses encryption to prevent non-paying authors of 

client software from connecting to their network. A moderate amount of success has

4 Ultra peers are synonymous to the super nodes described in Section 2.1.2.3 FastTrack
5 Uptime is the amount o f time a peer is connected to the network.
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been achieved by open source developers in reverse-engineering the FastTrack 

protocol. More details are available at the giFT website [GIFT].

2.1.2.4 Freenet

Freenet [Free] is an open source, decentralized peer-to-peer system that primarily 

aims to tackle the problems of maintaining anonymity for its users, and preventing 

censorship of data, but also makes great strides towards achieving scalability 

[CSW01] [OraOl].

Freenet routes data in a different manner from typical broadcast flooding 

protocols. A node that receives a query for a key (associated with a document), 

forwards the query to a single node in its neighbourhood that is believed to be 

‘closest’ to the search key. Thus, Freenet processes searches in a depth first manner, 

while Gnutella uses a breadth first approach.

Intelligent routing is achieved in Freenet through the use of a data store located 

at each node. Each entry in this data store contains a key, maybe the associated 

document, and the address of the node from which the document originated. When a 

query (by key) arrives at a Freenet node, it checks to see if  it has the document 

associated with the key in its data store. If the document is found, it is returned; 

otherwise the query is forwarded to the node associated with the closest key in the 

data store. In the event that a document is found, it is returned back through the chain
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of nodes through which the query originated. Along the way, the document is stored 

(cached) in the data store of each node in the chain. The data store is essentially a 

stack; older documents in the stack are deleted, leaving only keys and node addresses 

at the bottom of the stack.

The efficiency of Freenet lies in the tendency for nodes to spontaneously 

develop a specialization in areas of the key space. This is achieved through the use of 

the routing table and caching process mentioned above. The caching process also 

provides the benefit of making document availability proportional to its popularity. 

This is useful to counteract the so called ‘slash-dot’ effect6 seen on the World Wide 

Web. Freenet also prevents censorship of data since no node can control which area of 

the key-space it specializes in, this is determined by the data stores of other nodes. 

Anonymity is achieved by only including the address of the node that forwarded the 

query at each step. Tampering with documents is also prevented through the use of 

content hash keys or signed subspace keys which represent a unique signature of the 

document, and allow the original author to prevent modification.

Freenet represents a form of halfway point between FB and DHT protocols. 

Like pure FB protocols, Freenet is not guaranteed to return a match for a query, and 

requires minimal traffic for peer arrivals or departures. However, like DHT protocols,

6 The slash-dot effect refers to the popular website slashdot.org which periodically posts information o f  
interest to many readers. In some cases new information generates such a large amount o f  traffic o f  
readers that the web server cannot cope and readers are unable to get through.
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Freenet imposes some form of organization on data using keys (unfortunately key

word searching is not supported), and typically minimizes the amount of traffic 

required to find a match for a query.

2.1.2.5 Pastry

Pastry [Pas] [RD01] is a decentralized, distributed hash table protocol. Every node in 

a Pastry network is assigned a unique identifier (NodelD) randomly chosen from a 

128 bit circular identifier space. Queries in Pastry are issued for a 128 bit key, and are 

routed towards the node which possesses a NodelD closest to this key. In order to 

efficiently route queries, each node maintains a routing table, a neighbourhood set and 

a leaf set.

The routing table contains addresses (IP address) for other nodes whose 

NodelDs are similar to the current node’s in the first X digits. The size of this table is 

logarithmic (to the base of 2b, where b is a user defined parameter) in the number of 

nodes in the entire system. Adjustments in the value of the parameter b allow for a 

trade-off between the table size and the number of nodes it is necessary to visit in 

order to complete a query.

The neighbourhood set contains the addresses and NodelDs of nodes which 

are closest to the current node in terms of a user definable proximity metric. This
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information is used by Pastry to attempt to ensure that nodes listed in the routing table 

are always as near (according to the proximity metric) to the current node as possible.

The leaf set contains a certain (user definable) number of NodelDs and 

addresses of other nodes having the closest NodelD to the current node. Half of the 

nodes in the leaf set have smaller NodelDs than the current node, and half have larger.

When a query arrives at a node, the node first checks to see if the key is in the 

range of the NodelDs stored in the leaf set, in which case the query is forwarded to the 

node therein with NodelD closest to the key. If the key is outside of the range, the 

node computes the number of common digits between the key and the current node’s 

NodelD. The query is then forwarded to a node in the routing table whose NodelD is 

at least one digit closer to the key than the current node’s.

A search for a valid key will almost always return successfully, and on average 

requires contacting 0(logN) other peers, although it should be noted that this can be 

0(N) in the worst case when several nodes fail simultaneously. Pastry can also be 

somewhat cumbersome in terms of storage since the routing table can require 0(logN) 

space for the routing table at each node.

One of the main disadvantages of Pastry is that the arrivals/departures of nodes 

to/from the network require 0(logN) message between 0(logN) peers in order to fill at 

least 0(logN) rows of the routing table.
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2.1.2.6 Others

The protocols listed in the previous sections give a fairly good representation of the 

different classifications o f peer-to-peer protocols, however many other protocols exist. 

Some of the better known protocols not mentioned here are CAN [RFH+01], Chord 

[Cho], Kademlia [Kad], NeuroGrid [Neu], P-Grid [PGr] and Tapestry [Tap]. 

Wikipedia also maintains a fairly comprehensive list of many peer-to-peer protocols 

and some of the applications that use them [Wik04b].

2.2 Network Topology

A real world peer-to-peer system or network is made up o f a collection of peers which 

interact with each other through an underlying infrastructure called a network 

topology. In order to simulate a peer-to-peer network, it is important to use an 

accurate and realistic representation of the network topology. This section begins by 

describing some of the different data structures that can be used to represent the 

network topology. Later on in this section, some of the known structural properties of 

real-world peer-to-peer network topologies are described, followed by a description of 

some of the methods for generating network topologies that exhibit these properties.
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2.2.1 Representation

In order to simulate a peer-to-peer network, it is necessary to somehow represent this 

network topology inside the simulator. The standard approach for representing 

network topologies is to make use of the mathematical discipline of graph theory 

[Eve79]. In graph theory, a graph is defined as a collection of points or vertices 

(nodes) and lines connecting these points (edges). Figure 2.2 illustrates these terms. In 

the context of peer-to-peer or other networks, peers or computers in the network can 

be represented by nodes, and the communication links among them can be represented 

by edges. [OraOl]. For the remainder of this document the terms peer-to-peer 

community, network topology and graph will be used interchangeably.

Legend:

Node

Edge

Figure 2.2 An example of a graph with nodes and edges

Two popular data structures that exist for representing graphs are the Edge- 

List and the Adjacency Matrix [CLR90]. These Data Structures will be described and 

compared in the following sections.
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2.2.1.1 Edge-List Data Structure

As its name implies, the Edge-List (sometimes called an Adjacency-List or Incidence- 

List) data structure represents the graph using lists of edges for each node. Each o f the 

N nodes in the graph maintains a list, containing references to each o f the edges 

connected to that node. Fast edge insertions and removals can be achieved with this 

data structure through the use of doubly linked lists (c.f. half edge data structure).

2.2.1.2 Adjacency Matrix Data Structure

For the Adjacency Matrix data structure, an N x N matrix is used to store the M edges 

between the N nodes. Each node is indexed to both a row and column of the matrix. 

For example, if  node 4 has an (undirected) edge with node 7, then the appropriate data 

(usually a Boolean flag) is placed in the matrix at row 4, column 7 and row 7, column 

4. Node insertions and deletions are costly in this structure since the entire matrix 

must be copied in order to insert or delete rows and columns.

2.2.1.3 Comparison

The Edge-List is the more popular of these two data structures largely due to its more 

efficient storage. Node insertions and deletions also can be performed much more 

efficiently with the Edge-List as illustrated by the Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Asymptotic run times of operations on Edge-List vs. Adjacency Matrix

Storage 0(N+M) 0(N 5)
Node insertion time 0(1) 0(N Z)
Node deletion time 0(1) 0(N Z)
Edge finding time for a node 
with E edges, (other end node 
provided)

0(E) 0(1)

Edge insertion time 0(1) 0(1)
Edge deletion time for a node 
with E edges.

0(E) if only the other end node is 
provided.
0(1) if actual edge is provided

0(1)

2.2.2 Structural Models

The recent rise in popularity of peer-to-peer networks and the internet has motivated 

researchers from backgrounds ranging from mathematics to the social sciences to 

study the structural properties of the network topologies that these networks form. The 

models devised by these researchers provide valuable insight for simulating or 

approximating real networks. The following sections introduce and describe the two 

structural models that have been associated with peer-to-peer networks: Small World 

networks and Power Law networks.

2.2.2.1 Small World Networks

Researchers in the peer-to-peer field have observed that in practice, peer-to-peer 

networks tend to form Small World Networks [OraOl]. Small world networks is a
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term coined by Watts and Strogatz in their paper Collective dynamics o f  ‘small-world' 

networks [WS98]. The name for this type of network was inspired by the research of 

Milgram o f Harvard University in the 1960’s. Milgram performed an experiment, in 

which he addressed 160 letters to randomly chosen people, and then mailed them to a 

different set o f 160 randomly chosen people. The initial recipients of the letters were 

asked to forward their letter to a person in their acquaintance whom they considered 

mostly likely to know the final recipient. 42 of the 160 letters made it to their final 

recipient, using an average number of approximately 5.5 intermediaries (hence the 

term Six Degrees of Separation). This was the first concrete demonstration of the 

popular phenomenon known as the small-world effect (It’s a small world isn’t it?!). 

Small world networks are networks which on average require traversing a small 

number o f edges to connect any two nodes.

The authors determined that there are two measurements o f structural 

properties o f these types o f graphs that are particularly interesting, the characteristic 

path length, and the clustering coefficient. The characteristic path length is defined 

by Watts and Strogatz as ‘the number o f edges in the shortest path between two 

vertices, averaged over all pairs of vertices’. The clustering coefficient is a measure of 

the average ‘cliquishness’ of all the vertices. Cliquishness is measured for a vertex v 

with k neighbours by calculating how many edges exist between all k vertices in the 

neighbourhood, divided by the total possible number of edges between vertices in the
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neighbourhood. The total possible number of edges in a neighbourhood of k vertices 

is k(k-l)/2 when every vertex is connected to every other.

2.2.2.2 Power Law Networks

Researchers in the peer-to-peer field have also noticed that peer-to-peer networks tend 

to form power law networks. The line between small world and power law networks 

is grey as opposed to black and white. Graphs can fall into any combination of these 

categories (both, one or the other, or none).

The first connection between internet topologies and power law networks was 

made by Faloutsos et al. in their paper On Power-Law Relationships o f  the Internet 

Topology [FFF99]. A power law graph (network) is one in which the majority of 

nodes have small degree, and only a few nodes have high degree (the degree of a node 

is the number of edges connected to it.).

More formally, the fraction of nodes N in a power law random graph with 

degree greater than D can be expressed by the function N = D'k, where k is a network 

specific constant. It has been observed in practice that the value of k is typically 

between the values of 1 and 4 [BT02] [BA99]. Such Power law functions are 

recognizable by the appearance of a straight line when N is plotted versus D on a log- 

log scale, as illustrated by Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Example o f a Power Law Distribution plotted on a Iog-Iog scale

It should be noted that there has been some debate as to whether peer-to-peer 

networks form power law networks. For example Mihajlo et al. write: “Upon 

analysing the Gnutella topology data obtained using our network crawler, we 

discovered it obeys a l l ... these power-laws” [JAB01]. While Ripneau et al. using 

their own Gnutella crawler observe that “there are too few nodes with low 

connectivity to form a pure power law network.” [RFI02].

Power law networks are often criticized for their vulnerability to malicious 

attacks on highly connected nodes, yet fare much better in the face of random node 

failures. Saroiu et al. observe from their Gnutella crawler data that “the network 

fragments only when 60% of the nodes breakdown”, but also mention that “This
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removal o f [-5% of the more highly connected nodes] has effectively shattered the 

overlay into a large number of disconnected pieces” [SGG02].

2.2.3 Initial population of peers

In order to obtain realistic statistics and results from a peer-to-peer simulation, it is 

important to realistically model the community in which peers reside. To this end, the 

standard practice is to load a ready made graph with desirable structural properties 

into the simulator prior to the simulation run.

In some cases, the ready made graph is generated by the simulator during 

initialization. However, in most cases, a stand-alone topology generator tool is used to 

generate the graph, which is then loaded into the simulator via a standard graph file 

format. The following sections discuss existing models for topology generation, 

followed by a brief description of existing topology generator tools.

2.2.3.1 Topology Generators

In their paper [TGJ+01], Tanguminarunkit et al. propose grouping topology 

generators into three families: random graph generators, structural generators and 

degree-based generators7. Random graph generators are the simplest and oldest family 

o f generators. Structural generators are the next oldest family group, and generators

7 All o f  these families o f  generators produce random graphs in the sense that their exact layout is not 
predictable.
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from this family focus on attempting to create a hierarchical topology structure. 

Degree-based generators are typically newer, and generators from this family focus on 

the degree distribution of nodes in the generated topology.

2.2.3.1.1 Random Graph Generators

Primitive random graph generators generate graphs by assigning a uniform probability 

for creating a link between any pair of nodes. The first known random graph generator 

was proposed by Erdos and Renyi in 1960 [ER60]. The Waxman generator is perhaps 

the most well known random graph generator. The Waxman generator is almost as 

simple as the Erdos and Renyi version, except that nodes are assigned randomly to 

positions in the plane, and the probability of connecting any two pairs of nodes is 

proportional to their Euclidean distance from each other. [WAX88]. Several variations 

o f the Waxman generator have been developed which make slight alterations to the 

probability distribution [ZCB96].

2.2.3.1.2 Structure-Based Generators

Structure-based generators attempt to enforce a rigid structure or hierarchy onto the 

graphs they generate. Two models have been proposed for developing structure-based 

generators; the Transit-Stub model [ZCB96] and the Tiers model [Doa96].
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The Transit-Stub model uses the idea of constructing portions of the graph 

randomly and then connecting these portions together in a fashion that mimics the 

structure of the internet. More specifically, the internet can be viewed as a collection 

of routing domains, where most traffic between two nodes in a domain stays inside 

that domain. The Transit-Stub model emulates this by classifying portions o f the 

generated graph as transit domains (no restrictions) or stub domains (every path 

between any pair of nodes must be internal). Figure 2.4 illustrates the different 

domains of the Transit-Stub model.

Generating graphs using the Transit-Stub model involves generating a random 

connected graph to represent the connections between transit domains. Each node in 

this graph is then replaced by a random connected graph which makes up the content 

of the transit domain. The next step is to generate a number of random connected 

graphs (stub domains) for connection to each transit domain node. In a final step, a 

number of extra links are created between transit domains and stub domains or 

between stub domains.
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Transit Domain

Stub Domain

Multi-homed
Stub

Figure 2.4 Illustration of the Transit-Stub model

The Tiers model is similar to the Transit Stub model. In fact, the authors of 

both the Transit-Stub and Tiers models compare their models in [CDZ97]. The Tiers 

model replaces the transit and stub domains with 3 levels: WAN, MAN and LAN8. 

The Tiers model also employs a minimum spanning tree algorithm to connect the 

nodes in sub-graphs and nodes at the LAN level are organized into a star topology. In 

the final step, ‘redundant’ edges are added according to a distance metric instead of 

randomly.

2.2.3.1.3 Degree-Based Generators

Several models have been proposed for degree-based or power law topology 

generators, many of which are summarized by Bu et al. [BT02] and Tangmunarunkit

8 Wide, Metropolitan and Local Area Networks
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et al. [TGJ+01]. The two main types of models are the growth model and the 

distribution model.

Power law topology generators using the growth model typically start off with 

a small graph, and then grow this graph incrementally until the desired number of 

nodes is reached. The basic ideas behind this model are those of incremental growth 

and preferential connectivity.

Incremental growth refers to graphs that are formed by the continual addition 

of new nodes [MMBOO]. At each step, a probability function is used to determine 

which node(s) a new node will connect to. There are several variations of incremental 

growth which specify different rules for how many edges to form with the new node, 

and where to connect them. In some variations of the model, edge addition or rewiring 

can occur independently of node additions [BA99] [BAOO].

Preferential connectivity refers to the preference o f new nodes to be connected 

to existing nodes which are highly connected (have high degree) or popular 

[MMBOO]. Variations on preferential connectivity include schemes for incorporating 

distances between nodes as part of the probability function.

Power law topology generators using the distribution model differ from those 

using the growth model in that all of the nodes have pre-defined degrees (drawn from 

a power law distribution) and are present from the graph from the start. Building the
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graph is now a question of how to distribute the edges to the nodes in order to match 

their degrees.

One approach used by Aiello et al. [ACLOO] is to make x copies of each node, 

where x is the degree of each node, and then compute and use a matching of this set in 

order to determine which nodes to connect with edges. The disadvantage of this 

approach is that the generated graph may contain duplicate or redundant edges, and 

the graph is not guaranteed to be connected.

2.2.3.1.4 Small World Generators

Small World networks are often lumped into the same category as power law 

networks, but the generation o f small world networks does not seem to fit into any of 

the previous families of generators. It is interesting to note that Bu and Towsley use 

the characteristic path length and clustering coefficients as ‘metrics for distinguishing 

between power law graphs produced by different topology generators’ [BT02]. For 

completeness, this section will describe one technique for generating small world 

graphs.

In their paper [WS98], Watts and Strogatz noticed that in previous works 

‘Ordinarily the connection topology is assumed to be either completely regular or 

completely random. But many biological, technological and social networks lie
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somewhere between these two extremes’. Figure 2.5 gives an example of both a 

regular and random graph.

In order to bridge the gap between regular and random graphs, the authors 

propose a technique for randomly ‘rewiring’ a regular (ring lattice) graph. Each edge 

in the regular graph is rewired at random with probability p (0  < p < 1). Rewiring an 

edge at random involves randomly selecting at least one new end node for that edge. 

This technique was modified by the authors in a later work [NW99] to eliminate the 

possibility of creating disconnected graphs. To this end, the rewiring procedure was 

modified so that edges are added instead o f moved.

Regular Small-World Random

P = 0 ------------------------------------------------------------ ► P =  1
Increasing Randomness

Figure 2.5 Illustration o f rewiring process for generating Small World Graphs

Regular graphs typically have long characteristic path lengths and low 

clustering coefficients, and vice versa for random graphs. Watts and Strogatz noticed
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that sampling the probability p (mentioned above) in the range between 0 and 1, they 

obtained (small world) graphs that were ‘highly clustered like a regular graph, yet 

with small characteristic path length, like a random graph’.

2.2.3.1.5 Comparison

While the random graph family of topology generators is clearly insufficient for 

accurately modeling today’s internet topologies, the subject o f which of the other 

generator families is most appropriate is the subject of much debate [TGJ+01] [JCJOO] 

[MMBOO]. Since degree-based topology generators are newer, the implication is that 

they are the most appropriate for modeling internet (and therefore peer-to-peer) 

networks.

Tangmunarunkit et al. [TGJ+01] study the differences between structure and 

degree based topologies, and ask the question ‘Is there any relationship between 

hierarchical structure and power-law degree distributions?’ In answer to their own 

question, they write: ‘while degree-based generators do not explicitly inject hierarchy 

into the network, the power-law nature o f the degree distribution results in a 

substantial level of hierarchy -  not as strict as the hierarchy present in the structural 

generators, but significantly more hierarchical than, say, random graphs.’
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2.2.3.1.6Existing Topology Generator Tools

This section provides a list of some of the better known network topology generator 

tools. In Table 2.2, the name of each topology generator tool is provided, along with a 

reference to a paper describing it (where available), and summary of which of the 

models from the previous sections are supported.

Table 2.2 Summary o f existing topology generators

BRITE [MMB001 Random, Structure-Based, Degree-Based
GT-ITM [CDZ97] Random, Structure-Based
Inet [JCJ001 Random, Structure-Based, Degree-Based
Tiers [CDZ971 Structure-Based

2.2.4 Evolution

Real world peer-to-peer networks are dynamic in nature. The structure of these 

networks is constantly evolving as new users join or leave the network, forging or 

breaking links between the peers. The following sections describe the two scenarios 

that cause the network topology to evolve: Peer arrivals and departures, and Peer 

discovery. The discussion of how to model the occurrence of these scenarios or events 

is relegated to section 2.4.3.2 Arrival and Departure.
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2.2.4.1 Peer Arrivals and Departures

Peers are typically free to join or exit the community at any time9. This corresponds in 

real life to users opening or exiting a peer-to-peer application, or rebooting or 

powering off their computers. Several events (computer or network errors) can even 

cause users to disconnect unintentionally.

An accurate peer-to-peer simulator must provide mechanisms for representing 

this form of peer behaviour. This can be accomplished via node insert/delete 

operations on the corresponding graph. A recent measurement study of the Gnutella 

network showing that most users connect to the network for a period of less than an 

hour [SGG02], emphasizes the need to make the implementation of these operations 

as efficient as possible in the simulator.

During a simulation run, we should not be solely concerned with modeling the 

rate of peer arrivals and departures, but also with how they select a connected peer 

with which to make first contact. Ideally, node insert operations should be 

orchestrated so as to preserve the existing structural properties of the graph; however 

most existing peer-to-peer protocols make use of a host cache containing a fixed list 

of peers with which to connect.

9 The process/rate of peers arriving/departing to/from the network is often called churn/chum rate.
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2.2.4.2 Peer Discovery

Peers cannot form a community network without some knowledge of each other’s 

presence. In real peer-to-peer applications, each peer is aware o f a (small) subset of 

peers from the community, referred to as that peer’s neighbourhood. Changes to a 

peer’s neighbourhood can occur for a variety of reasons, such as new peers joining or 

leaving the network, peers contacting another peer during a search, periodic search for 

new or faster peers to connect to (a.k.a. topology adaptation) or periodic pruning of 

unresponsive neighbours.

A peer’s neighbourhood is analogous to the set o f edges stored by its node in 

the graph. Over time, peers can ‘discover’ new peers or drop existing peers from their 

neighbourhood. The specifics of this type of behaviour can vary, depending on which 

peer-to-peer protocol is in use.

Peer discovery or dropping of peers from a peer’s neighbourhood can be 

represented in a simulator via edge insertion/deletion operations on the corresponding 

graph. A higher frequency of changes to peers’ neighbourhoods than of arrivals or 

departures of peers from the network, would suggest that more priority should be 

given to the efficiency of edge operations than to node operations.
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2.3 Communication

Peer-to-peer protocols define the language that is spoken in conversations between 

peers, and the network topology provides the details of whom a peer may converse 

with. What are missing are the details about how the conversations get sent across the 

network. This section discusses some of the issues involved in communications 

between peers that are not covered by the previous sections.

2.3.1 Overlay Network

Peer-to-peer networks on the internet form what is called an overlay network [OraOl]. 

An overlay network is a network which is overlaid on top o f another network, 

essentially forming a subset of this network. At the internet level, a link connecting 

two nodes on the internet may pass through several other nodes, and many such links 

or paths may exist between two specific nodes. In an overlay network, these two 

nodes appear to be connected directly by one link. In reality, any communication over 

this single link will follow one or many of the paths available between the two nodes 

on the underlying network.

This design means that the speed of communicating a message between two 

nodes in an overlay network is dependant to a large extent on the amount of message 

traffic on the underlying network (the internet). At any given time, the underlying 

network may be in use by other protocols, such as for browsing the World Wide Web
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or downloading files. This type of activity can be simulated by periodically increasing 

or decreasing the bandwidth (see the next section) of certain links of the overlay.

For the purposes of accurately simulating a peer-to-peer system, the question 

is whether the goal is to measure the absolute or relative performance of different 

protocols [CRB03]. In most cases, the primary concern is to measure the relative 

performance of protocols, and as such modeling the background traffic on a network 

overlay is not necessary.

2.3.2 Bandwidth Modeling

In real communication networks, we must define the concept of the bandwidth of 

connections between any two nodes. If we imagine that the underlying network 

topology is a system of interconnected water pipes, then the bandwidth [OraOl] is the 

width of these pipes. The bandwidth of a pipe determines the maximum amount of 

water (data) that can pass through it at any given moment in time, which in turn 

determines how long water (data) takes to get from one end to the other. The available 

bandwidth of a pipe corresponds to how much room is left in the pipe when some 

water is already flowing through it. When pipes are interconnected in sequence, the 

amount of water that can be channelled from one end to the other is limited by the 

narrowest (least available bandwidth) pipe. In communication networks, these ‘narrow
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pipes’ that limit the flow of data are called bottleneck links [GB02]. See Figure 2.6 for 

an illustration.

Legend:

o Source or 
Destination Node

Total Bandwidth

Intermediate Bandwidth

/  N

i 1 Intermediate Node
V _  /

Bottleneck Link

Figure 2.6 Illustration of bandwidth and bottleneck links

In the context of an overlay network, the bandwidth available for a connection 

between two nodes corresponds to the sum of the bottleneck bandwidths of each of 

the distinct paths between the same two nodes in the underlying network. Deciding 

whether or not to account for this added complexity in modeling bandwidth is again a 

question of whether absolute or relative performance of a protocol is to be measured. 

For comparing the relative performance of one protocol to another, it is often 

sufficient to simply model the overlay network, and not be concerned with the 

complexities of the underlying network. This is supported by observations in the
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literature [GB02] [ILE02] that the bottleneck link for any given node in an overlay 

network usually corresponds to the link closest to it in the underlying network. For 

example, a dialup user’s bandwidth is constrained by the speed of the phone-line 

connection to their internet service provider.

A typical approach to representing the bandwidth available to inter-node links 

is to associate a maximum and available value with the corresponding edge10 in the 

network topology representation. Initializing the representation with maximum 

bandwidths can be done at random, or can be biased towards certain capacities. In 

today’s world, this might correspond to allocating a certain percentage of the 

bandwidths to model dial-up users and another percentage to cable modem/DSL users 

etc...

Consumption of bandwidth occurs as nodes progressively engage in more and 

more communication. The time for each communication to be completed can be 

determined by the amount of available bandwidth. When communication begins the 

available bandwidth on a link is decremented. When the communication is complete, 

the available bandwidth is incremented. The trick is to share the available bandwidth 

fairly when more than one message is being communicated.

10 Some peer-to-peer simulators use a simplified model where bandwidth is associated with the nodes. 
The bandwidth available for communication across a link from that node is the minimum o f the 
available bandwidth o f  both end nodes o f the link.
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2.3.3 Transporting Messages

On the internet, messages between nodes (peers) are transported using network 

sockets. Network sockets are essentially channels of communication that are opened 

between two nodes, using the TCP/IP protocol. There is a large amount of overhead 

associated with the use o f sockets, and as such their use makes little sense in the 

context of a simulation where all the peers reside on one computer. The only 

exception might be if  the goal is to build a simulator that is also deployable as a real 

application.

In simulation, the typical approach for transporting messages between nodes is 

to use simple method or function calls. For example, in an object-oriented setting, if 

peer A wishes to send a message to peer B, then peer A calls peer B’s receive 

Message method, passing it the contents of the message. This simple approach can be 

extended by using Remote Method Invocations (RMI) or other similar standards for 

simulators in distributed, multi-threaded or parallel settings. (See section 2.4.4.1 

Parallel, Sequential, Distributed or Multi-Threaded)

2.3.4 Communication Errors

On the internet or other similar networks, communication errors can occur at any time, 

greatly impacting the time taken to transport messages. In some extreme cases, 

communication errors may actually prevent a message from being transported at all.
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When simulating peer-to-peer protocols, it is important to evaluate their 

resilience in the face of communication delay or failure. Communication delay on a 

link between peers is relatively easy to simulate by simply increasing the transfer time 

of all messages being transported by that link. Critical communication errors can be 

simulated by simply suppressing a message while it is in transit.

2.3.5 CPU Delay

Some scenarios require processing a message before or after its communication 

between nodes. For example, a peer receiving a search message may require time to 

check if  it has the matching document, or to search through its routing table to find the 

appropriate peer to forward the search to. Another example is the encryption and 

decryption of messages before and after its transmission. Encryption can be 

particularly computationally expensive, resulting in lengthy delays.

Such delays incurred by the processing speed of the CPU o f a node on the 

network can also be simulated by delaying messages in transit on the appropriate link.

2.3.6 File Transfers

The transfer of files between nodes on a network is usually the lengthiest form of 

communication that can occur. As such, this form of communication is typically most 

prone to failure of some form. Deletion of the file by the transmitter or cancellation by
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the receiver can also cause the communication to be terminated. In some cases, files 

can be transferred simultaneously from multiple sources providing extra resilience, yet 

requiring careful management. The time taken to transfer a file between one peer and 

another can be simulated proportionally to the bandwidth of the link(s) it traverses.

2.4 Simulation

This section describes some of the important topics with respect to the implementation 

of a peer-to-peer simulator. Section 2.4.1 introduces some general concepts related to 

simulation, while Section 2.4.2 explains some of the standard methods for processing 

the events that occur during simulation. Section 2.4.3 explains some methods for 

modeling the content and behaviour in a simulation. Methods for assigning content 

(files) to peers are discussed, along with methods for determining the rate of their 

behavioural events. Finally Section 2.4.4 provides some discussion about the 

important issue of scalability for a peer-to-peer simulator.

2.4.1 Simulation Concepts and Terminology

Banks et al. [BNCOO] define simulation as “the imitation of the operation of a real- 

world process or system over time”. Simulation involves the development of a 

simulation model representing the system which is used to study the behaviour of this 

system over time, and to “draw inferences concerning the operating characteristics of
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the real system”. In the peer-to-peer context, the system is the real-world peer-to-peer 

network, and the model is the simulated peer-to-peer network.

Banks et al. define several classifications o f simulation models. The model 

may be classified as static or dynamic, deterministic or stochastic, or discrete or 

continuous. A static model represents a system at a specific point in time, whereas a 

dynamic model represents a system as it changes over time. A deterministic model is 

one with no random variables, whereas a stochastic model allows random variables 

(such as random arrivals) as input. A discrete model is one in which the system 

changes only at a discrete or countable set of points in time, whereas a continuous 

model allows the system to change continuously over time (e.g. water in a tank 

continuously evaporating).

Since peer-to-peer networks are constantly changing in an unpredictable 

fashion, most peer-to-peer simulators use a dynamic and stochastic simulation model. 

Furthermore, since all of the activities in a peer-to-peer network occur at specific 

points in time, the common practice is to use a discrete simulation model for peer-to- 

peer simulation.

The reader is referred to the simulation literature [BNCOO] [Ros02] [Tys99] 

for a more in depth discussion o f simulation models.
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2.4.2 Event Processing

In order to study the behaviour of a peer-to-peer simulation model over time, it is 

necessary to develop a framework that models how different events affect the state of 

the model over time. According to Banks et al., an event is defined as “an 

instantaneous occurrence that may change the state of the system” [BNCOO]. They 

define the state of the system as “the collection of variables necessary to describe the 

system at any given time”. The state of a peer-to-peer system is represented by the 

network topology (Section 2.2 Network Topology) and variables associated with the 

nodes therein. Banks et al. define two types of events, endogenous events and 

exogenous events. Endogenous events are events that occur within the system such as 

the forwarding of a query from one peer to another. Exogenous events are events that 

occur in the environment (outside the system) that affect the system such as a peer 

joining the network. The following sections describe the standard approaches for 

processing events which affect the state of the simulation model.

2.4.2.1 World Views

In the field of simulation, there are two principle approaches for scheduling and 

processing events, activity scanning and event scheduling [BNCOO] [Tys99]. Another 

approach called process interaction is a specialization of the event scheduling 

approach. Banks et al. refer to these approaches as world views, because the approach
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that is used determines from what perspective or world view events are perceived and 

handled.

2.4.2.1.1 Event Scheduling

Event scheduling is the predominant world view used by simulation programs, and 

“constitutes the cornerstone of discrete-event computer simulation” [Tys99]. Event 

scheduling revolves around the concept of a future event list which stores all the 

events that are scheduled to occur in the future [BNCOO]. All events in the future 

event list are arranged chronologically by time. While some events start and end at the 

same time, other events denote the beginning of an activity (such as downloading a 

file) which will end at some time in the future. The processing of an event which starts 

an activity requires placing an event which marks the end of the activity at the 

appropriate (future) time in the future event list.

Event scheduling relies on a simulation time clock to determine which events 

need executing at the current time. Assuming that the simulator has been initialized, 

the sequence o f actions to be performed using the event scheduling approach is 

provided by Banks et al.:

Step 1: Remove the first (imminent) event from the future event list.
Step 2: Advance the simulation clock’s time to that of the imminent event.
Step 3: Execute the imminent event, updating system state as necessary.
Step 4: Generate any future events related to the imminent event.

Place any such future events in sorted order in the future event list.
Step 5: Update any relevant statistics.
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This sequence of actions is performed repeatedly by the simulator until either 

no more events exist to be processed, or a pre-determined simulation clock time is 

reached.

An important issue when using the event scheduling world view is efficiently 

maintaining the sorted order of the future event list. A chronologically sorted future 

event list allows the next imminent event to be found quickly, but may require 

scanning the entire list when adding, deleting or rescheduling the time of events. A 

variety of data structures have been suggested for maintaining the future event list 

such as arrays, linked lists or binary heaps [BNCOO] [Tys99].

Arrays are the simplest data structure to implement, yet can require scanning 

every event for each operation. Linked lists offer some improvement over arrays by 

allowing events to be removed or inserted in constant time, although the entire list 

needs to be searched to find the event to delete or position for a sorted insertion. 

Perhaps the most promising data structure for the future event list is the binary heap. 

Binary heaps storing N events require scanning at most log (N) events for every 

operation (including removal of the imminent event and insertion of an event in sorted 

order) except searching for a specific event, which still requires scanning all the 

events [CLR90].
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2.4.2.1.2 Activity Scanning

Activity scanning is a world view which focuses on the activities or events of a model 

and the conditions which must be met for them to occur. At each time step, all of the 

entities (i.e. peers) in the simulation model are scanned to check if  they satisfy the 

conditions for the occurrence of an event, in which case that event is executed. In 

contrast to the event scheduling world view which uses a variable time increment, the 

activity scanning world view “uses a fixed time increment and a rule-based approach 

to decide whether any activities can begin at each point in time” [BNCOO].

It should be noted that with the activity scanning world view, the execution of 

an event for an entity may change the conditions of other entities, requiring repeated 

scanning of these entities. To combat this inefficiency, some hybrid approaches to 

activity scanning have been developed which borrow some properties of the event 

scheduling approach to reduce the number of scanning passes [BNCOO] [Tys99].

2.4.2.13 Comparison

In the context of simulating large scale peer-to-peer networks, using the event 

scheduling world view is advantageous since at each time step, only events occurring 

at that time, or events created at that time must be processed. In contrast, the activity 

scanning world view requires examining every single peer in the network (possibly 

multiples) at each time step.
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Banks et al. summarize some of the tradeoffs between event scheduling and

activity scanning in the following passage:

Proponents claim that the activity scanning approach is simple in concept and 
leads to modular models that are more maintainable and easily understood 
and analyzed by other analysts at later times. They admit, however, that the 
repeated scanning to determine whether an activity can begin results in slow 
runtime on computers. [BNCOO].

2.4.2.2 Existing Simulation Packages *

Some existing peer-to-peer simulators make use of simulation libraries or packages 

that provide implementations of the world views mentioned in the previous section. In 

general, the question of whether or not to use a simulation package depends on its 

abilities to match the needs of the simulator. A realistic peer-to-peer simulator needs 

to be able to handle an extremely large number of peers and a correspondingly high 

numbers o f events. It is unclear whether any of the existing open source simulation 

packages have the required ability. Perhaps for this reason, the majority of existing 

peer-to-peer simulators rely on their own world view implementations.

2.4.3 Modeling Peer Content and Behaviour

In order for a peer-to-peer simulator to realistically compare the performance of 

different protocols, it is necessary to accurately model both the content that peers will 

offer, and the behaviour of peers with respect to the system. The following sections
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describe methods for assigning initial content to the peers and methods for generating 

the exogenous events that affect the simulation model.

2.4.3.1 Content Distribution

The most basic approach for assigning initial content to peers is to form a pool of 

available content, and then just randomly distribute it among the peers. More 

complicated approaches involve ranking the pool of content and then using a so called 

‘heavy-tailed’ distribution function such as Zipf or Pareto distribution [Ada].

Like power-law distributions, Zipf and Pareto distributions are used to 

“describe phenomena where large events are rare, but small ones quite common” 

[Ada]. If we assume that content is ranked according its popularity11, then Zipf and 

Pareto distributions can be used to assign content to peers such that more popular files 

are quite common, and unpopular files are rare [SCK03].

Z ipf s law allows us to determine how many copies of a file to create based on 

its rank. If files are each given a popularity ranking r, then the number of copies n can 

be determined by the function: n ~ rx (the value of x is typically close to one). Using 

Z ipf s law, we can determine how many copies of files in the available content pool to 

make, and then randomly distribute the copies among the peers. Pareto’s law differs

11 The popularity o f content may be defined in a number o f ways such as the frequency with which it is 
requested by queries.
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slightly from Zipf s law in that it allows us to determine the probability of there being 

more than r copies of a file with rank r.

2.4.3.2 Arrival and Departure Events

As discussed in section in section 2.2.4 Evolution, real peer-to-peer networks are in a 

constant state of flux; Peers are continuously joining and leaving the network. A 

simulator must provide some form of mechanism for determining the frequency of 

these kinds of ‘random’ exogenous events. In the context of simulation, Banks et al. 

state that ‘the most important model for random arrivals is the Poisson arrival 

process.’ [BNCOO]. They also cite several examples o f the Poisson process being 

successfully employed for modeling random arrivals o f customers to a restaurant or 

telephone calls to a telephone exchange.

A Poisson process with rate X allows us to determine the number of random 

events that will occur in a fixed time interval of length t. The number of random 

events per time interval will be biased towards the value At (See Figure 2.7). More 

formally, the number of events in a time interval of length t, has the Poisson 

distribution with mean X t events.

For x = 0,1,2,..., a Poisson distribution has probability mass function:

P [m  = x] = Z_AL
x\
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Here P[N(t) = x] denotes the probability that the number of events N(t) 

occurring in an interval of time t is equal to x. Note that e is Euler’s constant 

approximately equal to 2.7183 and X and t are parameters. A useful property of the 

Poisson distribution is that both its mean and variance are equal to A,t12. Also, Poisson 

distributions have the ‘memory-less’ property, that is that the numbers of events in 

separate time intervals are independent of each other, since they only rely on the rate X 

and the length of the time interval t as parameters.
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8 0.008101511
9 0.002700503
10 0.000810151

Figure 2.7 Plot o f Poisson Probability Mass Function for X = 3 and t = 1

12 The mean is a measure o f  the central tendency o f  a random variable. The variance is a measure o f  the 
spread or variation o f  the possible values o f  the random variable around the mean.
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Generating a Poisson process is fairly straightforward, and several algorithms

are suggested by Ross [Ros02] for this purpose. One of the simpler algorithms

proposed by Ross is as follows:

Poisson Process (rate X, time interval T, list S)
Step 1: t = 0 ,1 = 0.
Step 2: Generate a random number 0 < U < 1.
Step 3: t = t -  1/MogU. If t > T stop.
Step 4: I = I + l , S ( I )  = t.
Step 5: Go to Step 2.

This algorithm accepts the rate X, length of the time interval T and empty list S 

as input. Note that the log of a real number between 0 and 1 will be negative causing 

the value of t to be continually increased. The results of the algorithm are returned via 

the list S. S contains I entries, one for each of the I event times that are generated 

within the time interval o f length T.

An algorithm similar to this one can be used to generate the simulated arrival 

and departure times of peers to and from a peer-to-peer network.

2.4.3.3 Query Events

Simulating query behaviour requires decisions about what the targets of the queries 

should be, and how often they are to be issued.

In the real world, it has been shown that the subject of queries issued by users 

of a peer-to-peer system follows a Zipf distribution [Sri03]. In a manner similar to that 

used in section 2.4.3.1 Content Distribution, a pool of keywords or keys can be
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maintained that are ranked according to popularity. Z ipf s law can then be used to 

determine how many times each of these keywords or keys will be issued as a query.

The frequency with which queries are initiated by peers is a random process 

similar to the rate of arrivals and departures of peers from the system described in 

section 2.4.3.2 Arrival and Departure. As such, a Poisson process is also a logical 

choice for simulating the number of queries that will be initiated at each time step in 

the simulation.

2.4.4 Scalability

Perhaps the most important question about a peer-to-peer simulator implementation is 

how well does it scale? A simulator that can only represent a few thousand peers 

cannot expect to realistically measure the performance of a peer-to-peer protocol 

which when deployed in the real world deals with hundreds of thousands or even 

millions o f peers.

When simulating networks of huge numbers of peers, the primary concern 

related to scalability is minimizing the memory footprint of each simulated peer and 

its associated messages. Another important concern is ensuring that the simulation can 

be run in a reasonable amount of time.

When analyzing these concerns, it is important to remember that a simulator 

need not capture every last detail of the system from real life. For example, the data
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stored at peers can be represented by fixed-sized place holders which contain only 

necessary information such as the name and the size of its content. Also the links 

between peers may not need to have any form of explicit representation (ex: store 

references to other nodes instead of using edge objects).

Decreasing the memory usage of the simulator should lead to faster execution 

times, but equally important to speed is the efficient implementation of the event 

processing mechanism (See section 2.4.2 Event Processing). In general it is important 

to weigh the pros and cons of sacrificing certain details to improve scalability.

2.4.4.1 Parallel, Sequential, Distributed or Multi-Threaded

The implementation of most simulators is sequential. A sequential simulator runs 

solely on one computer, and all of the events are generated or processed one after 

another. Some simulators attempt to increase their performance (ex: speed, scalability) 

by using threads, parallel computation or distributed computation.

Multi-threaded simulators are useful for certain models. Threads enable parts 

of the simulator to appear to run simultaneously, which would seem to be an ideal 

model since peers in a real network also run simultaneously. However the use of 

concurrent threads can have a considerable negative impact on performance due to the 

overhead required to keep them synchronized.
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Distributed or parallel simulators offer a more promising avenue for increasing 

performance by sharing the work between multiple computers. The limitation of these 

approaches is that data synchronization must occur between the different computers. 

Careful thought must be given to the trade-off between processing power and 

communication overhead.

2.5 Existing Peer-to-peer Simulators

This section surveys some existing peer-to-peer simulators, focusing primarily on 

simulators that show promise in supporting more than just a single protocol. This 

section concludes with a brief comparison of the surveyed simulators.

2.5.1 3LS

The 3LS or 3 Layered System peer-to-peer simulator was developed by N. Ting of the 

University of Saskatchewan [Tin03]. Ting developed a set of criteria for evaluating 

peer-to-peer simulators. These evaluation criteria are usability (ease of use), 

extensibility (supporting different protocols), configurability (setting configuration 

parameters), interoperability (with other applications), level of detail (of simulated 

environment) and build-ability (simulated code can be deployed as working 

application).
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Ting uses these criteria to rate the relative performance of some existing peer- 

to-peer simulators, most of which are designed solely to test the performance of a 

single protocol (with the exception of NeuroGrid). Ting concludes that ‘current P2P 

simulators do not support the customization of the initial network state and are limited 

in the level of detail and the scalability of the supported models’. It is interesting to 

note that scalability is mentioned in the conclusion, but not in the evaluation criteria.

Ting’s conclusions serve to motivate the development of a generic peer-to- 

peer network simulator 3LS, with the goal of fulfilling each of the criteria. 3LS’ name 

stems from the idea of splitting the simulator into 3 separate levels; the network level 

is at the bottom, the protocol level is in the middle and the user level is on top. 

Communication can only occur between adjacent levels.

The network level contains a two-dimensional matrix (i.e. adjacency matrix) 

which stores the distance values between the nodes in the simulation. Worker threads 

are associated with each of the nodes to perform communication with other nodes in 

the network. Four queues are used at each node to store pending message objects. 

These queues are the Outbox, the Inbox-For-Network-Delay, the Inbox-For- 

Processor-Delay and Inbox. The use of these queues is intended to allow the 

simulation of delays related to network traffic and CPU delays. A ‘static step clock’ is 

used to propagate messages between the various queues, and a node receives the 

message when it reaches its Inbox.
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The protocol level contains instances of a peer class. Any protocol 

implemented by the simulator must extend this class. The Gnutella peer class is used 

as an example, and apparently this object is used for maintaining the list of a peer’s 

neighbouring peers. Each instance of the protocol class is also linked to an application 

class which is responsible for passing message objects to other peers.

The user level was not actually implemented, although the idea seems to be to 

provide a means for scheduling events related to user specific behaviour.

Ting concludes this paper with the claim that all of the evaluation criteria have 

been fulfilled. In addition, it is reported that 3LS allows the simulation of ‘computer 

hardware’, ‘network overlay’ and ‘network delays’. The scalability of the 

implementation is not discussed directly, although Ting reports that ‘the simulation 

with 255 nodes (50176 events) cannot be performed ... due to memory limitations... ’

2.5.2 Anthill

Anthill is a ‘framework for the development of agent-based peer-to-peer systems’ 

developed by members of the computer science department of the University of 

Bologna [MonOl] [BMM02]. Anthill attempts to use certain aspects of biological and 

social systems to develop a framework for the development and analysis o f peer-to- 

peer applications. As the name implies, Anthill models a peer-to-peer network after a
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collection of interconnected nests o f ants. A nest corresponds to a peer in the network, 

and the ants are the messages that travel between them.

Each nest provides facilities such as storage management, communication and 

topology management, ant scheduling and an interface between the nest and the 

application. When the application makes a request of the nest, the nest deploys ants 

into the network to perform the requested service. In the context of a file-sharing 

application, this request could be a query for documents that match a given key word.

Ants travel between the different nests in the network, attempting to fulfill the 

service requested of them. Each ant maintains certain information about its state, 

which may include query requests, matching documents or other data. The algorithm 

run by the ant may also be included with this state information, allowing for dynamic 

peer-to-peer algorithms (which evolve over time) to be supported. Upon arrival at a 

nest, ants use their state information to interact with the facilities made available to it 

by that nest. An ant ‘carrying’ a query can request that the nest return all matching 

documents from its storage facility. If a match is found, the ant will ‘pick-up’ the 

matching document(s) and return to the nest where it was bom. Ants that do not fulfill 

their requests within a certain time (TTL) can be killed by a foreign nest.

Anthill is designed to be easily deployable either for simulation or real world 

use. This is accomplished through the use of the JXTA (Java) project promoted by 

Sun Microsystems. In the simulation setting, Anthill allows many simulator
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parameters, including which protocol to run to be loaded from XML configuration 

files.

Despite its many promising features, development on Anthill has recently been 

stopped in favour of PeerSim described in section 2.5.7 PeerSim (A. Montresor, 

personal communication).

2.5.3 Narses

The Narses network simulator was developed by Giuli et al. [GB02] of Stanford 

University. Their network simulator uses a ‘flow-based’ approach for modeling the 

communication channels between nodes. According to Giuli et al. existing peer-to- 

peer simulators “do not model network behaviour such as propagation delay, traffic 

interdependencies and congestion”. Also, Giuli et al. state that with real network 

simulators such as ns [NS] “simulating applications like Gnutella or higher-layer 

protocols is very expensive”. Narses is meant to form a middle ground between the 

communication complexity of real packet level simulators such as ns and the 

simplicity of existing peer-to-peer simulators.

Among the simplifying assumptions made by Narses is that communication 

occurs as part of a flow as opposed to the piece-by-piece packet level transmission 

used on the internet. Narses also assumes that there are no bottleneck links between 

any two nodes beyond their immediate neighbourhood. The authors state that “this
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simplification implies that not all topologies are appropriate for simulation by 

Narses”.

Narses is implemented in Java. Narses claims to offer portability of its source 

code to a real world application, based on its use of a transport layer with an interface 

similar to UNIX sockets. Narses has the ability to run simulations with different levels 

of detail in the network model. Giuli et al. explain that this can be used for either 

debugging a small model with high detail or simulating a large model with lower 

detail. During experimental comparison between Narses at the most detailed level and 

ns, it was shown that memory usage of Narses was 28% of ns’, and Narses ran the 

simulation 45 times faster.

In Narses, bandwidth is modeled by assigning a bandwidth to each node. At 

the highest level of detail, Narses allocates the bandwidth of each flow using a 

technique the authors call ‘minimum-share allocation’. Under this technique, the 

bandwidth is split equally for each flow to or from a node. The bandwidth available to 

a flow is the minimum of the two bandwidths given to it by the sending and receiving 

node. At the simplest level of detail, Narses does not take into account the cross

traffic across links.

The scalability of Narses at the highest level o f detail is a little doubtful due to 

the use of an “optimal minimum spanning tree routed at each node” [GB02] used for 

routing of flows, requiring 0(n) storage per node in an n node network. Indeed, Giuli
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et al. only report experiments on Narses using a 600 node network generated by the 

GT-ITM topology generator.

Narses was designed as a general purpose network simulator, and is not 

restricted to the simulation of peer-to-peer networks. Giuli et al. report on using 

Narses to study several large distributed applications, although studies of peer-to-peer 

applications such as Gnutella are the focus of future work.

2.5.4 NeuroGrid Simulator

The NeuroGrid Simulator [Neu] was developed by Joseph, a research associate at the 

University of Tokyo. The NeuroGrid simulator was originally developed as a 

simulator for comparing the performance of the Freenet, Gnutella and NeuroGrid 

protocols. More recently, the simulator has been extended to support DHT protocols 

such as Pastry. Indeed, the NeuroGrid simulator was designed so as to be as extensible 

as possible with regards to supporting new protocols. New protocols can be added to 

the NeuroGrid simulator by extending several abstract classes. These abstract classes 

include the Node, MessageHandler, Message, Keyword and Document classes 

[Jos03],

The abstract Node class provides rudimentary functionality such as a list of 

connected Nodes, a Queue for receiving Messages, a reference to the MessageHandler 

to use when receiving or sending Messages, a list of seen Messages, a table mapping
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(possibly multiple) Keywords to Documents and a knowledge base specific to the 

NeuroGrid protocol. The other abstract classes allow for the representation of the 

different types of messages, key/keyword and document types used by other 

protocols.

The NeuroGrid simulator makes use of an Action Event (i.e. event scheduling) 

framework to simulate the flow of messages through the represented network. Under 

this framework, all pending actions (messages) are stored in a global table with their 

associated time stamp. The simulator loops repeatedly through this table, executing 

actions that match the current time stamp, and scheduling new actions for the future as 

necessary. Communication or other failures can be simulated by increasing the time 

stamp of a pending action.

The NeuroGrid simulator appears to support the use of a ZipF function for 

distributing data, although its use is only documented for assigning keywords to 

documents [JosOla] [Jos02].

One of the simplifying assumptions made by the NeuroGrid simulator is that 

all links between nodes have equal bandwidth. In fact, no bandwidth data is associated 

with the list of connected nodes stored at each node. This simplifying assumption is 

likely one of the principal factors allowing the NeuroGrid simulator to run simulations 

of up to 100,000 nodes [S. Joseph, personal communication].
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2.5.5 P2Psim

P2PSim is a peer-to-peer simulator developed by Gil et al. of the Computer Science 

and Al Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [GKL+03]. The 

primary goals of P2PSim are “to make understanding peer-to-peer protocol source 

code easy, to make comparing different protocols convenient, and to have reasonable 

performance” [GKL+03].

P2PSim is one of the few peer-to-peer simulators to make use o f threads in 

simulation. Gil et al. state that the use of threads makes “the implementations [of peer- 

to-peer protocols] look like algorithm pseudo-code, which makes them easy to 

comprehend” [GKL+03]. P2PSim uses an event queue to store pending events sorted 

by time stamp. The main program thread repeatedly removes the first event from this 

queue and executes it within a new thread. The main thread is then blocked until all 

new threads have finished executing.

Several DHT peer-to-peer protocols have been implemented for P2PSim such 

as Chord, Tapestry and Kademlia. The authors claim that implementing these 

protocols was fairly straightforward, although some careful coding was required to 

handle the concurrent threads. It should be noted that the protocol implementations in 

P2PSim are based on the concepts of mapping node identifiers to internet protocol 

addresses, and no actual applications such as file sharing have been implemented [T. 

Gil, personal communication].
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The main components of P2PSim are the Node, Network, Topology, Lookup

Generator and Chum Generator objects. Nodes represent individual peers which

belong to the Network. The Topology object determines the latency of communication

between any two peers in the Network. The Chum Generator models the dynamic

aspects of the Network, such as the arrival and departure of Nodes. The Lookup

generator models the behaviour of the Nodes by issuing searches for Nodes which are

closest to a given key.

One of the simplifying assumptions made by P2PSim is that the network delay

11
model consists only of latency , and not bandwidth, queuing delays or packet loss.

The latency model used by P2PSim is based on empirical data collected by internet 

measurement studies. When a Node wishes to send data to another Node, it sends a 

packet of data consisting of an RPC (Remote Procedure Call) to the Network object. 

When the Network object receives such a packet, it uses the Topology object to 

determine the latency between the sender and receiver. This latency determines the 

time stamp of the delivery event which gets placed in the event queue for this 

message. At a later time, the delivery event will be removed from the event queue by 

the main thread, and the corresponding RPC will be executed.

It remains to be seen whether or not the choice to use Multi-threading in 

P2PSim will impose any significant impediments to performance and scalability. As

13 Latency is the time between one peer sending a message and another peer receiving it.
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of this writing, P2PSim has not been fully tested, although the authors believe that it 

should scale well to approximately 10,000 peers [T. Gil, personal communication].

2.5.6 Packet Level Simulator

The Packet Level Simulator (PLS) was developed by He et al. of the Networking & 

Telecommunications Group at the Georgia Institute of Technology [HAR+03]. The 

primary goal of PLS is to rectify the lack of packet level details in existing peer-to- 

peer simulators. PLS aims to achieve this goal while maintaining extensibility and 

scalability.

PLS includes packet level simulation details by running on top of an existing 

network simulator such as ns [NS]. To allow for a variety of existing network 

simulators to be used as a base, PLS uses a three layered architecture.

The bottom layer of PLS is the Socket Adaptation Layer. The Socket 

Adaptation Layer is responsible for adapting the interface of a specific network 

simulator to a generic one that is usable by the upper layers. This layer provides 

adaptations for a variety of network simulators, as well as an adaptation which allows 

packet level details to be bypassed altogether.

The middle layer of PLS is the PeerAgent layer. The PeerAgent is responsible 

for accepting messages passed to it by the Socket Adaptation Layer and parsing them
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in a protocol specific manner. The parsed messaged may be rejected, sent back to the 

Socket Adaptation Layer for forwarding to another peer, or passed to the top layer.

The top layer of PLS is the PeerApp. The PeerApp layer serves as the interface 

to the peer-to-peer application users, embodying behaviour related to individual peers. 

This layer provides functionality for generating user events such as arrival or 

departure from the network, or queries for content. It also contains the repository of 

content available at each peer, and is capable of adding to the content after a 

successful query.

PLS allows for a wide variety o f parameters of the simulation run to be set via 

configuration files. Some of the parameters of PLS allow for content to be distributed 

with a Pareto distribution, and for peer arrivals to occur based on a Poisson process. A 

variety o f experiments were performed with PLS using the Gnutella protocol over a 

topology generated with the transit stub model. These experiments showed that low 

level packet details do have a significant effect on the results of the simulation.

To overcome the barrier to simulator scalability introduced by packet level 

details, He et al. developed a variation of the ns simulator called pdns [HAR+03] that 

allows the simulation to be run in parallel over several computers. Using PLS on top 

of pdns, He et al. were able to run a simulation with 8192 networks nodes containing 

1440 peers. They expect to be able to use this setup to run simulation with 100,000 or 

more network nodes, and tens of thousands of peers.
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2.5.7 PeerSim

PeerSim is a peer-to-peer simulator developed by Jelasity et al. [JMB03] as part o f the 

BISON project [Bis]. PeerSim is the successor of the Anthill framework (Section

2.5.2 Anthill) and is being developed by the same authors. The stated goals of 

PeerSim are extreme scalability, support for dynamicity and modularity of simulator 

components.

Jelasity et al. propose several simplifying assumptions to support extreme 

scalability in PeerSim. Low-level or packet-level details of the underlying network are 

not simulated, and neither is bandwidth or latency. According to the authors, “the 

simulation model that is adopted by PeerSim ignores concurrency and in fact it is very 

similar to a cellular automaton model” [JMB03].

The main component of the PeerSim architecture is the configuration manager. 

The configuration manager is responsible for loading configuration files or command 

line parameters that decide what form the simulation will take. The configuration 

manager is the only fixed component in the simulator; the configuration files allow the 

user to specify which other components should be loaded. Using this framework, 

PeerSim allows developers to create their own interchangeable components to be used 

during a simulation.

The network topology used by PeerSim is made up of Node objects, each of 

which is host to one or more Protocol objects. Communication between nodes is
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accomplished via method invocations between Protocol object. Protocols must 

implement a Linkable interface which allows the simulation environment to obtain 

information about the neighbourhoods of the nodes. Dynamicity is achieved in 

PeerSim through the use of a Dynamics object. The Dynamics object may be executed 

periodically to perform changes to the collection of nodes or the neighbourhoods of 

individual nodes.

PeerSim uses Observer objects, which like Dynamics objects may be executed 

periodically. Observer objects are responsible for harvesting statistics from the 

simulation, and may be customized for individual protocols.

The cornerstone of PeerSim which drives the simulation is the Simulation 

Engine object. The simulation engine uses an Activity Scanning approach which at 

each time step scans all of the nodes (in random order) to invoke call-back routines on 

their associated protocol objects.

According to the authors, PeerSim is capable of performing simulations on 

networks of up to 1,000,000 nodes [A. Montresor, personal communication]. It should 

be noted however that as of yet, no actual peer-to-peer protocols have been simulated 

with PeerSim.
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2.5.8 Query Cycle Simulator (P2PSim)

The Query Cycle Simulator (sometimes called P2PSim) is a peer-to-peer simulator 

developed by Schlosser et al. of Stanford University. The primary focus o f the Query 

Cycle Simulator is to accurately model user behaviour in a peer-to-peer file sharing 

network [SCK03].

The Query Cycle Simulator uses a model which proceeds in query cycles. In 

each query cycle, a set of nodes issues queries over the network. As the queries get 

propagated throughout the network, other nodes may return a match or forward the 

query to other nodes. According to Schlosser et al., a query cycle ends when all 

querying peers ‘download a satisfactory response’. This statement implies that the 

simulator is not designed to handle erroneous or unsuccessful queries.

Schlosser at al. divide the discussion about modeling user behaviour in QCC 

into two categories: Content Distribution and Peer Behaviour. Content Distribution 

deals with modeling the volume and content of data that each peer carries. Peer 

Behaviour deals with modeling what queries peers will issue, which query matches 

they will select for download, and peer uptime and session duration.

QCC uses empirical data obtained by Saroiu et al. [SGG02] to determine the 

number of files to assign to each peer in the network. The determination of the content 

of files that each peer stores is motivated by the observation that in the real world, 

peers are generally more interested in a subset of the total available content. To mimic
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this behaviour, QCC organizes files into content categories. Content categories and 

files within each category are ranked by popularity as governed by a ZipF distribution. 

Each peer uses this popularity ranking, together with its randomly assigned interest 

level in each category to determine how many categories, and files within them it 

stores.

QCC also uses the empirical data from [SGG02] to determine how long peers 

stay connected to the network. Using this data, each peer is assigned a probability for 

being online. At each cycle, this probability is used to determine if a new peer will 

join (or leave) the network. When a peer joins the network, it will preferentially select 

nodes with higher degree to connect to.

Since no empirical data seems to exist on query rates, QCC uses a Poisson 

Process to determine of how often peers will issue queries. The target of each query is 

determined probabilistically by the issuing peer’s interest level in each content 

category, and the popularity ranking of files within the categories. When a peer 

receives multiple matches in response to a query, one is selected at random for the 

source of the ensuing download. Downloads are the only activity in QCC which 

consume bandwidth. In QCC, each peer is assigned a bandwidth at start up based on 

data from [SGG02].

While QCC’s performance is exemplary in terms of modeling of peer 

behaviour, it suffers from limited scalability. According to one o f the authors QCC
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does not scale well above 1000 peers, although this is apparently due to the fact that 

QCC “models actual files” [T. Condie, personal communication].

2.5.9 SimP2

SimP2 is a peer-to-peer simulator designed by Kant et al. [KI] of Intel Labs.

According to the authors, SimP2 is designed to “address detailed performance 

characteristics such as queuing delays and message expiry or loss”. SimP2 is made up 

of two parts, one for generating a set of peer-to-peer network instances, and another 

which consists o f ‘parallel’ or simultaneous simulation of Gnutella-like protocols over 

these instances.

The peer-to-peer network instances are generated in the first part using a non- 

uniform random-graph based model proposed by the authors. Kant et al. propose a 3 

tiered model for the nodes in the network instances. Tier 1 consists o f ‘distinguished 

nodes’ which are connected almost indefinitely, and have high bandwidth and lots of 

content. Tier 2 consists of ‘undistinguished nodes’ which are semi permanent nodes 

with less content and bandwidth than distinguished nodes. Tier 3 consists of highly 

transient nodes which do not contribute much to the community and are non 

permanent. Non-uniform network instances are constructed by SimP2 by connecting 

each new node to a random number of nodes. Each link to the new node is created 

with a distinguished node with probability q and to an undistinguished node with
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probability 1-q. For simplicity, Kant et al. ignore transient nodes in their graph model, 

and in fact their network instances are static after creation.

According to Kant et al., the second part o f SimP2 is not limited to working 

with graphs generated by the first part, but may also accept graphs from an external 

source. Once provided with a set of graphs or network instances, the second part of 

SimP2 randomly selects a graph on which to simulate each successive transaction. The 

idea is that using a set of parallel network instances yields simulation results that are a 

better representative of the average performance of the network than a single instance.

SimP models the request or query generation at each peer by using an on-off 

process. When a peer’s request generation is ‘on’, it generates requests at a constant 

rate. The lengths o f these on-off periods are determined by a Pareto Distribution.

SimP2 also uses a Pareto distribution along with a uniform distribution to determine 

the distribution of file sizes to the peers.

Unfortunately, SimP2’s requirement o f parallel network instances imposes a 

serious barrier to scalability. This is reflected in the fact that SimP2 has not been run 

for simulation of more than 500 peers [R. Iyer, personal communication].

2.5.10 Other Simulators

As noted by Montresor et al. [MCH03], most of the authors of peer-to-peer papers 

relying on simulation tend to make use o f “home-made” simulators. Due to the great
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volume of such papers, it is impossible to provide an exhaustive listing and summary 

of these home-made simulators. In any case, none of these home-made simulators 

appear to have been designed with extensibility in mind, and as such are limited to the 

support of a single peer-to-peer protocol at best.

2.5.11 Comparisons

Table 2.3 compares the functionality o f the more interesting simulators from the 

previous sections. Each simulator was ranked according to three criteria: scalability, 

extensibility and traffic modeling. Scalability was measured by the simulator’s ability 

to simulate large networks of a hundred thousand peers or more. Extensibility was 

measured as the ease with which the simulator could be configured to run arbitrary 

peer-to-peer protocols. Traffic modeling was measured as the simulator’s capabilities 

in terms of modeling network traffic, and its impact on the protocol in use.

Data for each column was obtained from available documentation and 

personal communication with the authors. See Appendix A for the full questionnaire 

that was sent to the authors.
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Table 2.3 Comparison o f features o f existing peer-to-peer simulators

3LS Low Medium-High NA
Anthill NA Medium-High NA
Narses Medium Medium High
NeuroGrid Medium High None
P2PSim Low NA Low
Packet Level Medium-Low Medium-High High
PeerSim Medium Medium-High None
Query Cycle Low NA NA
SimP'1 Low NA Medium-Low

2.6 Summary

This chapter began in Section 2.1 with a description of several of the current peer-to- 

peer protocols, along with a discussion of how they can be classified. Section 2.2 

provides discussion of the network topologies formed by these protocols, including 

how they may be represented, generated and evolved for simulation purposes. Section 

2.3 describes how the network topology can be used to simulate communication over 

the simulated network. Section 2.4 provides a summary of the simulation literature, 

along with some background on how events can be generated and processed 

efficiently. Finally, this chapter concludes with a survey and comparison of existing 

peer-to-peer simulators
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Chapter 3 

Simulator Core

This chapter describes the core architecture of the peer-to-peer simulator developed 

for this thesis. The core architecture is composed of several key components:

• A set of peers participating in the simulated network.

•  A set o f connections conveying messages between peers.

• A repository of content to be distributed to peers and events.

• Ordered collections of peer action and inter-peer message events.

• A statistics reporter which collects and reports information about events. 

Figure 3.1 provides a high level UML class diagram of the relationships

between the key components. Detailed descriptions of the components are provided in 

sections 3.1 to 3.5, along with detailed UML class diagrams where appropriate.

81
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Simulator

1

BinaryHeap
1 5 fl

BinaryHeap

J

PeerGraph

Connection Manager

m »

1 1
♦ j Peer

1
StatisticsReporter Conte ntRepository

£
Connection O

I
Action C>

{static}
1

ContentRecond

ActionStatistics
Collector

{static}

Message 1 MeasageStatistics
Collector

Figure 3.1 Class diagram o f the principal components o f the simulator core

3.1 Peers

The principal component of the simulator is the list o f peers taking part in the 

simulation. Individual peers in the simulator are represented by peer objects.

The simulator stores all of the individual peer objects in a single peer graph 

object. When the simulator is initialized, the maximum number of peer objects to be 

stored in the peer graph must be specified. The peer graph maintains an array of the 

peer objects, assigning each peer a unique index, which can be used for retrieval 

purposes.
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The simulator allows for peers to be active or inactive. An active peer 

corresponds to a peer that is currently connected to and participating in the simulated 

network. This is an important feature for the study of the effects of peer chum on 

simulated peer-to-peer protocols. To support this feature, the peer graph maintains a 

list of active peers, and assigns each peer a unique ‘active index’, allowing for 

efficient retrieval of all currently active (or inactive) peers in the simulator. Figure 3.2 

illustrates the relationship between the peer graph and the peers it stores.

Simulator
1

* — 1 1

PeerGraph Peer
♦getPeedin index: kit): Peer 
*getNumPeers(); int 
i-activatePeer(in p ; Peer) 
♦deactlvateFeer(ln p : Peer) 
+isActive(in p : P eer): bool

♦inltfin m axPeers: Int) 
tgetPeerfin index: int): Peer 
rgetNumPeers(): int 
*8ctivatePeer(in p ; Peer) 
+deactlvatfiPeer(ln p : Peer) 
risActive(in p : P eer): bool 
♦getActivePeertin indBX: int): Peer 
tgetlnacttvePeer(in index r int): Peer 
rgetNumActivePeereO; Int 
«jetNumlnactlveFeers(): int

■index: int 
-activelndex: int 
rgedndexO: int 
+getActivelndex(): int

Figure 3.2 Class diagram o f peer related components

To control interaction with other peers, each peer object maintains a reference 

to an instance of the abstract protocol class, which is subclassed to provide details 

specific to the protocol in use. This is described in more detail in Section 4.2.

3.2 Connections

The simulator is comprised of two concurrent topological structures. The protocol- 

level topology contains information about which peers a given peer is aware of or
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linked to, whereas the communication-level topology maintains information about 

which peers a given peer is currently transmitting messages to or receiving messages 

from. This section describes the communication-level topology of the simulator. 

Discussion of the protocol-level topology is deferred to Section 4.2.2.

In order to track the communication between peers, the simulator maintains a 

set of connection objects which represent active connections used for the transmission 

of messages between pairs of peers. Connections between two peers are created 

whenever the first message is transmitted between them, or the last message is 

received. This allows the simulator to model the network topology at the flow or 

overlay level (Section 2.3.1) as opposed to a detailed packet level. Modeling 

communication to the packet level of detail, where messages are split into individual 

packets and routed through various intermediate nodes between the source and 

destination peers is not conducive to scalability. In real-world networks, the 

intermediate nodes used to route messages between peers are likely not even part of 

the peer-to-peer network, necessitating simplifications if a simulator is to keep its 

storage requirements bounded by the number of peers and connections being 

simulated.

Each peer keeps track of its active connections through the use of two lists, 

one for incoming connections, and one for outgoing connections. Each connection 

object stores references to a source and destination peer, and a list of message objects
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(Section 3.4.2) travelling from the source peer to the destination peer. The 

management of these lists of connections is delegated to the connection manager 

subclass (Section 3.4.4) associated with each peer object, which is specific to the 

bandwidth model currently in use. Figure 3.3 illustrates these relationships.

o.* 0. . '

o„*

Message

♦getConnecfonManagerO: Connection Manager +getPeer(): Peer 
+getNumConnectfcxis{): int 
+getNumDownloadConnectJons(): Int 
•rgatNumtlploadConnectionsQ: int

ConnectlonManager

+getDestPeer{): Peer 
+getSourcePeer(): Peer 
+addMessage(in m : Message, in bw ; float) 
+removeMessage(in m : Message) 
+remcweAIIMessagBS() 
+getNumMessages(): int 
+hasQueuedMessages(): bool 
+dequeueMessage():  Message______

Connection

Figure 3.3 Class diagram o f connection related components

The interface of the connection class allows for additional messages to be 

stored in a queue. Messages stored in this queue are not in transmission, and are 

deemed as ‘pending’. The manner in which events are stored in this queue is left up to 

the protocol implementation, via subclasses of the connection class (Section 4.2.2). 

Subclasses of the connection class may override the default methods for determining 

whether a connection has queued messages, and retrieving them when necessary.
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3.3 Content

The simulator supports the storage and distribution of generic content records, which 

may be extended to support content used by arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols. The 

content record interface is used to represent files or other content types that are 

transmittable over the simulated network. Classes that implement the content record 

interface must define methods for retrieving a unique identifier for the content, and 

the size of the content’s identifier and data in bytes. The size of the content’s name 

and data are used when determining the time to transmit content-carrying messages 

over the network, as described in Section 3.4.2.

All of the content records in the simulator are stored in a central content 

repository. The content repository interface specifies the methods that a concrete 

content repository implementation must define for retrieving content records. 

Concrete content repositories are responsible for populating themselves with content 

records.

Content records may be distributed to individual peers by providing the 

simulator with a class which implements the content distributor interface. Content 

distributors perform their task using a reference to the simulator’s peer graph and 

content repository. Distribution of content involves selecting content record objects to 

assign to selected peer objects. Because different peer-to-peer protocols store content
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in different ways, storage of distributed content is delegated to the protocol object. 

This is described in more detail in Section 4.2.1.

Simulator
1 1

PeerGraph Pear Protocol
♦addComentfin c : ContentRecord) 
+removeContent(in c : ContentRecond)

ContentDfstrlbutor

+dlstrlbule(lr» pg : PeerGraph, In c r : ContentReposltory)

ContontReposltory
♦gelContentRecort(in index; Int); ContentRecord 
*getNumContentRecords(): Ini 
♦generateContent(in numRecords: Int)

ContentRecond
+getNameLength(); Int 
+getDataLength(): Int 
+getlD(): int

Figure 3.4 Class diagram o f content related components

The default content scheme provided by the simulator is a flat content 

repository, where content records are distributed randomly to the peers. The simulator 

was designed to support more advanced content repository and distributor 

implementations, such as those that rank content records using a zipf-like popularity 

distribution (See section 2.4.3.1). In general, this allows for a wide variety of schemes 

such as the per-peer interest based scheme employed by the Query-Cycle Simulator 

(Section 2.5.8).
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3.4 Events

The simulator allows for two different types o f events: actions, and messages. Actions 

are used to simulate events local to a given peer, such as those initiated by a user, or 

other local events initiated at a peer specific to the protocol in use. Messages are used 

to simulate the communication o f all types of messages and associated data between 

peers in the simulated network.

For the purposes of event processing, the simulator is a discrete-event 

simulator (Section 2.4.2). The simulator operates in sequential time increments, using 

a floating point variable to track the current simulation time. Both action and message 

events store floating point instance variables representing their start and expected 

simulation times.

3.4.1 Actions

Actions are used by the simulator to represent events or behaviour local to a peer, 

such as initiating a connection to the simulated network, or commencing a query for 

content distributed across the simulated network. Each action stores start and expected 

simulation time fields, additional fields may be added by protocol-specific action 

subclasses as described in Section 4.2.3.

Whenever an action is added to the simulator, its start time is set to the 

simulator’s current simulation time. The expected time of an action may or may not be
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equal to its start time, which allows for actions to be scheduled for the future. Actions 

are stored in a list maintained by the peer object on which they are to be executed.

This allows peers to cancel or reschedule actions when necessary. Figure 3.5 

illustrates the relationship between peers and actions.

PeerGraph +actdAction(ln a ; Action) 
+mmoveAction(in a : Action) 
+gatNumActions(): int

Peer

■startTime: float 
■expectedTime: float 
♦•getStartTlmeO: float 
♦getExpectedTimaQ: float

Action
♦addActionfin p : Peer, in a : Action)
♦addAction(in p : Peer, in a : Action, in delay: float) 
♦removeAction(in p : Peer, In a : Action)

Simulator

Figure 3.5 Class diagram o f action related components

3.4.1.1 Action Generators

Action generators are used to feed the simulator with actions. The simulator maintains 

lists of two different types of action generators: initial action generators and 

continuous action generators.
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Simulator 1 InitialActionGemfator
raddActionfin a : Action, in p : Peer) +generateAdions(in p g : PeerGraph)

r

► < ►
1

1 ConttouousActionGonorator

PeerGraph I +gererateActions(in p g : PeerGraph)

Figure 3.6 Class diagram o f action generation related components

Initial action generators are called upon to feed the simulator with actions only 

once at simulation time 0. The typical use of this form of action generator is to 

schedule initial actions that will reoccur at regular time intervals. For example, an 

action generated upon initialization of the simulator may specify that when it is 

processed, it be re-scheduled for execution at its peer with a predetermined expected 

simulation time in the future.

Continuous action generators are called upon to feed the simulator with actions 

at regular time intervals. The action generation time intervals may be specified for 

each continuous action generator, but this value must be specified as a multiplier with 

respect to the global action generation time interval stored by the simulator. Another 

parameter of each continuous action generator is the generation offset. For example, 

consider an example where the simulator has a global generation interval of 1.5, and a 

continuous action generator is provided to the simulator with a generation interval of 5 

and offset o f 3. In this scenario, the continuous action generator will start feeding the 

simulator with actions at simulation time 4.5 (global generation interval * generation
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offset). Thereafter, actions will be fed to the simulator at simulated time intervals 

12.0, 19.5, 27.0, etc... (4.5 + global generation interval * generation interval).

For convenience, the simulator provides a method for generating a Poisson 

distribution using the target rate provided as a parameter. This allows action 

generators to generate a different number of actions at each interval, yet on average 

generate them at the target rate.

3.4.2 Messages

Messages are used by the simulator to represent events corresponding to the 

transmission of data from one peer to another, such as a request to link with another 

peer to join the simulated network, or the transmission of a query for content stored at 

another peer. Each message stores start and expected simulation time fields, additional 

fields may be added by protocol-specific action subclasses as described in Section 

4.2.3. In addition, messages are required to implement a method which returns their 

size in bytes.

Whenever a message is added to the simulator, its start time is set to the 

simulator’s current simulation time. The expected time of a message is determined by 

the amount o f bandwidth allocated to it by the bandwidth model (Section 3.4.4). 

Messages are stored in a list maintained by each connection object on which they are
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being transmitted. This allows for peers to cancel or reschedule messages travelling to 

or from any other peer when necessary.

In some cases, several messages are added to the simulator simultaneously, 

corresponding to a broadcast o f messages from a single source peer to multiple 

destination peers. The simulator’s message addition interface provides support for 

this, allowing the bandwidth model to operate more efficiently.

As mentioned in section 3.2, connections support the storage of queued 

messages. To support this functionality, the simulator provides methods for replacing 

a message with another that is traveling between the same source and destination 

peers, which is more efficient than removing and then adding the messages. Whenever 

a message is to be removed from a connection, the simulator checks if the connection 

has queued messages, in which case the removed message is replaced with a message 

from the queue.
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Simulator
♦addMessaga(in s r c : Peer, in d s t: Peer, In m : Message)
*addMessage(in c : Connection, in s rc : Peer, in m : Message)
+addMessages(in s rc : Peer, in d s ts : PeerlisL in m s : MessageList)
■addMessagasfln c s : ConnectionList, in s rc : Peer, in m s: MessageList) 

♦removeMessagefln c : Connection, in s r c : Peer, in m : Message) 
»repjaceMessage(in c : Connection, in s r c : Peer, in o ld : Message, in new i Message)

PeerGraph

T ?

Connection
♦addMessagefin m : Message, in bw : float) 
♦removeMessage<in m : Message) 
+getNumMessages(): int
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0 ..*
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Peer
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o..*

Massage
startTime: float 
expectedTime: float
+getSlze(): int 
+getStartTimeO: float 
■rgetExpectedTlmeQ: float

Connection Manager
+addDownloadMessage(in m : Message, in cm r ConnectionManager) 
+addUploadMessage(ln m : Message, in cm : ConnectionManager) 
+addDownloadMessage{in m : Message, in c : Connection) 
+add(JploadMessage(in m : Message, in c : Connection) 
+addDown(oadMessage(in m : Message, in cm r ConnectionManager. in n : int) 
♦addUploadMessagestln m s : MessageList, in c m s : ConnectionManagerList) 
+addDownloadMessage(ln m : Message, i n c : Connection, In n : Int) 
+addUploadMessages(ln m s : MessageList. in c s : ConnectionList) 
+removeDownloadMessage(in m : Message, in c : Connection) 
+removellploadMessage(in m : Message, in c : Connection) 
+repiaceDownk>adMessage(in c : Connection, in o ld : Message, in new: Message) 
+replaceUploadMessage{ln c : Connection, in ok): Message, in new : Message) 
+getNurnDownloadMessages(): int 
♦getNumUptoadMessagesQ: int  ______

Figure 3.7 Class diagram o f message related components

For messages which correspond to the transmission of content (Section 3.3), 

the size returned should include the size of the content. For example, if  a message 

represents a query for content, its size should include the corresponding content 

record’s identifier size. If a message represents the transmission of content, its size 

should include the corresponding content record’s data size.
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3.4.3 Event Processing

A discrete event simulator requires a means for ordering pending events for sequential 

execution. Section 3.4.3.1 describes how the simulator was designed to efficiently 

store pending events by increasing order o f expected time. Section 3.4.3.2 describes 

how the simulator uses this order to continuously remove and execute the earliest 

expected event.

3.4.3.1 Ordering Events

Peers are continuously adding or removing action and message events, which must be 

processed in increasing order of expected time by the simulator. This requires that the 

simulator be able to efficiently locate the event(s) that have an expected simulation 

time closest to the current simulation time.

To this end, each peer (Section 3.1) and associated connection manager 

(Section 3.4.4) keeps track of the action and incoming message with the minimum or 

earliest expected time. The minimum action for a peer is easily tracked by storing it at 

the front of the peer’s list of actions. Keeping track o f the minimum message is 

slightly more complicated, due to the fact that the peer’s connection manager stores a 

list of connections, which in turn store lists of messages. In this case, each connection 

stores the minimum message at front of its list of messages, and the connection 

manager in turn stores the incoming connection with the earliest minimum message at
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the front of its list of incoming connections. This ordering of actions and messages is 

illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Peer

-minOownloadConneotlon

■minMessage

Connection Connection Connection

ConnectionManager

expeciednme = 9.8

expectetffime * 6.4
Message

expectedTime = 9.7
Message

expectedTime = 7.5
Action

expectedTime = 7.3
Message

expectedTime = 6.5

BxpectedTime = 9.3
Action

Action

Figure 3.8 Object diagram showing actions and messages ordered for processing

The major advantage of this approach is that the size o f the future event list to 

be processed by the simulator is effectively reduced to a size proportional to the total 

number of peers in the simulated network.

Continually searching every event in the future event lists to find the earliest 

action or message events would be highly inefficient. Storing the future event lists in a 

binary heap data structures allows for the minimum (earliest) event to be accessed in 

constant time. The cost of the heap structure is that inserting or removing an action or
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message may require up to log of the number of peers in the event heap operations, in 

addition to the time for updating the relevant peer or connection manager’s list. This is 

an acceptable cost when one considers that log of one million elements (peers) results 

in only a maximum of 19 operations. To support the heap-based future event list, both 

the peer and connection manager classes implement a heap object interface, using 

their earliest event’s expected time as the heap key. Since the maximum number of 

elements in the heap is known in advance, it is possible to use an array-based heap 

implementation, which is highly storage-efficient, requiring only that an integer heap 

index variable be maintained for each peer and connection manager object. Figure 3.9 

illustrates how the simulator’s earliest scheduled actions and messages are accessed 

through the binary heaps which store the future event lists.
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Simulator

i f  t i
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BinaryHeap BinaryHeap
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*-geiMin(): HeapObject +getMln(): HeapObject

I

I
HaapObject HeapObject

+ge»Heaplndex(): Int 
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+getHeapKey(): float 
+setHeapKey(ln h k : float)
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+setHeaplndex(in h i: Int) 
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-haaplndex: int ---------------♦ -haaplndex: int
+getMinDownloadConnection(): Connection +getMinAction(): Action

Connection
+getMinMessage(): Massage

t ^  1 f  0..1

Message
+execute(in d s t ; Peer, in c ; Connection) 
+getExpectedTlme{): float

1 f  0..

0..1

Action
+execute(in p ; Peer) 
+geiExpectedTime{): float

I t 0..1

Figure 3.9 Class diagram showing access o f  actions and messages via binary heaps

3.4.3.2 Executing Events

To process events, the simulator uses the event-scheduling world view described in 

Section 2.4.2.1. This process requires that the simulator continuously remove and 

execute the earliest expected event from the binary heaps storing the future action or 

message event lists. Both actions and messages must implement an execute method
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which is called by the simulator when action is performed, or a message is received. 

Because neither actions nor messages store references to their target peer or 

connection, this information is passed to them by the simulator upon execution. 

Section 4.2.3 describes the use of these methods in more detail. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 

illustrate the interface for the execute method of actions and messages.

simulator aettonHeao mlnPaer mlnActten

minPear:=getMinO

minAcfon:»getAndRenKwaMinAriion() 
 1------------------------

keyChangad(mlnPeer)

lexecute(mlnPeer) 
-I----------------

I I

Figure 3.10 Sequence diagram showing how actions are executed
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simulator messaoeHeao mlnConnectlonManaaer minConnection minMessaae

I
mlnCoonacifonManag«r:=getMin()

minConnectlon:=getMlnDownloadConnecifoft()

I 
I

mlnMassage:=getAndRemoveMinMessage( 
____________I_____________ L

kayChangad(mlnConnectionManagef)

execute<mlnConnectlo(iManager.getPeer{)1 minConnectlon)
' ___________ I___________

X

Figure 3.11 Sequence diagram showing how messages are  executed

In the case where both the action and message future event lists have an 

earliest expected event with the same expected time, precedence is given to the action. 

This precedence is somewhat arbitrary, but is motivated by the fact that the action 

may cause the peer to become inactive, in which case pending messages for that peer 

will likely be cancelled.

3.4.4 Bandwidth Models

Upon initialization of the simulator, each peer is assigned maximum upload and 

download bandwidth values in bytes per simulation time unit. The simulator relies on 

a class which implements the bandwidth distributor interface for assigning bandwidth
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values to peers. This allows for arbitrary bandwidth distributions to be deployed, with 

total flexibility. For example a bandwidth generator could be configured to deploy 30 

percent of peers with dialup bandwidths, 50 percent with broadband bandwidths, and 

20 percent with ultra high speed bandwidths.

The peer’s bandwidth values are used by the simulator when allocating a 

portion of bandwidth to individual messages between peers, which in turn affects a 

message’s duration and expected time. The duration of a message is equal to its size 

divided by its allocated bandwidth. The expected time of a message is equal to its start 

time plus the duration. If the bandwidth of a message is increased or decreased, the 

duration of the event relative to the current simulation time will be decreased or 

increased accordingly.

Figure 3.12 illustrates the interface provided by the simulator for changing the 

bandwidth allocated to a message.
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Simulator
-currentTime: float
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T
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ConnectionManager
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+setMaxOownloadBandwidth(in bw : int) 
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SETBANDW1DTH

startTime = currentTime; 
expectedTime = currentTime + 

getSbeQ /  bw;

CHANGE BANDWIDTH

float bwChangeFactor = oldBW / newBW; 
float SmeLeft = expectedTime - currentTime; 
lf(tlmeLeft> 0 )
{

expectedTime * currentTime +
timeLeft * bwChangeFactor;

}

Figure 3.12 Class diagram o f bandwidth related components

The details o f allocating bandwidth to messages are delegated to the 

connection manager stored by each peer. Different bandwidth models may be 

employed by the simulator by subclassing the abstract connection manager class, and 

distributing instances of the subclass to each peer. At present, the simulator only 

supports homogeneous bandwidth models for all peers.
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3.4.4.1 Minimum Equal Share Bandwidth Model

The default connection manager provided with the simulator is the Minimum Equal 

Share (MES) bandwidth model, which is effective for modeling bandwidth on overlay 

networks where the bottleneck bandwidth is defined by the link closest to a peer (See 

sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). With this model, each message between a source and 

destination peer is assigned a bandwidth which is the minimum value of an equal 

share o f the source peer’s upload bandwidth and an equal share of the destination 

peer’s download bandwidth, as illustrated by Figure 3.13.

U:25
D:25

11:25
D:25

•! 25/125/1

20/1 20/2

U:20
D:15

U:20
D:15

Add 20/2

! 60/3
Remove

U: 20 
D: 60

U: 20  
D: 60

20/2 20/2
I 60/2 ! 60/3

20/2 20/260/2 60/3

15/1 15/110/1
'  25/1I . . . . .

U: 25  
D: 4 0

U: 5 
D: 10

U: 15  
D: 30

U: 25 
D :40

U: 5 
D: 10

U: 15 
D: 30

Figure 3.13 Illustration o f bandwidth allocation with the Minimum Equal Share model
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Figure 3.13 illustrates the minimum equal share bandwidth model in action. 

Peers are drawn as circles, with associated upload (U) and download (D) bandwidth 

values. Individual messages between the peers are drawn with directed arrows. At 

either end of the drawn messages, a text box is used to denote the upload or download 

bandwidth allocated to it by its source and destination peers. The textbox denoting the 

minimum bandwidth allocation for a message is drawn with a solid border, while the 

maximum bandwidth allocation is denoted by a dashed border. The right hand side of 

the figure shows the changes in message bandwidth allocation when a new message is 

added (dashed directed arrow). The case for removing a message is symmetric.

The following pseudo code describes the high-level operations that are 

performed by the MES bandwidth model whenever messages are added or removed. 

Most of these operations must be performed by any connection manager / bandwidth 

model implementation. The exception is that other bandwidth models are free to 

specify which other messages are updated to reflect changes in bandwidth (Figure 

3.14: lines 7-10, Figure 3.15: lines 5-8).

Adding a Message between two Peers

1. Find connection between source and destination peer
2. If no connection exists, create one.
3. Add message to connection’s list (soonest at head)
4. If is only message for connection
5. Add Connection to destination peer’s download list
6. Add Connection to source peer’s upload list_____________________________
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7. If other messages exist for the connection
8. Update these messages to reflect the decreased share of bandwidth
9. Update all incoming messages of the destination peer to reflect the decreased

share of bandwidth.
10. Update all outgoing messages of the source peer to reflect the decreased share

of bandwidth.
11. Update destination peer’s download connection list so that connection with

earliest message is at the head.
12. If earliest connection for destination peer has changed
13. If is only message at destination peer
14. Insert destination peer into message heap
15. Else
16. Change key of destination peer in message heap

Figure 3.14 Pseudo code for message addition with MES bandwidth model

Removing a Message between two Peers

1. Remove message from connection’s list (soonest at head)
2. If connection no longer has any messages
3. Remove connection from source peer’s upload list
4. Remove connection from destination’s download list
5. If connection has other messages
6. Update these messages to reflect the increased share of bandwidth
7. Update all incoming messages to the destination peer to reflect the increased 

share of bandwidth.
8. Update all outgoing messages from the source peer to reflect the increased 

share of bandwidth.
9. Update destination peer’s download connection list so that connection with 

earliest message is at the head.
10. If earliest connection for peer has changed
11. If peer has no messages
12. Remove peer from message heap
13. Else
14. Change key o f peer in message heap

Figure 3.15 Pseudo code for message removal with MES bandwidth model
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The principle advantage of the MES bandwidth model is that it models the 

slow-down in message transmission times as traffic increases, while minimizing per 

message storage and processing for the additional or removal of messages. The 

storage required for each message is kept to a minimum by implicitly determining the 

bandwidth for each connection via its containing connection manager. The processing 

for adding or removing a message is also minimized, as discussed later in this section. 

Another advantage of the MES bandwidth model is that any two messages with the 

same size that are transmitted at the same time between the same two peers will 

receive an identical bandwidth allocation, and thus have the same expected time. To 

take advantage of this fact, a multiple message class was created specifically for 

same-size messages transmitted at the same time with the MES model. This 

optimization14 saves memory by allowing multi-messages to share the overhead cost 

o f the message class and its associated fields.

Whenever a message is added or removed from a connection between a source 

peer S and a destination peer D, all of the download messages DM(D) of D, and all of 

the upload messages UM(S) of S are rescheduled. The event ordering model used by 

the simulator requires that the earliest download connection of each peer must be 

transporting the earliest download message of that peer, and the rescheduling of 

upload messages from S may have broken this requirement. The cost o f reinstating

14 This optimization is an application o f  the Flyweight pattern [GHJ+95]
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proper event ordering for all of the peers P in the set UP(S) that are downloading from 

S is that they must search through their set o f DC(P) download connections to find the 

one storing the earliest download message. The peers and connections that must be 

processed whenever a message is added or removed from a connection are illustrated 

by Figure 3.16.

0
©

S o u rce  Peer

Destination P eer

C onnection Transporting 
A dded/R em oved  M essa g e

— ► C onnections Transporting 
R esch ed u led  M e ssa g e s

-  -► C onnections S ea rch ed  
For Event Ordering

Figure 3.16 Illustration o f peers and connections affected by message addition or removal

This results in the following running time for adding or removing a message 

with the MES Bandwidth Model:

O \UM(5)J+ \DM (£>)| + 2  |OC(P)|
PeUP(S) J

The amount of processing required for the MES bandwidth model is optimized 

for situations where a source peer S wishes to broadcast a set of messages to several 

destination peers DST at once. In this scenario, it would be inefficient to update the
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bandwidths of all messages travelling from S for each of the messages being 

broadcast. Instead, it is more efficient to update these bandwidths only once, as shown 

in Figure 3.17.

©  S o u rce  P eer

Destination P eer  i

C onnection Transporting 
B roadcast M essa g e

-► C on n ection s Transporting 
R esch ed u led  M e ssa g e s

-► C on n ection s S earch ed  
For E vent Ordering

Figure 3.17 Illustration o f peers and connections affected by message broadcast

This optimization results in the following running time for broadcasting a set 

of messages with the MES bandwidth model:

O |«M (S)|+  £  \DM(Dt)\+ £  \DC(P)\
P eU I\S )-D S rlleD S T

In addition, when adding, removing or broadcasting messages from a source 

peer S, 0 (  |UP(S)\ log(# peers downloading in the simulator))  operations may be 

required to update the message event heap if the minimum download message for any 

of the peers downloading from S has changed.
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The amount of processing required for the MES bandwidth model is also 

optimized for situations where a message is removed from a connection which has 

queued messages directed from a peer S to a peer D. In this scenario, it would be 

inefficient to remove the message and then update the bandwidths of all messages 

travelling from S, and those travelling to D, only to update these bandwidths again 

when the queued message is added. Instead, the MES bandwidth model can take 

advantage of the fact that all messages travelling from S to D are allocated an equal 

bandwidth. The only change that might occur in this scenario is that the minimum 

message between S and D may now have a different expected time, requiring a search 

through the set DC(D) of download connections of the peer D to find the one that is 

now storing the earliest download message.

This optimization results in the following running time for replacing a message 

with the MES bandwidth model:

0 (|t/M (S) PI DM(D) | + |DC(Z>)|)

The MES bandwidth model is similar to the network flow bandwidth model 

proposed for the Narses network simulator [GB02], except that the Narses network 

simulator does not allow each node (peer) to have differing upload and download 

bandwidths, and does not discuss the optimizations that can be made for efficient 

message storage and processing.
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This model also bears many similarities to the one proposed by Michael lies 

[ILE02], which also employs a flow-level model. lies observed that allocating 

bandwidth bares many similarities to the classic Min/Max Flow problem [CLR90], 

and thus devised an O(nlogn) algorithm for computing the bandwidth of one message 

in a network with n messages. While lies’ bandwidth model is likely more ‘realistic’ 

in terms of modeling the propagating effect o f bandwidth changes throughout the 

network, it does not scale well beyond small network topologies.

3.4.5 Delays

An important realization is that bandwidth may not be the only contributing factor to 

the duration of message transmission in the simulator. There may be other factors 

which contribute a delay to transmission times, such as CPU delays for compression, 

encryption, or communication delays caused by errors, or distance-related latency.

To allow for the simulation of these types of delays, the method for retrieving 

the expected time in the message class may be overridden by protocol-specific 

subclasses (Section 4.2). For example, a message subclass may include an extra field 

which stores an encryption delay field. In this case, the method for retrieving the 

expected time could be overridden to return the value of the expected time event field 

plus the value of the encryption delay field. This allows the simulator to simulate
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delays that are known prior to the events creation, avoiding the complexity of 

delaying a message already in transit.

3.4.5.1 Latency

Each peer object stores x and y coordinates, allowing the simulation of geographical 

or topological distances between them. The value of these coordinates may be 

specified directly by the protocol at initialization, or provided by a topology generator 

(Section 4.2.2.1). Message subclasses may choose to store a delay field whose value is 

determined proportionally to the distance between its source and destination peers.

3.4.6 Removing Groups of Events

The simulator provides a variety of methods for removing several action or message 

events at once, which are optimized for efficient processing. These methods can be 

useful when simulating various scenarios, such as disconnection of a peer from the 

network, or the disconnection of two peers from each other. Figure 3.18 illustrates the 

interface provided by the simulator for the removal of groups of events.

Simulator
+removeAllActtons(in p : Pear)
*TemoveAIIMessages(in p : Peer)
♦temoveAIIMessages(in s rc : Peer, in d s t : Peer)
+removeAllMessages(in c : Connection)
+removeAIIEv'enis(1n p : Peer)

Figure 3.18 Class diagram illustrating methods for removing groups o f events
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The result of the use of these methods will likely be the cancellation of several 

actions or messages. In some scenarios, it may be desirable to notify the affected peers 

so that they can handle the cancellations in a suitable manner. To this end, the action 

and message classes provide default cancel methods which are called by the simulator 

whenever instances are removed from the simulator. These methods may be 

overridden by action or message subclasses to perform arbitrary operations, in a 

manner similar to the execute method which is described in Sections 3.4.3.2, and 

4.2.3.

3.5 Statistics

It is important to be able to track the progress of a simulation run. This section 

describes the components of the simulator that allow statistics about actions and 

messages to be collected and reported.

3.5.1 Statistics Reporter

The simulator maintains a reference to a statistics reporter which is responsible for 

reporting statistics about the operation of the simulator over regular simulation time 

intervals. The reporting time interval may be specified for the statistics reporter as a 

multiplier with respect to the global reporter time interval stored by the simulator. As 

each time interval elapses, the simulator notifies the statistics reporter of this fact so
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that it can update and report statistics pertaining to the latest interval. Aside from 

storing global simulation statistics, the primary responsibility of the statistics reporter 

subclass is the storage and maintenance of a list of statistics collector objects, which 

are described in section 3.5.2.

3.5.2 Statistics Collectors

Statistics collector objects are responsible for collecting the statistics pertaining to the 

creation, deletion and execution of instances of individual action or message event 

subclasses during successive reporting time intervals. There are two different types of 

statistics collectors; action statistics collectors, and message statistics collectors. 

Statistics collectors may be created and bound to action or message subclasses by the 

constructor o f the statistics reporter object. The statistics reporter uses two hash tables 

[CLR90] to store bindings of statistics collectors to action or message subclasses. The 

keys of these hash tables are the Java class objects associated with each action or 

message subclass, and the values are the statistics collector object bound to them. 

Whenever an operation is performed on an action or message event, the simulator 

notifies the statistics collector bound to the event’s class so that it can update its 

collected statistics.
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{static}

ActionSimulator

+acllonAdded(in p : Peer, in a  ; Action, In tim e: float) 
+actlonCancelled(in p : Peer, in a : Action, in tim e: float) 
+actionExecuted(m p : Peer, in a : Action, in tim e: float) 
+actionRescheduled(in p : Peer, in a : Action, in tim e: float) 
+timelntervalElapsed(in mteroalErxffime: float) 
+saveAIIStatsToFile(in f : File)

ActlonStatisticsCoilector

+bindActionToCollector(in c : Class, in s c : ActionStatisticsCollactor) 
tbindMessageToCollector(in c : Class, in s c : MessageStatisticsCollector) 
+timelntervalElapsed(in tim e: float)
+gelReportinglnterval(): float 
4-saveAIIStatsToFlle()________

StatisticsReportw

♦messageTransmitted(in s rc : Peer, in d s t: Peer, in m sg : Message, in bw : float in time : float) 
+messageCancelled(ln s r c : Peer, in d s t: Peer, in m sg: Message, in b w : float, in tim e: float)
♦messageRecelvedfln s rc : Peer, in d s t : Peer, in m sg : Message. In b w : float in tim e: float) 
»messageRescbeduled(in s rc : Peer, In d s t: Peer, in m sg : Message, in oldBW: float, in newBW: float, in tim e: float) 
+messageEnqueued(in s r c : Peer, in m sg : Message, in tim e: float)
♦message[Dequeued(in s r c : Peer, in m sg: Message, in tim e: float)
♦messageDropped(in s r c ; Peer, in m sg : Message, In tim e: float)
♦tlmelntervalElapsed(ln IntervalEndTime: float)
♦saveAIIStatsToFile(ln f : File) ________

MessageStatisticsCollector

Figure 3.19 Class diagram showing actions and messages bound to statistics collectors

Statistics collectors maintain statistics for events both at a global, and per-peer 

level o f detail. Global level statistics are used to count the number of operations that 

were performed on all instances of the corresponding event, such as the total number 

of events executed. Peer-level statistics are used to track the effect of event operations 

on each peer, providing valuable insight into their impact on the simulated network. 

Peer level statistics are maintained in arrays with values for each peer, accessed using 

the unique index value stored by each peer (Section 3.1). For example, when a
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statistics collector is notified of an action being added for peer 0, it increments the 

value at index 0 of its ‘number o f actions per peer’ array by one.

The statistics maintained by statistics collectors are only ever retrieved by the 

statistics reporter at the end of each reporting time interval, which means that the peer- 

level statistics only convey information about that exact moment in simulated time. To 

combat this problem, statistics collectors may optionally maintain an average value 

for each peer-level statistic throughout the reporting time interval. For example, if 

peer 4 had only one action for half of the reporting time interval, then the value of 0.5 

is stored at index 4 of the ‘average number of actions per peer’ array.

For simulated networks with large numbers of peers, interpreting the sheer 

amount of statistics collected for each peer at every time interval would be 

cumbersome to say the least. A simpler and more manageable approach is to use 

statistical methods to get a general picture of how the events were distributed across 

the peers. For this purpose, statistics collectors can calculate the mean, standard 

deviation, skewness and kurtosis o f the peer-level statistics during each reporting time 

interval. These statistical values are often referred to as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 

moments [Pap84] of a distribution respectively. Each statistics collector may be 

configured with an integer value between 0 and 4 that specifies the largest moment 

that it should calculate. (0 disables peer-level statistics.)
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Table 3.1 Available measures o f peer-level statistics

1 Mean -  z>,x  = — — 
n

Un-weighted average of a 
distribution.

2 Standard
Deviation <7 = ^ I Z (x<-x)2

n - l

Deviation of a distribution from the 
mean.

3 Skewness

-

Degree of asymmetry of a 
distribution.

4 Kurtosis V ( x  -3c)4 
k = ^ K \  [ - 3  

(w -l)cr

Degree of peakedness of a 
distribution.

Table 3.2 lists the statistics collected by action statistics collectors over each

simulation time interval.

Table 3.2 Statistics collected for actions____________
Global-Level___________________________

Number of actions added______________
Number of actions rescheduled_________
Number of actions cancelled (removed) 
Number of actions executed (& removed)

Peer-Level (Current, Average)____________
Number of actions
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Table 3.3 lists the statistics collected by message statistics collectors over each 

simulation time interval.

Table 3.3 Statistics collected for messages__________________________________________________
Global-Level__________________________________________________________

Number of messages transmitted (added)________________________________
Number o f messages rescheduled (bandwidth change)_____________________
Number of messages cancelled (removed)_______________________________
Number of messages received (executed & removed)______________________
Number of messages enqueued________________________________________
Number of messages dequeued________________________________________
Number of messages dropped_________________________________________

Peer-Level (Current, Average)____________________________________________
Number of messages in transmission (Incoming / Outgoing)________________
Size of all messages in transmission (Incoming / Outgoing)________________
Bandwidth allocated to all messages in transmission (Incoming / Outgoing)
Number of messages queued pending transmission (Outgoing)______________
Number of message dropped (Outgoing)________________________________

3.5.4 Statistics Persistence and Visualization

The statistics stored by statistics reporters and their statistics collectors are saved to a 

data file at the end of each simulation run. In order to facilitate the visualization, the 

data collected for each time interval during a simulation run is stored in a format 

which is compatible with the open-source JFreeChart [Jfr05] data plotting library.

This allows any of the data to be plotted on a chart, typically with the simulation time 

values plotted on one axis, and the collected statistics plotted on the other. To enhance 

the analysis of the collected statistics, a graphical user interface was implemented 

which allows for multiple statistics data files to be loaded. Multiple sets o f the
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statistics from the same or different files can be selected for plotting to a chart, 

allowing for comparative analysis. The results presented in chapter 6 were generated 

using this functionality.

3.6 Configurability

The core simulator architecture described in this chapter was designed to be highly 

configurable. A variety of general parameters can be specified in order to influence 

the operation of the simulator, irrespective of the peer-to-peer protocol that is being 

studied. The following is a list of these configurable parameters, along with references 

to the section of this chapter where they are described.

• Bandwidth distributions -  Distributions of varying upload and download 

bandwidth values can be assigned to peers through the use of a class which 

implements the bandwidth distributor interface (Section 3.4.4).

• Bandwidth models -  Different bandwidth modeling techniques for 

determining how messages between peers consume bandwidth can be 

employed through the use of a subclass of the connection manager class 

(Section 3.4.4).

• Content generation, distribution & selection -  Different varieties of content 

repositories can be generated, with arbitrary schemes for distribution of 

content to peers and selection of content for search queries. This can be
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accomplished by classes which implement the content repository and content 

distributor interfaces (Section 3.3).

• Protocols -  The simulator core can be extended to support the simulation of 

arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols. This is described in detail in Chapter 4.

Refer to Appendix C for a description of how these configurable parameters 

can be set prior to execution of a simulation run.

3.7 Summary

This chapter described in detail each of the components that make up the core of the 

simulator. Section 3.1 described how the simulator keeps track of the active and 

inactive peers that may be present in the network. Section 3.2 described how the 

simulator keeps track of connections used for inter-peer communication and Section 

3.3 describes how the simulator stores a repository of content available for distribution 

to and retrieval from peers in the network. Section 3.4 described how events are 

handled by the simulator. Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 described action events which are 

local to a peer, and message events which are communicated between peers. 

Subsequently, Section 3.4.3 described how the simulator imposes an ordering on the 

events to be able to execute them efficiently, and Sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 described 

how the simulator uses bandwidth and other forms of delay to determine the time 

between a message’s transmission and reception. Finally, Section 3.5 described the
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infrastructure provided by the simulator for the collection and reporting of statistics 

pertaining to action or message events, and section 3.6 provided a review of the 

parameters that can be used to configure or extend the functionality of the simulator 

core.

All o f  the components described in this chapter were designed to minimize 

memory usage, and to allow for the simulation of networks of peers running arbitrary 

protocols. These aspects of the simulator design are described in detail in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 

Scalability and Extensibility

The primary objectives during the development of the peer-to-peer simulator were 

scalability and extensibility. Scalability in this context refers to the ability of the 

simulator to simulate networks with a large number of peers, in a time-efficient 

manner. Extensibility refers to the ability of the simulator to support the simulation of 

networks with peers running arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols. Section 4.1 discusses 

how the simulator was designed to be scalable, and section 4.2 describes how the 

simulator core can be extended to support arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols.

4.1 Scalability

4.1.1 Storage

The key concept behind the scalability of the simulator is the minimization of memory 

usage by core components which occur more frequently than others. If we consider a 

modest traffic scenario where each peer (Section 3.1) in the simulator is 

communicating with at least one other peer, we know that the number of connections 

(Section 3.2) must be greater than or equal to the number of peers. Also, since

120
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connections only exist when at least one message (Section 3.4.2) is being transmitted 

across them, we know that the number of messages is greater than or equal to the 

number o f connections. Similarly, the number of actions (Section 3.4.1) is typically 

greater than or equal to the number of peers.

Number of Messages >= Number of Connections >= Number of Peers 
Number of Actions >= Number of Peers____________________________________

Using these expressions, it makes sense to minimize the memory usage of 

messages and actions, even at the expense of extra memory usage by connections or 

peers.

Messages and actions are kept lightweight by only storing their start and 

expected times, and references for storing them in the lists at the appropriate 

connection or peer. The use of singly linked lists for storing the lists of messages 

pertaining to a connection or actions pertaining to a peer means that only one 

reference to the next event in the list is required for each message or action. Another 

advantage of singly linked lists is that they need not be explicitly represented as an 

object, saving the cost of an object header for each peer or connection. Instead, peers 

and connections simply store a reference to the first action or message in their list.

Messages and actions are freed from the requirement of storing their target 

peer or connection because of the event processing (Section 3.4.3) utilized by the 

simulator. Whenever a message is processed, it is always retrieved from the event
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heaps via references to the relevant destination peer and connection, which are passed 

to the message upon execution. Similarly, actions are always retrieved for processing 

via references to the relevant peer. The statistics collection method employed by the 

simulator (Section 3.5.2) also frees actions and messages from the requirement of 

storing instance-level references to their statistics collectors.

Messages require more information than actions; namely size and bandwidth. 

The storage required for this information is marginalized by storing the size of each 

type of message in static or class fields, and by using a bandwidth model such as the 

Minimum Equal Share Bandwidth model (Section 3.4.4.1) which allows bandwidth 

for the message to be determined implicitly from its source and destination peers.

Connections are relatively lightweight, yet require more storage than messages 

or actions. Connections store references to two end peers, a list of messages being 

transported, and references to the next incoming/outgoing connections at the source 

and destination peers. Connections are stored in singly linked lists at their source and 

destination peers, minimizing the number of required references. Under typical 

network traffic scenarios, the storage used for the transmission of messages over 

connections is mitigated by the fact that most connections will be transporting 

multiple messages.

The simulator can be operated so that bi-directional communication between 

two peers employs either two directed connections, or one undirected connection. The
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choice of whether to run the simulator with directed or undirected connections 

depends on the typical traffic scenarios of the protocol in use. For protocols with a 

high percentage of simultaneous bi-directional messaging, using undirected 

connections will result in one less object header, and one pair less of source & 

destination peer references. Conversely, if a protocol only rarely has messages 

traveling to and from the same end peers, using directed connection will be more 

efficient.

Table 4.1 displays the memory usage in bytes for each of the core components 

of the simulator. For a detailed explanation of how these values were calculated, refer 

to Appendix B.

Table 4.1 Memory usage in bytes per core simulator component________

Action 20
Message 20
Directed Connection 32
Undirected Connection 48
Peer Total 140

Peer 60
Connection Manager 68
Protocol 12

4.1.2 Performance

Another important factor in the scalability of the simulator is its performance. A 

scalable simulator must achieve the goal of being able to simulate a large number of
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peers and events, yet balance this against the need to achieve results in a timely 

manner. This section summarises the six key operations of the simulator related to 

adding and removing events, and lists the asymptotic running time of each operation. 

The following is a list explaining the notation used in the asymptotic running

times:

• NA = Total number of peers with scheduled actions.

• NM = Total number of peers with scheduled download/incoming messages.

•  S = Source peer of a message.

• D = Destination peer of a message.

• T = Target peer of an action.

• DST = Set of all destination peers of a broadcast message.

• UM(X) = Set of all messages being uploaded by peer X.

• DM(X) = Set of all messages being download by peer X.

• DC(X) = Set of all download/incoming connections to peer X.

• UP(X) = Set of all peers to which a peer X is uploading messages.

• M(X, Y) = Set of all messages travelling from peer X to peer Y.

• A(X) = Set of all actions pertaining to a peer X.
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Transmitting. Broadcasting or Removing Messages

Transmitting, broadcasting or removing messages requires processing to 

update the bandwidths and expected times of messages according to the bandwidth 

model in use, and processing to ensure the correct event ordering required by the 

simulator. [Note: these running times assume that the Minimum Equal Share 

bandwidth model is in use].

Table 4.2 Asymptotic running times of message transmission, broadcast and removal
Transmit

O
r > 
\UM(S)\ + \DM(D)\+ £  |£>C(P)| + |T/P(*S)|*log2(NM)

V P e U P (S )  )

Broadcast
O

f  \
|MV/(S)|+ £  \DM(D,)\+ 2  |Z>C(P)|+|OT>(S)|*log,(A[M)

^  D ,e D S T  l ’e ( J P (S ) -D S T

Remove
0

( \  
\UM(5)1 + \DM(D)\ + £  |zx:(/>)| +li/PCS)! *log2(M /)

V P eU I’( S )  j

Enqueuing or Dequeing Messages

As mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.2, the simulator supports queuing of 

messages on the connections on which they are to be transported. The processing time 

required to enqueue or dequeue a message on a connection depends on the 

implementation of the queue in the protocol-specific connection subclass.

Whenever a message is removed from a connection with queued messages, the 

simulator replaces the removed message with the first one from the connection’s 

queue. In this situation, the earliest message for the connection may need updating,
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which in turn may require updating the minimum incoming connection o f the 

destination peer.

Table 4.3 Asymptotic running time o f message replacement___________________________
Replace 0(|M(S, D)| + |DC(D)| + log2(NM))

Adding or Removing Actions

Adding or removing actions only requires processing to ensure the correct 

event ordering required by the simulator. Namely, the earliest expected action must be 

at the head of the list of actions stored by each peer.

Table 4.4 Asymptotic running times o f action addition and removal__________________________
Add + log, (AM))

Remove 0(|M (D |+log,(A M ))

As the asymptotic running times listed in this section show, the simulator 

minimizes the amount of processing required for each of the six key operations. In 

general, the amount of processing required to process an event at a peer is bounded by 

the number of events at that peer. This is a crucial feature if the simulator is to handle 

networks with large numbers of peers, and even larger numbers of events.

4.2 Protocol Extensibility

Each peer (Section 3.1) in the simulator stores a reference to an instance o f the 

abstract protocol class. The simulator supports simulations of peers running arbitrary
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peer-to-peer protocols via subclasses o f this abstract protocol class. The only strict 

requirement of protocol subclasses is that they store a reference to their associated 

peer object, which provides a large degree of freedom when simulating different 

varieties of peer-to-peer protocols.

Protocols subclasses are distributed to the peers via the Protocol Factory class 

which implements the protocol distributor interface, as shown in Figure 4.1. Protocol 

distributors are free to distribute any protocol subclass to the peers contained in the 

peer graph. This allows for the simulation of heterogeneous peer-to-peer networks. 

Refer to Appendix C for a description of how the protocol to use can be specified 

prior to execution of the simulator.

PeerGraphSimulator

+setPeer(in p ; Peer) 
+getPeer(); Peer

Protocol

+setProtocol(ln p : Protocol) 
-t-getProtocolQ: Protocol

Peer

+distrlbuteProtocols(in p g : PeerGraph)
Pro tocolDlstrlbu to r

Figure 4.1 Class diagram illustrating protocol distribution related components

Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.5 provide an overview of how protocol subclasses can be 

used to extend the simulator, allowing it to simulate arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols.
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4.2.1 Content

As described in section 3.3, the storage of a peer’s content (ex: the files a peer is 

sharing with the network) is delegated to the protocol object. To facilitate the 

distribution of content, protocol subclasses must implement two methods for adding 

or removing content based on content records which are provided as parameters (See 

figure 4.2).

Contantlnstance

Content Record

«-addContent(in content: ContentRecord) 
+femoveContent(ln content: ContentRecord)

ConcrateProtocol

*addContent('m content: ContentRecord} 
»removeContent(ir content: ContentReoord)

Figure 4.2 Class diagram o f how a concrete protocol may choose to store content

Protocol subclasses are free to store content in the manner most suited to their 

corresponding peer-to-peer protocol. This may involve storing a list of direct 

references to the content records, or references to a wrapper class (see figure 4.2), 

which enable more advanced search and retrieval. For example, the Freenet protocol 

(Section 2.1.2.4) stores content in a stack, along with locator information for the peer 

that forwarded that content.
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4.2.2 Links

Another key responsibility of protocol subclass instances is the storage and 

management of links between their associated peers. For many protocols, links 

between peers are bi-directional (i.e. if  peer A has a link to peer B, then peer B has a 

link to peer A). To facilitate the addition and removal of bi-directional links, a 

subclass of the abstract protocol factory class must be created, which implements 

methods for adding and removing links (see figure 4.3). The concrete protocol factory 

class can leverage intimate knowledge of the corresponding concrete protocol class 

interfaces to add or remove links in the appropriate manner.

Protocol

A

ConcreteProtocol •

PrvtocolFactory
♦addLink(in p 1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol) 
+removeLink(in p 1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol)zs

ConcretflProtocolFactory
*addlink(ln p 1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol) 
+removeUnk(in p1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol)

Figure 4.3 Class diagram o f components related to link addition and removal

The use of a protocol factory for adding or removing links provides a generic 

interface for use by the simulator. This allows any protocol-level topology to be 

loaded by a topology generator (Section 4.2.2.1), regardless of which actual peer-to- 

peer protocol is in use. This also allows concrete protocol subclasses to store links in a 

manner of their choosing. For example, a highly-storage efficient approach would be
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to have each protocol instance simply store a list of references to other protocol 

instances (figure 4.4-a). A more demanding protocol might require a plethora of data 

for each link, in which case it would make more sense to represent each link explicitly 

via a link object with associated fields (figure 4.4-b). Finally, some protocols may 

require access to communication-level information, such as the amount of 

communication-level message traffic currently traversing a link. In this case, a viable 

approach is to represent links via subclasses of the connection class of the simulator 

core (figure 4.4-c). Representing links via subclasses of the connection class also 

allows for messages to be queued on the connection

ConnectionLinkLink

+addLink(in I : Link) 
»ramoveLink(in I : Link)

ConcreteProtocol
<-addLink(ln p : Protocol) 
»ramoveLink(in p : Protocol)

ConcreteProtocol
*addLink(ln i : Link) 
*ferrwvaLink(in I : Link)

ConcreteProtocol

Figure 4.4 Class diagrams of different approaches for protocols to store links

4.2.2.1 Topology Generation

The simulator can be initialized or boot-strapped with pre-determined protocol-level 

topologies by providing it with a class which implements the topology generator 

interface. Topology generator classes are passed a reference to the simulator’s peer 

graph (and associated protocol factory) which they can utilize to add protocol-level
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links between pairs of peers. Figure 4.5 illustrates the components utilized by the 

topology generator interface for creating protocol-level links between peers.

Simulator PeerGraph Poor

Protocol

♦generateT opology(in p g : PeerGraph)
TopofogyCenorator

+addLink(in p 1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol) 
+remweLink(lti p i : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol)

Figure 4.5 Class diagram o f topology generator related components

Topology generator classes may choose to generate hard-coded or random 

protocol-level topologies, or they may elect to load the topology from a file generated 

by a third-party topology generator. The default topology generators included with the 

simulator include a simple, hard-coded topology generator used for testing, and a 

more advanced topology generator which loads the topology from an output file 

generated by the BRITE topology generator (Section 2.2.3.1.6). Topologies generated 

by BRITE include information about the x and y coordinates o f each node in the 

topology, and this information can be passed to each protocol to simulate message 

delays proportional to the geometric distance between peers (See Section 3.4.5.1).

4.2.3 Event Handling

The final responsibility of concrete protocol subclasses is event handling, or more 

specifically the handling of executed actions or messages. Protocol subclasses should
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implement methods that can accept any action or message that can be triggered on 

them as parameters, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

+getProtocol(): Protocol

I
I

Action Protocol Message
+exectite(in p : Peer) +getPeer(): Peer texecute(in p : Peer, in c : Connection)

-peer-protocol-data

I
ConcreteAction 1 ConcreteMessage 1

-actlon-data -message-data
+execLite(in p : Peer) +execute<ln p : Peer, in c : Connection)

ConcreteAction 2 ConcreteMessage 2
-action-data -message-data
*execute(in p : Peer) +executa(in p : Peer, in c : Connection)

ConcreteProtocol

+handleConcreteAction1(in a : ConcreteAction 1) 
+handleConcreteActlon2(in a ; ConcreteAction 2) 
+handleConcreteMessage1(ln m : ConcreteMessage 1, In c : Connection) 
+handleConcreteMessage2(in m : ConcreteMessage 2, in c : Connection)

Figure 4.6 Class diagram showing event subclasses interacting with protocol subclasses

Subclasses of the action class may be created to correspond to any protocol- 

specific action local to a peer, such as connection to the network, or the initiation of a 

search for content on the network. Action subclasses may add additional fields for 

protocol-specific data, and must implement an execute method which takes the target 

peer as a parameter. The action can be handled by calling the appropriate method of
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the protocol subclass associated with the peer from the execute method (see figure 

4.7).

concreteProtoool:=gelProtocol()

handleConcreteAdlon(concreteAction)

Figure 4.7 Sequence diagram showing concrete actions being handled by concrete protocols

Subclasses of the message class may be created to correspond to any protocol- 

specific message that can be passed between and to peers, such as a request to join the 

network, or the transmission of a search for content stored somewhere in the network. 

Message subclasses may add additional fields for protocol-specific data, and must 

implement an execute method which takes the destination peer and transporting 

connection as parameters. The message can be handled by calling the appropriate 

method of the protocol subclass associated with the destination peer from the execute 

method (see figure 4.8). The message handling method of the destination peer’s 

concrete protocol subclass may require a reference to the connection used to transport 

the message in order to resolve the source peer of the message.
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execute(dstPeer, connection)

concreteProtocol:=getProtoco)<)

handleConcreteWessagefconcreteMessage, connection)

Figure 4.8 Sequence diagram showing concrete messages being handled by concrete protocols 

A major benefit of handling events in this manner is that the amount of code 

implemented in the action and message classes is kept to a minimum. Instead, all of 

the logic for handling events for a given protocol is grouped together in one place in 

the appropriate protocol subclass. Another benefit is that different protocol subclasses 

can handle the same actions or messages in different ways, which facilitates the 

simulation of peer-to-peer networks with heterogeneous protocols.

4.2.4 Peer behaviour

As described in section 3.4.1.1, actions are fed into the simulator by action generators. 

An action generator should be implemented for each of the action subclasses 

implemented by the simulator. The choice of whether to implement an initial or 

continuous action generator depends on whether the actions will be initial and 

recurring (ex: polling the network for connectivity information) or continuous and 

sporadic (ex: user queries the network for content). In either case, action generators
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must implement the required methods that when called add actions to the simulator 

using the interface described in Section 3.4.1. The generation methods of action 

generators are responsible for determining which action subclass to instantiate, as well 

as the number of actions to create, and their target peers.

4.2.5 Statistics

As described in section 3.5, the simulator requires that a statistics collector object be 

bound to each protocol-specific action or message subclass (See figure 3.19). If it is of 

interest to collect additional statistics for protocol-specific actions or messages, the 

action and message statistics collector class may be subclassed to override the default 

methods, or add new ones corresponding to event operations other than addition, 

removal or rescheduling.

It is also possible to configure a protocol-specific statistics reporter subclass to 

store lists o f statistics that are not bound to a specific action or message subclass.

These statistics lists may be added as instance variables of the reporter subclass, and 

the time interval elapsed method of the reporter subclass may be overridden to trigger 

the collection of statistics for populating them with data.
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4.3 Summary

This chapter began with Section 4.1 which summarizes the techniques that were used 

to minimize the memory overhead o f the most frequently used components of the 

simulator core, and to optimize the time required to process them. A table 

summarizing the memory overhead of each of these components was provided, 

allowing for rough estimates of the total system memory required to simulate peer-to- 

peer networks with various population sizes and traffic densities (See Section 5.5).

Section 4.2 gave a detailed description of how the components of the simulator 

core may be extended to support the simulation o f arbitrary peer-to-peer protocols.

The core components which may be extended for this purpose include: actions, 

messages, connections and protocols. The action and message classes may be 

subclassed to support any form of protocol-specific behaviour or communication. The 

connection class may be subclassed to provide protocol-level links with access to low- 

level message transmission information. The protocol sub-class may be subclassed to 

handle the execution of action and message sub-classes, and to store content and 

protocol-level links in the manner most suitable to the protocol. This section also 

included a discussion of how topologies of protocol-level links can be generated or 

loaded through the use of topology generator tools.
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The ease with which the simulator core can be extended to support arbitrary peer- 

to-peer protocols is illustrated by the Gnutella protocol implementation, which is 

described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Gnutella Implementation

Gnutella is a continuously evolving protocol, and its network is made up of 

heterogeneous peers, each running their own, possibly different version of the 

Gnutella protocol.

The original or standard version of Gnutella [Lim] consists primarily of two 

general types of messages, queries, and pings. Queries are used to search the network 

for peers storing desired content, while pings are used to explore the network to 

maintain and increase peers’ connectivity to one another. Both queries and pings are 

handled in the same manner; when a peer receives a query or ping message (that it has 

not already seen), it forwards the message to every other peer to which it is linked, 

that is it forwards the message to its neighbourhood. For each message, this process is 

repeated a fixed number of times determined by the originating peer, which sets a 

maximum hop count value, thus enforcing a horizon on message retransmission. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates this flooding of ping or query messages on a sample network, 

with each peer marked with the hop count of the received message. The peer where

138
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the message originates is marked with an X, and redundant messages are shown as 

dashed arrows.

Figure 5.1 Flooding of query or ping messages in a sample Gnutella network

In addition to forwarding messages, each peer that has content matching a 

query, will send back a query reply to the peer who forwarded it the query. Similarly, 

each peer that is accepting new connections will send back a pong in response to each 

ping that it receives. A peer that receives a query reply or pong message will forward 

that message back along the original transmission path until it reaches the originator. 

Each query reply or pong message maintains a hop count value, which is incremented 

by one each time the message is transmitted by a peer along the return path. This form 

of message flooding with replies traced back along the original path is useful for 

allowing a peer to communicate with a large proportion of peers in an unstructured 

network such as Gnutella, yet it has several drawbacks. It necessitates that each peer 

maintain routing information to trace back the query replies or pongs, and the peers
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closest to the originating peer are forced to handle a great deal of return message 

traffic. Figure 5.2 illustrates the back tracing of replies in the sample network from 

Figure 5.1, with the each peer marked with the number of replies.

Figure 5.2 Back tracing of message replies in a sample Gnutella network

To reduce the burden of ping/pong traffic, Gnutella protocol developers 

conceived a new version o f Gnutella which introduces the notion of pong caching 

[Roh]. Pong caching consists of three key elements: pong limiting, pong caching, and 

ping multiplexing. Pong limiting specifies that peers return or trace back a maximum 

number of pongs (typically 10) in response to a ping. Pong caching specifies that 

peers maintain a cache of a number of the most recent pongs they have received.

Pongs in the cache are grouped by hop count, so that pongs with a good distribution of 

hop count distances can be returned in response to a ping. To ensure that pongs 

remain ‘fresh’, the cache is emptied at intervals, and is refilled by broadcasting pings 

to neighbouring peers. Ping multiplexing specifies that peers maintain the number of
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pongs required by each o f their neighbouring peers. Thus, if  a peer receives a ping 

from a neighbouring peer and its cache is empty or only partially full, it may defer 

responding with pongs, because it knows how many pongs to forward to each of its 

neighbours as its cache fills up.

Another improvement conceived by Gnutella protocol developers for reducing 

message traffic is flow  control [Roh02b]. As can be seen in figure 5.2, certain peers in 

the Gnutella network may be required to handle a great many messages. For peers 

with low bandwidth, high message traffic translates to low bandwidth allocation per 

message. Under extreme message traffic conditions, bandwidth allocation per message 

may be so low that the messages are delayed until they are no longer relevant. Flow 

control addresses this problem by capping the maximum number of messages being 

sent by a peer to each of its neighbours, and storing additional messages in fixed-size 

LIFO (last-in first-out) queues for each neighbour connection. Each of the queues is 

divided into sub-queues for each type o f Gnutella message. The maximum sizes of the 

sub-queues are ordered by the priority o f their message type: query reply queue size > 

query queue size > pong queue size > ping queue size. A larger queue size means that 

more of that type of message will be selected for transmission as bandwidth becomes 

available. Most of the sub-queues operate on a LIFO basis to minimize the latency 

introduced as a message spends time in the queue. The exception to this is the query 

reply sub-queue, where the query replies are sorted by the number of replies that the
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current peer has already sent back for the corresponding query. This gives preferential 

transmission to rarer query replies.

The simulator’s Gnutella plug-in allows for the simulation of a network with 

peers running two different versions o f the Gnutella protocol in tandem: Standard and 

Pong Caching. The Gnutella Protocol Factory class can be configured to distribute 

varying ratios o f instances of the Gnutella Standard or Gnutella Pong Caching 

protocol subclasses to the peers stored in the peer graph. In addition, the Gnutella 

protocol distributor allows for the specification of the ratio of peers to be run with or 

without flow control for either protocol version.

5.1 Storing Content

Both of the Gnutella protocol subclasses in the Gnutella plug-in store content records 

(Section 3.3) distributed to their associated peer in a Red Black Tree [CLR90], which 

is keyed by the content records’ unique identifier. Red Black Trees require 0(n) 

storage for n elements, and provide 0(log(n)) insertion, removal, and search times.

The decision to use a Red Black Tree was motivated by the fact that searches are the 

most frequent content-related operation performed in Gnutella. They are performed 

every time a query is received by a peer.
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To support the storage of content records in this manner, a Gnutella content 

wrapper class (See Figure 4.2) was created which stores a reference to a content 

record, and references to the parent, left child and right child elements in the tree.

5.2 Events

The Gnutella plug-in supports query and ping events as described in the introduction 

to Chapter 5. Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 describe how support for both of these types of 

events was implemented. Section 5.2.3 describes how support for connection & 

disconnection events was implemented. Where appropriate, UML class diagrams are 

provided to illustrate the interface of and relationship between the principle 

components described in each section.

5.2.1 Queries and Replies

The submission of a query request by a peer is simulated by adding a Gnutella query 

action instance to the simulator. A query action requires three pieces of information: 

the content record that is being requested, the identity of the peer who is requesting 

that content, and a unique identifier for the query. The simulator is fed at regular time 

intervals with Gnutella query actions via the Gnutella query (continuous) action 

generator (Section 3.4.1.1) class, which can use arbitrary peer and content selection 

strategies. For example, the random peer and content selection strategies select
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random peers or content records from the peer graph or content repository. The 

average number of query actions to be fed to the simulator for each action generation 

interval can also be specified, which provides the target rate for a Poisson distribution 

of queries over all generation intervals.

Gnutella protocol classes implement a handle query action method, which is 

called by the execute method of the Gnutella query action class. When this method is 

called, Gnutella query messages which contain the action’s content record and unique 

identifier are broadcast to all of the Gnutella protocol instances15 in the query 

originator protocol instance’s neighbourhood. The hop count value of these messages 

is set to 1, and the maximum hop count is set to that of the protocol instance. Because 

all query messages corresponding to the same query action will require a reference to 

the same content record and unique identifier, an instance of the Gnutella query record 

class is used to hold all this information. This allows Gnutella query messages to 

simply store a reference to a query record instead of the content and unique identifier, 

thus reducing memory usage.

Gnutella protocol classes also implement a handle query message method, 

which is called when a Gnutella query message is successfully received by a protocol 

instance. Upon receiving a query message, each protocol instance checks to make sure 

that it has not previously received a query message with the same unique identifier. To

15 A protocol instance is bound to every peer in the simulated network
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keep track of the queries it has previously seen, each protocol instance stores a singly 

linked list of query travel records. Whenever a new query message is received by a 

protocol instance, the query message’s query record is used to create a query travel 

record, which is added to the list.

If a protocol instance has not already seen a query, and the query message’s 

hop count value is less than its maximum value, it broadcasts the query message with 

an incremented hop count value to all of the protocol instances in its neighbourhood, 

except for the protocol instance from which it received the query message in the first 

place. Protocol instances which receive a query message also check to see if  they are 

storing content which matches the content record being requested by the query. If a 

content match is found, the protocol instance returns a Gnutella query reply message 

with a hop count value of 1 to the protocol from which it received the query message. 

The query reply message stores a reference to the appropriate query record, and a 

reference to the protocol instance returning the reply.

The final query-related method implemented by Gnutella protocol classes is 

the handle query reply message method, which is called when a Gnutella query reply 

message is successfully received by a protocol instance. There are two possibilities 

when a protocol instance receives a query reply message; either the protocol instance 

is the originator of the query, or it is simply a protocol instance which forwarded the 

query across the network. In the latter case, the protocol instance needs to increment
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the query reply message’s hop count value, and then send it back to the protocol 

instance from which it earlier received the query message with the same unique 

identifier. To do so, the protocol instance needs to have a reference to the protocol 

instance that forwarded it the query message. This is accomplished by storing a 

reference to the forwarding protocol instance inside the query travel record that was 

created when the query message was received.

Gnutella protocol instances require query travel records to determine which 

queries they have already seen, and to route query replies back to the originator. 

However, once all query replies have been routed back to the originator there is no 

longer a need for that query’s query travel records to be stored by the protocols.

Taking advantage of this fact, the Gnutella query record stores a list of all query travel 

records, along with a count of all the instances of Gnutella query and query reply 

messages. When this count of instances reaches zero, all of the travel records in this 

list are removed from the protocol instance which own them. This results in a 

considerable savings in memory usage per protocol instance. The only cost is that 

each travel record must store a reference to the protocol instance which owns it.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the relationships between the classes of the Gnutella 

plug-in which are related to queries and query replies.
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GnutallaQueryActlon
•hopCount: short 
-maxHops: short

GnutellaQueryMessage

•forwarder: GnutellaProtocol 
■owner: GnutellaProtocol 
-numRepliesRetumed: Int

GnutellaQueryTravelRecord

•hopCourrt: short 
-maxHops: short 
•replier: Peer___

GnutellaQueryReplyMessage

♦contalnsContent(in c : ContentRecord): bool 
*addTravalRacofd(ln t : GnutetlaQueryTravelReoord) 
rremoveTravelRecord(in t : GnutellaQueryTraveRecord)
♦contalnsTravelRecord(in q : GnutellaQueryRecord): bool 
♦hand led uery(in q : GnutellaQueryAction)
♦handteQuery(in q ; GnutellaQueryMessage, in g c : GnutellaConnection) 
«handleQueryRepiy(ln q r : GnutellaQueryReplyM&ssage, In g c : GnutellaConnectton)

■maxHopCount: int

GnutellaProtocol

■unlqueiD: int
■originator: GnutellaProtocol 
•content: ContentRecord 
-messagelnstanceCounl: Int 
•startTlme: float 
-endTlme: float 
■avaragaTims: float 
■numQueryHops: int 
■numReplyHops: int 
■numPeereReached: int 
-numRedundantReached: int 
-numMatchssFound: int
■numRepliesRetumed: int_______________________
*addTrauelRecord(in t : GnutetlaQueryTravelReoord}
♦addMessagelnstanceO
rremoveMessagelnstanceQ

GnutellaQueryRecord

Figure 5.3 Class diagram of Gnutella Query related components

5.2.2 Pings and Pongs

To allow for the two different versions of Gnutella which handle pings and pongs 

differently, two subclasses of the Gnutella protocol class were created as illustrated 

Figure 5.4.
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GnutellaProtocol

GnutetlaPongCachingProtocol

Figure 5.4 Class diagram of Gnutella protocol subclasses for standard and pong caching versions 

The standard version of Gnutella processes ping and pongs in exactly the 

same way that queries and query replies are handled (Section 5.2.1). The principle 

difference is that with pings, pongs are returned if a protocol instance is accepting new 

links, whereas with queries, query replies are returned if a protocol instance has the 

content being sought. Figure 5.5 illustrates the relationships between classes related to 

pings and pongs for standard Gnutella peers.
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GnutellaStandaFdProtocol
maxHopCount: int

»isAcceptingLinks(in g p : GnutellaProtocol): bool 
♦addTravelRecordfln t:  GnutellaPlngTravel Record)
«emoveTravelRecofd(ln t : GnulellaPingTravelRecocd)
+contalnsTravelRecord(ln p : GoutallaPingRecord): boot 
+handteStandardPing(in p i : GnuteilaStandardPingAction)
thandleStancterdPirg(in p i: GnuteilaStandandPingMessage, in g c : IGnutellaStandandConnectior) 
«-handteStandardPong(in p o ; GnuteHaStandardPongMessage, in g c : IGnutellaStandard Connection)

GnutellaPlngRecord
uniquelD: int
messagelnstanceCount r Int 
■numPlngHops: Int 
numPongMops: int 
numPeersReached: int 
numRedundantReached: int 
numPongsFoond: kit 

•numPongs Returned: Int
+addTravelRecord(in t : GnutellaPingTravetRecord)
*8ddMessagelnstance()
^removeMessagelnstanceO

T1

GnutellaPingTravelRecord
-forwarder: GnutellaProtocol 
-owner: GnutellaProtocol

1 1 1

GnuteilaStandardPingAction GnutellaStandardPlngMessage GnutellaStandardPongM essage
-hopCount: short 
•max H ops; short

•hopCount: short 
-max H ops: short
■replJer: Peer

Figure 5.5 Class diagram of Gnutella standard ping/pong related components

The pong caching version of Gnutella also uses ping travel records, but only to 

determine whether or not a pong caching protocol instance has already seen a ping 

sent by a standard protocol instance. Ping travel records are not required for returning 

pongs, because pong caching protocol instances do not forward pings to their 

neighbours; they only return a fixed number of pongs with a good distribution of hop
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counts from their pong cache, and possibly a pong from themselves if they are 

accepting new links.

GnutsllaPingRecord

o w n er: GnutellaProtocol
GnutellaPingTravelRecord

*addPong(ln responderlndex: Int, in forwarderlndex: Int, In hopCount: hit) 
♦getPongs(in destinationlndax: int, in numToReturn: int, in maxHops: int): IntQ 
♦removeAIIPongsQ __________

•pongsQ: Int 
•numPongs: Int 
-maxHops: Int
•maxPongsPeri-topCount: int

GnutellaPongCache

♦isAcceptingUnksfin g p ; GnutellaProtocol): bool 
♦addT raveiRecordf in t : GnutellaPingTravelRecord)
♦removeTravelRecordfln t : GnuteltaPingT ra velRecord)
»contalnsTravelRecord(ln p : GnutellaPlngRecord): bool 
♦handleStandardPing(ln p i : GnutellaStandardPingActkxi)
+handteStandardPing(in p i : GnuteilaStandardPingMessage. in g c : IGnutellaStandardConnection) 
*handleStandafdPong(in p o : GnutellaStandardPongMessage, in g c : IGnutellaStandardConnection) 
+handleCactvedPing(in p i: GnutellaCachedPingAction)
♦handleCachedPingjln p i: GnutellaCachedPlngMessage, In g c : GnutellaPongCachlngConnectlon) 
»handleCachedPong(in p o : GnutellaCachedPongMessage, in g c : GnuteBaPongCachingConnection)

■maxHopCount: int
GnuteilaPongCachingProtocol

GnutellaCachedPingAction GnutellaCachedPlngM essage
GnutellaCachedPongM essage
-hopCount: short 
-maxHops: short 
-repller: Peer _______

Figure 5.6 Class diagram o f Gnutella pong caching ping/pong related components

The pong caching protocol subclass was implemented so as to be backwards 

compatible with the standard Gnutella protocol subclass. As illustrated by Figure 5.6, 

the principle difference is that the pong caching protocol subclass stores a reference to 

a Gnutella pong cache, and implements event-handling methods for cached ping 

action and message subclasses. Cached ping messages are only ever sent between
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pong caching protocol instances, and therefore do not need to store references to a 

Gnutella ping record or hop count information, thus reducing memory usage.

The pong cache was implemented so that when pongs are inserted, they are 

grouped by hop count, ensuring that the cache has an even distribution of pongs with 

all possible hop counts. The pong cache has a fixed size, with a maximum number of 

pongs per hop count. As new pongs are inserted, the oldest pong with the same hop 

count is the one that is removed. Each pong stores the index of the peer that responded 

with the pong, and also the index of the peer that transmitted the pong. This allows for 

pongs that are retrieved from the cache to be filtered so that redundant pongs are never 

returned. Redundant pongs for a peer either originated from or were forwarded by that 

peer. To minimize memory usage, the pong cache was implemented as one long array 

of integers. The contents of the pong cache are illustrated in Figure 5.7.

Hop Count Number 
of Pongs

Oldest 
Pong Index

Data (Responder Index, Forwarder Index)

1 4 0 3,3 4,4 5,5 2,2 I
2 6 2 7,4 9,2 11,5 6,4 12,3 10,3

3 2 0 | 21,5 8.2

4 0 0 I
Figure 5.7 Illustration o f the contents o f the Gnutella pong cache
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The initiation of a ping by a peer is simulated by adding a Gnutella standard 

or cached ping action instance to the simulator. Standard Ping actions require two 

pieces of information; the identity of the peer who is initiating the ping, and a unique 

identifier for the ping. The only information required by cached pings is the identity o f 

the peer who is initiating it. The simulator is fed with Gnutella ping actions via the 

Gnutella standard and cached ping (initial) action generator classes, which schedules 

standard pings for all peers, and cached pings for pong caching peers. Both types of 

ping actions are scheduled to occur with a delay, determined by a random distribution 

between 0 and the ping interval specified by each peer. Upon execution, ping actions 

are re-added to the simulator to be executed again at a time specified by their peer’s 

ping interval.

The Gnutella pong caching protocol class implements two handle ping action 

methods, one which is called by the execute method of standard ping actions, and 

another which is called by the execute method of cached ping actions. Whenever the 

standard ping action handling method of a pong caching protocol is called, standard 

pings are sent out to all of the standard protocol instances in its neighbourhood. 

Whenever the cached ping handling method is called, the pong cache is emptied, and 

cached pings are sent to all pong caching instances in the protocol’s neighbourhood.

The Gnutella pong caching protocol also implements two handle ping message 

methods, which are called when standard or cached ping messages are successfully
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received by a protocol. Upon receiving a ping message (standard pings that have 

already been seen are ignored) from a requesting protocol, each protocol attempts to 

retrieve 10 acceptable pongs from its cache and send them back to the requester.

Pongs are deemed acceptable if  they were not originally sent by the requesting 

protocol, and if their hop count plus the hop count of the received ping message do not 

exceed the maximum hop count value specified by the ping message. If there are 

insufficient acceptable pongs in the cache, the deficit number required is stored in an 

instance variable o f the link upon which the ping was received. For standard pings, the 

ping record and hop count o f the ping message is also stored by the link (See figure 

5.9). This provides pong caching protocols with enough information to send pongs 

back to their pong caching or standard neighbours as their pong cache fills up with 

new pongs.

The final ping-related methods implemented by Gnutella pong caching 

protocols are the handle pong message methods, which are called when standard or 

cached pong messages are successfully received by a protocol. When a cached pong 

message is received by a caching protocol, it is added to the pong cache, and sent to 

any of the protocol’s neighbours that were not sent enough pongs in response to a 

ping. When a standard pong is received, it is not added to the pong cache; instead it is 

relegated to a backup list of pongs which may be used by the protocol if  it cannot find 

any caching protocols to connect to. Standard pongs are not added to the pong cache
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because it is more desirable to return only cached pongs generated by pong caching 

protocols. This encourages protocols looking to increase their connectivity to form 

links with pong caching protocols, thus minimizing ping/pong traffic in the network as 

a whole.

5.2.3 Connections and Disconnections

In order to test the effects of peer chum on the simulated Gnutella network, the 

Gnutella plug-in supports the connection or disconnection of a peer.

The Gnutella implementation assumes that each peer / protocol instance is 

initially provided with links to other protocol instances by a topology generator. The 

disconnection of a peer is then simulated by adding a Gnutella disconnect action 

instance to the simulator. A disconnect action requires only the identity of a peer 

which is currently active (See section 3.1). The simulator is fed at regular time 

intervals with Gnutella disconnect actions via the Gnutella disconnect (continuous) 

action generator (Section 3.4.1.1) class, which can use an arbitrary active peer 

strategy. For example, the random active peer selection strategy selects random active 

peers from the peer graph. The average number o f disconnect actions to be fed to the 

simulator for each action generation interval can also be specified, which provides the 

target rate for a Poisson distribution of disconnections over all generation intervals.
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Gnutella protocol classes implement a handle disconnect action method, 

which is called by the execute method of the Gnutella disconnect action class. When 

this method is called, the protocol instance is deactivated, and Gnutella disconnect 

messages are sent to all linked protocol instances, prior to removing each link. In 

addition, the disconnected protocol instance adds references to a connect list for each 

of the protocol instances to which it was previously linked, or from which it had 

previously received pongs. This facilitates future re-connection(s).

Gnutella protocol classes implement a handle disconnect message method, 

which is called when a Gnutella disconnect message is successfully received by a 

protocol instance. The disconnect message serves as a notification that a protocol 

instance has lost a connection, and that it may wish to form one or more new links 

with other protocol instances. Whenever a protocol instance wishes to form new links 

to other protocol instances, it makes use of its connection list. The contents o f the 

connect list is defined as the union of its prior contents with protocol instances 

corresponding to each pong recently received by the protocol instance. Protocol 

instances for which links already exist are excluded.

Protocol instances attempt to add new links by sending Gnutella connect 

request messages to protocol instances in the connect list. A protocol instance will 

sequentially attempt to form new links with other protocol instances until it has 

reached its maximum number of links, or links have been requested for every protocol
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instance in the connect list. When a protocol instance is no longer attempting to add 

new links, the connect list is cleared to reduce memory consumption.

Gnutella protocol classes implement a handle connect request method, which 

is called by the execute method of the Gnutella connect request class. When this 

method is called, the protocol instance checks whether or not it is accepting new links. 

In the affirmative case, a Gnutella connect accept message is sent back. In the 

negative case, a Gnutella connect reject message is sent back, along with a number of 

pongs to aid the requesting protocol instance’s quest to forge new links. The handle 

connect accept and handle connect reject methods of the Gnutella protocol classes are 

responsible for either adding a link, or adding the extra pongs to the connect list, when 

the appropriate message is received.

The connection of a peer is simulated in an identical manner to disconnection, 

except that instances of the Gnutella connect action and connect (continuous) action 

generator are used.

Gnutella protocol classes also implement a handle connect action method, 

which is called by the execute method of the Gnutella connection action class. When 

this method is called, the protocol instance is activated, and it attempts to add links to 

other protocol instances, using the connect list it created when it disconnected from 

the network.
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The relationships between the classes o f the Gnutella plug-in that are related to 

connections and disconnections are illustrated by Figure 5.8.

GnutellaProtocol
•maxLinks: int 
•numLlnks: Int
■connectList: GnutellaProtooolD 
-currentConnectAttempts: int 
-numCormectsTried: int
*lsAcceptingLinks(in g p : GnutellaProtocol): boot 
+handlaConnect(ln c : GnutellaConnectActlon)
+handleDlsconnect(ln d : GnutellaDlsconnectAction)
+handleConnectRequest{in c r : GnuteflaConnectRequestMessage, in c : Connection) 
+handleConnectAccept(in c a : GnuteilaConnectAcoeptMessage, in c :  Connection) 
+handleConnectReject(in c r : GnutellaConnectRejeciMessage, in c : Connection) 
+hBndlePisconnect(in d : GnutellaDisconnectMessage, in c ; Connection)__________

GnutedaConnectAction GnutedaConnectRequestMes&age GnutellaDisconnectMessage

GnuteHaDisconnectAction GnutollaConnectAccapt Message

GnuteHaConnectReject Message
-alternates: GnutellaPratocolQ

Figure 5.8 Class diagram o f Gnutella connect / disconnect related components

5.3 Links

In order to store protocol-level links between peers, Gnutella protocol instances use 

references to instances of the Gnutella link class. Three different subclasses of the 

Gnutella link class were created to handle protocol-level links between the two 

different Gnutella protocol subclasses. The Gnutella standard link class is used to 

represent links between pairs of Gnutella standard protocol instances, while the 

Gnutella pong caching link class is used to represent links between pairs of Gnutella
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pong caching protocol instances. Similarly, the Gnutella standard and pong caching 

link class is used to represent links between pairs of standard and pong caching 

protocol instances. The principle difference between the different subclasses are the 

fields that they store (see figure 5.9) in order to support the pong caching protocol 

described in section 5.2.2.

Both the Gnutella standard and Gnutella pong caching protocol subclasses 

implement methods for the addition or removal o f the different subclasses of Gnutella 

links that they may store. When a link is created between two protocol instances, the 

Gnutella protocol factory class is responsible for creating an instance of the proper 

Gnutella link subclass, and adding it to the protocol instances using the appropriate 

methods. For link removal, a similar procedure is followed by the Gnutella protocol 

factory class.
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GnutollaUnk

£
GnutellaPongCachingLink GnuteiiaStandardLInk
■numFongsNeeded: short

*

GnutellaStandardAndPongCachingUnk
■numPongsNeeded: short 
•maxHopsForPongsNeeded: short 
lastPingRecord: GnutellaPlngRecord

L
GnutellaPongCachingProtocol

•numPongsNeededForStandardLinks: int 
•numPongsNeededForCachingLinks: int 
■minStandardLinks: int 
maxStandard Links: int 
•numStandaidLlnks: Int 
minCachingLlnks: int 
maxCachingLinks: int 
numCachingLinks: int

♦addLink(ln g s l: GnutellaStandardAndPongCachingLink) 
♦removeLink(in g s p : GnutellaStandardProtocol) 
♦isAcceptingStandardLinks(): boot 
+addLink(in g e l; GnutellaPongCachingLink) 
+ramoveLlnk(in g c p : GnutellaPongCachingProtocol) 
+isAcceptlngCachingLlnks(): bool

GnutellaStandardProtocol
-minStandardLinks
-maxStandardLinks
-numStandardLinks

<—

+addLink(ingsl: GnuteiiaStandardLInk) 
+removeLink(in g p : GnutellaProtocol) 
+isAcceptingStandardUnks(): bool

I
I__

I
GnutellaProtocolFactory

+addUnk(In p 1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol) 
+removeLlnk(in p 1 : Protocol, in p 2 : Protocol)

Figure 5.9 Class Diagram o f Gnutella link related components

5.3.1 Flow Control

To support flow control, the Gnutella link class stores a fixed-length list of queued 

messages. The message queue was implemented as several fixed-length arrays, one 

for each of the Gnutella-specific fields stored by Gnutella messages. This
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optimization16 reduces the memory required to store each queued message, 

eliminating the overhead incurred by subclassing the message class (See Table 4.1).

The message queue is divided into sub-queues for query reply, query, pong 

and ping messages. The query reply sub-queue was implemented as an array-based 

binary heap, keyed by the number of replies previously returned for each query reply. 

The other sub-queues were implemented as array-based LIFO queues. The maximum 

total message queue size, and the proportion allocated to each of the sub-queues is 

determined by the sending protocol instance’s ratio values.

To determine whether messages can be transmitted or should be added to the 

queue, instances of the Gnutella link class need to know if the number of messages in 

transmission between their source and destination protocol instances has exceeded a 

pre-determined threshold specified by the source protocol instance. To gain access to 

the number of messages in transit, the Gnutella link class was implemented as a 

subclass o f the simulator core’s connection class.

When using flow control, Gnutella protocol instances wishing to send a 

message to a protocol instance to which they are linked must first check to see if the 

appropriate Gnutella link instance can transmit the message. In the affirmative case, 

the message is added to the simulator using the standard interface described in Section

16 This optimization is an application o f the Flyweight pattern [GHJ+95]
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3.4.2. In the negative case, the message is added to the link’s queue, using the 

methods illustrated in Figure 5.10.

Connection
+hasQueuedMessages(): bool 
+dequeueMessage(): Massage 
+getNuffiMessages(): int

■oingRatio: short

GnutetlaUnk

aueryReptyRatto; short
ouervRatio: short

jaBDgBaift-LshPrt

■numQueuedQueryRepiies: short 
■numQueuedQueries; short 
numQueuedPongs: short 
numQueuedPlngs: short 
queued Messages!]: Message 
setectionRatioCounter: short

♦hasQueuedMessagesf): bool 
rdequeueM essage(): Message 
+canTransmitMessage(): bool
*enqueueQueryReply(ln m sg ; GnutetlaQueryReplyMessage, in q tr : GnutellaQueryTravelRecord) 
♦enquetieQueryfln m sg : GnutellaQuery Message)____________________________________

GnutellaPongCachingLink GnutellaStandardLink
+enqueuePong(in m sg : GnutellaCachedPongMessage) 
♦enqueoePingfin m sg : GnutetlaCachedPlngMessage)

+enqueuePong(ln m sg : GnutetlaStandardPongMessage) 
+enqueuePing(in m sg : GnutellaStandardPingMessage)

£

J

GnutellaStandardAndPongCachingLink

GnutellaPongCachingProtocol
maxMessaoesPerStardardLink: Int
maxMesseaesPerCachingUnk: int
isllsingFtcwControt: bool

r
GnutellaStandardProtocol

■maxMessaoesPerStandardLink: int
-IsUsingFlowContral: bool

Figure 5.10 Class diagram of Gnutella flow control related components
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The Gnutella link class supports the dequeuing of messages by overriding the 

default methods specified for the connection class. This allows the simulator to 

automatically dequeue a link’s queued messages for transmission as other messages in 

transmission over the link are removed (See section 3.4.2). The Gnutella link class’ 

dequeue method was implemented so that messages of differing types are removed in 

round-robin fashion, giving preference to message types with a higher priority/ratio, 

without neglecting message types with a lower priority/ratio.

5.4 Statistics

To collect and report statistics specific to Gnutella, a Gnutella reporter class was 

created as a subclass o f the core’s statistics reporter class (Section 3.5.1). This class 

binds statistics collectors (Section 3.5.2) to each Gnutella action and message class, 

and also collects additional statistics not directly associated with actions and 

messages.

The method of the statistics reporter class that is called whenever a reporting 

time interval elapses was overridden by the Gnutella statistics reporter to collect the 

following additional statistics per reporting time interval:

• The number of active queries for which messages are still pending.

• The total number of query travel records being stored by all peers.
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• The total number of query replies that reached peers that issued queries.

• The average simulation time taken for all query replies to reach their 

originators.

• The number of active standard pings for which messages are still pending.

• The total number of ping travel records being stored by all peers.

5.5 Scalability Analysis

One of the principle objectives of this thesis is the development of a peer-to-peer 

simulator that can simulate large networks. By tabulating the memory of all the 

component classes implemented for the Gnutella plug-in, it is possible to calculate the 

total amount of system memory required to simulate Gnutella networks of different 

sizes running different versions of the protocol.

Table 5.1 displays the memory usage in bytes for each o f the components of 

the Gnutella plug-in. The memory requirements for each component are broken down 

into the amount required by Gnutella-specific data, and the amount for the extension 

of a core simulator component, if  required. The memory usage o f the core simulator 

components is listed in Table 4.1. For a detailed explanation of how these values were 

calculated, refer to Appendix B.
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Table 5.1 Memory usage in bytes per Gnutella component

Gnutella Standard Protocol 60 140 200
Gnutella Pong Caching Protocol 92 140 232
Gnutella Pong Cache 36 0 36
Gnutella Pong List 32 0 32
Gnutella Content 24 0 24
Gnutella Standard Link 124 48 172
Gnutella Standard & Pong Caching Link 132 48 180
Gnutella Pong Caching Link 128 48 176
Gnutella Query Record 76 0 76
Gnutella Query Travel Record 32 0 32
Gnutella Ping Record 72 0 72
Gnutella Ping Travel Record 28 0 28
Gnutella Query Action 4 20 24
Gnutella Query Message 8 20 28
Gnutella Query Reply Message 12 20 32
Gnutella Standard Ping Action 4 20 24
Gnutella Standard Ping Message 8 20 28
Gnutella Standard Pong Message 12 20 32
Gnutella Cached Ping Action 0 20 20
Gnutella Cached Ping Message 0 20 20
Gnutella Cached Pong Message 8 20 28

Using the data from table 5.1, it is possible to calculate the total system

memory required to simulate Gnutella networks with various sizes and parameters.

Tables 5.2 through 5.5 show the calculations of total system memory required 

to simulate Gnutella networks with sizes ranging from 100,000 to 1,000,000 peers. 

The parameters that were used in these calculations are as follows:
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• # Standard Peers -  The number of peers in the network that store a reference to 

an instance of the Gnutella Standard Protocol class.

• # Pong Caching Peers -  The number of peers in the network that store a 

reference to an instance of the Gnutella Pong Caching class.

• # Pongs per Pong Cache -  The number of pongs in the pong cache stored by 

instances of the Gnutella pong caching class.

•  # Pongs per Reserve List -  The number of pongs stored in the reserve pong list 

stored by all Gnutella protocol instances.

• # Actions per Peer -  The average number of actions stored by each peer, 

scheduled for future execution.

• # Content per Peer -  The average number of Gnutella Content instances stored 

by each peer.

• # Standard Connections -  The total number of Gnutella Standard or Gnutella 

Standard and Pong Caching Link instances stored by all Gnutella protocol 

instances. The actual number of link class instances is half of this value, since 

each link is stored by the protocol instance on either end.

• # Pong Caching Connections -  The total number of Gnutella Pong Caching 

Links instances stored by all Gnutella Pong Caching protocol instances. Again, 

the actual number of link class instances is half of this value.
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• # Messages per Connection -  The maximum number of messages in 

transmission over each of the links.

• # Queued Messages per Connection -  The maximum number of messages 

queued for transmission on each link. A value is specified for each of the 

possible types of messages. Because arrays are used to store the queues, the 

memory usage is the same whether the queues are full or empty. The storage 

required per message is limited to the Gnutella-data listed in Table 5.1.

• # Active Queries -  The number of queries that are active in the Gnutella 

network. An active query is one for which there are messages still pending on 

links.

• # Query Travel Records per Query -  The average number of query travel 

records stored by Gnutella protocol instances, as used for routing an active 

query’s messages.

• # Active Standard Pings - The number of standard pings that are active in the 

Gnutella network. An active standard ping is one for which there are messages 

still pending on links.

• # Ping Travel Records per Standard Ping - The average number of ping travel 

records stored by Gnutella protocol instances, as used for routing an active 

standard ping’s messages.
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Table 5.2 Memory for network with 100,000 peers and 8 connections per peer

#  Standard Peers 20,000 0.004 0.44%
#  Pong Caching P eers 80,000 0.017 2.05%
#  P ongs per Pong C ache 35 0.021 2.54%
#  P ongs per R eserve List 20 0.015 1.76%
#  Actions per P eer 2 0.004 0.53%
#  Content per Peer 10 0.022 2.65%
#  Standard C onnections 160,000 0.013 1.55%
#  Pong Caching C onnections 640,000 0.052 6.21%
#  M e ssa g e s  per Connection 10 0.209 24.69%
#  Q ueued Query R eplies per Connection 6 0.054 6.35%
#  Q ueued Q ueries per Connection 5 0.030 3.53%
#  Q ueued P on gs per Connection 4 0.026 3.10%
#  Q ueued Pings per Connection 3 0.006 0.71%
#  Active Q ueries (% of peers) 2 0.000 0.02%
#  Query Travel Records per Query 6,000 0.358 42.33%
#  Active Standard Pings (% of Standard peers) 5 0 .000 0.01%
#  Ping Travel Records per Standard Ping 500 0.013 1.54%

■ ^ ■ 1

Table 5.2 illustrates that a Gnutella network with 100,000 peers can be 

simulated on a conventional desktop machine with 1 Gigabyte of system memory. The 

calculations for this chart assume that each peer has on average at most 8 links or 

connections with other peers, and each of these connections is in use for the 

communication of at most 18 messages. With these parameters, approximately 46 

percent of the memory used is dedicated to connections and messages between peers. 

The biggest consumer of system memory for this simulation would be the query travel 

records used by Gnutella protocol instances to filter out redundant query messages 

and route query replies back to the query’s originator.
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Table 5.3 Memory required for network with 100,000 peers and 10 connections per peer

#  Standard P eers 20,000 0.004 0.37%
#  Pong Caching P eers 80,000 0.017 1.74%
#  Pongs per Pong C ache 35 0.021 2.16%
#  Pongs per R eserve List 20 0.015 1.50%
#  Actions per Peer 2 0.004 0.45%
#  Content per Peer 10 0.022 2.25%
#  Standard C onnections 200,000 0.016 1.65%
#  Pong Caching C onnections 800,000 0.066 6.59%
#  M essages per Connection 12 0.313 31.47%
#  Queued Query Replies per Connection 6 0.067 6.74%
#  Queued Queries per Connection 5 0.037 3.75%
#  Queued P ongs per Connection 4 0.033 3.30%
#  Queued Pings per Connection 3 0.007 0.75%
#  Active Queries (% of peers) 2 0.000 0.01%
#  Query Travel R ecords per Query 6,000 0.358 35.96%
#  Active Standard Pings (% o f Standard peers) 5 0.000 0.01%
#  Ping Travel R ecords per Standard Ping 500 0.013 1.31%

Table 5.3 illustrates the effect of increasing the average number of connections 

per peer, and the number of messages per connection relative to the parameters used 

for Table 5.2. Assuming that the number of peers reached by queries does not increase 

as the number of connections increases, the relative importance of the memory used 

for query travel records is reduced. With a conventional desktop machine, it is still 

possible to simulate a network of this size.

Table 5.4 Memory required for network with 100,000 peers without pong caching_______________

Parameter Value M e^ ^ y taegs® Percentage
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#  Standard Peers 100,000 0.019 0.53%
#  Pong Caching P eers 0 0.000 0.00%
#  Pongs per Pong C ache 35 0.000 0.00%
#  Pongs per R eserve List 20 0.015 0.43%
#  Actions per Peer 2 0.004 0.13%
#  Content per Peer 10 0.022 0.64%
#  Standard Connections 1,000,000 0.082 2.34%
#  Pong Caching Connections 0 0.000 0.00%
#  M essa g es per Connection 12 0.313 8.95%
#  Queued Query R eplies per Connection 6 0.067 1.92%
#  Queued Queries per Connection 5 0.037 1.07%
#  Q ueued Pongs per Connection 4 0.045 1.28%
#  Q ueued Pings per Connection 3 0.022 0.64%
#  Active Queries (% of peers) 5 0.000 0.01%
#  Query Travel R ecords per Query 7,000 1.043 29.84%
#  Active Standard Pings (% of Standard peers) 10 0.001 0.02%
#  Ping Travel R ecords per Standard Ping_______ 7,000 1.825 52.21%

H H H

By contrast, Table 5.4 illustrates the inherent difficulties involved in 

simulating a pure Gnutella network without pong-caching. In this scenario, every peer 

is repeatedly flooding the network with standard ping messages, requiring extensive 

system memory to store the ping travel records that are distributed peers along the 

ping’s path. More than 50 percent o f system memory is consumed by ping travel 

records, and the total memory requirement increases almost fourfold.

Table 5.5 Memory required for network with 1,000,000 peers and 10 connections per peer

■ s
#  Standard Peers 200 ,000 0.037 0.25%
#  Pong Caching P eers 800,000 0.173 1.17%
#  P ongs per Pong C ache 35 0.215 1.45%
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#  P o n g s p e r R ese rv e  List 20 0.149 1.01%
#  A ctions p e r P e e r 2 0.045 0.30%
#  C onten t p e r P e e r 10 0.224 1.51%
#  S tan d ard  C onnections 2 ,000 ,000 0.164 1.11%
#  P ong C aching C onnections 8,000 ,000 0.656 4 .43%
#  M e ssa g e s  p e r C onnection 10 2.608 17.63%
#  Q ueued  Q uery R eplies p e r  C onnection 6 0.671 4.53%
#  Q ueued  Q ueries per C onnection 5 0.373 2 .52%
#  Q ueued  P o n g s  per C onnection 4 0.328 2 .22%
#  Q u eu ed  P ings p e r C onnection 3 0.075 0 .50%
#  Active Q u eries  (%  of p ee rs) 3 0.002 0 .01%
#  Q uery Travel R eco rds per Q uery 10,000 8.941 60 .46%
#  Active S tan d ard  P ings (% of S tandard  peers) 5 0.001 0.00%
#  Ping Travel R eco rds per S tandard  Ping_______ 500 0.130 0.88%

Thus, to estimate the memory requirements for the simulation of a Gnutella 

network of 1 million peers, it is important to carefully select the appropriate 

parameters. Table 5.5 illustrates the total amount of system memory required to 

simulate a Gnutella network of 1 million peers with the use of pong caching and flow 

control. Equally, the simulation is limited to a maximum of 180 million concurrent 

messages, and a maximum of 30,000 concurrently active queries. Simulations of the 

network can then be achieved on a machine equipped with 16 Gigabytes of system 

memory, which is not unreasonable by today’s standards.

5.6 Summary

This chapter has described the implementation of the Gnutella plug-in used to show

case the extensibility of the simulator core, and to test its scalability. The chapter
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began with a description of the Gnutella protocol and two of its optimizations: pong 

caching and flow control. Section 5.1 then gave a brief description of how distributed 

content was stored by peers running the Gnutella protocol. Section 5.2 described how 

the simulator core’s protocol, action and message classes were extended to handle 

Gnutella query, ping and connection related messages. The simulation of peers with a 

heterogeneous distribution of protocols was also show-cased via the standard and 

pong caching protocol subclasses. Next, Section 5.3 described how the simulator 

core’s connection class was extended to represent protocol-level links between peers 

running the Gnutella protocol, and to provide an implementation of flow control. 

Section 5.4 discussed how the simulator core’s statistics collection and reporting 

functionality was extended to collect Gnutella-specific statistics. Finally, Section 5.5 

summarized the memory overhead incurred by the Gnutella implementation, and 

provided estimates of the total system memory required to simulate Gnutella networks 

of varying size and with various parameters.

The results and analysis obtained by performing simulation runs with the 

Gnutella plug-in are provided in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6 

Results & Analysis

The functionality, scalability and extensibility of the simulator core were validated by 

performing simulation runs with the Gnutella plug-in described in Chapter 5. The 

Gnutella plug-in was utilized by the simulator in a variety of scenarios, each with 

differing network and protocol-specific parameters. This chapter describes the results 

of these simulations.

The primary function o f these runs is to establish that the simulator, in its 

principal features, does succeed in reproducing the behaviour of real peer-to-peer 

networks. Section 6.1 illustrates the effects on message traffic when simulating 

different proportions of peers with high and low maximum bandwidths. Section 6.2 

focuses on the effects on message traffic of simulations with different proportions of 

pong caching and standard Gnutella peers. Section 6.3 illustrates the effects on the 

network as the amount of query related message traffic increases or decreases. Section 

6.4 illustrates the effects of flow control on message traffic, reinforcing its importance 

for managing the number of simulated messages. Section 6.5 shows how simulation

172
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runs can be greatly affected by differing protocol-level topologies, and illustrates that 

the simulator can handle changing topologies. Finally, in Section 6.6 the results of 

simulation runs on large topologies of 100,000 peers are presented.

6.1 High vs. Low Bandwidth Distributions

As described in section 3.4.4, the simulator supports the distribution of varying 

maximum upload and download bandwidths to the peers in the simulated network. 

The purpose of this section is to verify that the MES bandwidth model employed by 

the simulator is able to model the increased message transmission delays as available 

bandwidth decreases. To this end, statistics were obtained from three separate 

simulation runs of a Gnutella network with varying proportions of peers with high and 

low upload and or download bandwidth allocations.

Table 6.1 lists the common parameters used for all of these simulation runs, 

and Table 6.2 lists the different parameters used for each of them. For an explanation 

of the parameters and a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer 

to Appendix C.
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Table 6.1 Common Parameters Used for High vs. Low Bandwidth Distributions Simulation Runs

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 100.0
Number of Peers 10,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 12
Topological Structure of Inter-Peer Links BRITE Waxman (Random)
Number of Content Records in Repository 5000
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 10
Percentage of Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 95
Percentage o f Standard Gnutella Peers 5
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 10
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 4.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 40.0
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 7
Percentage of Peers Using Flow Control 100
Max Messages per Connection 12
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 6
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 4
Max Queued Pings per Connection 3
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 5.0
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Generation 
Interval

10

Table 6.2 Different Parameters Used for High vs. Low Bandwidth Distributions Simulation Runs

Maximum Upload / 
Download Bandwidth 
per Peer (bytes per 
Simulated Time Unit)

100% 10k/10k 50%  10k/10k 
50%  4k /1 0 k

33%  10k/10k 
33%  4 k / 10k 
33%  400/400

Table 6.2 shows how the maximum bandwidth available to peers was

gradually decreased for each of the simulation runs. In the first of these simulation 

runs, all peers were assigned uniform maximum upload and download bandwidths. In
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the second run, the maximum upload bandwidth was decreased by 60 percent for 50 

percent of the peers. Finally, in the third run, the maximum upload and download 

bandwidth of a third of the peers was decreased well below the previous values. To 

highlight the effects of different bandwidth distributions on the simulated Gnutella 

network, several statistics were chosen for graphical display. Figure 6.1 illustrates the 

decrease in the average amount of bandwidth allocated to messages per peer as the 

proportion of lower bandwidth peers increases. Figure 6.2 illustrates how this 

decrease in allocated bandwidth corresponds to more in-transit messages 

accumulating for each peer. Finally, Figure 6.3 shows the significant effects of 

reduced bandwidth on query response times.
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Figure 6.1 Mean Bandwidth Used per Peer for Different Bandwidth Distributions

Figure 6.1 illustrates the effects on bandwidth used by individual peers as the 

total amount of bandwidth available to the network decreases. When more bandwidth 

is available, peers take advantage of this bandwidth to transmit messages faster. When 

less bandwidth is available, peers cannot assign as much bandwidth for message
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transmission, which results in messages taking longer to transmit. This can be

observed in the figure, where, on average, peers in the networks with lower total

available bandwidth are seen to consume bandwidth for longer time intervals.

0 10 20 30 40 80 00 70 80 DO 100
Simulation Time

■£~:s* *  M ean of Average N um ber of Download M essages pet P e e r  - 10k U. 10k D

•  M ean of A verage N um ber of Download M essages per P ee r • 10k U. 10k D & 4k U. 10k D

V 4  M ean of Average N um ber of Download M essages per P e e r - 10k U. 10k D & 4k U, 10k D & 400  U, 4 00  D

Figure 6.2 Mean Number of Messages per Peer for Different Bandwidth Distributions
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Figure 6.2 shows statistics which confirm that peers in networks with lower 

total available bandwidth tend to take longer to transmit messages. As the amount of 

bandwidth available to the network decreases, the average number of concurrent 

message transmissions to or from peers increases.

|2 : 80

70 J

0 10_ 20 30 40 SO 80 70 BO 80 100
Simulation Time

■ Number of Q ueries Initiated *  N um bei of Q ueiy R eplies Returned - 10k U. 10k D 

a  Num ber of Query R eplies Returned ■ 10k U, 10k 0  & 4k U. 10k D 

Num bei of Q uery R eplies Returned - 10k U, 10k 0 & 4k U, 10k D & 400  U. 400  D

Figure 6.3 Number of Query Replies Returned for Different Bandwidth Distributions
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Figure 6.3 shows the effects of decreased total bandwidth on the rate at which 

query replies are returned in response to queries. In networks with higher available 

bandwidth, more query replies are returned in the time intervals immediately after the 

corresponding query is issued. Conversely, in networks with lower available 

bandwidth, more query replies are returned in later time intervals.

Thus, the statistics presented in Figures 6.1 to 6.3 illustrate that the MES 

bandwidth model performs well at modeling the slow-down in message transmission 

times as the amount of available bandwidth decreases. Correspondingly, with this 

model, it would be expected that increasing the amount of simultaneous message 

traffic on the network would have a similar effect to decreasing the amount of 

available bandwidth. This is confirmed by the results obtained in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, 

where simulation runs are performed with varying message traffic densities.

6.2 Standard vs. Pong Caching

As described in the introduction to Chapter 5 and in Section 5.2.2, one of the 

enhancements made to the Gnutella protocol was the introduction of Pong Caching.

The intention of this enhancement was to reduce the burden of ping and pong message 

traffic, and in a network formed entirely of Pong Caching peers, the advantages are 

clear. What is less clear, however, is how the presence of Standard peers in a network 

of Pong Caching peers affects network performance. To investigate this aspect,
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statistics were obtained from three separate simulation runs of a Gnutella network 

with varying proportions of Standard and Pong Caching peers.

Table 6.3 lists the common parameters used for all of these simulation runs, 

and Table 6.4 lists the different parameters used for each of them. For an explanation 

of the parameters and a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer 

to Appendix C.

Table 6.3 Common Parameters Used for Standard vs. Pong Caching Simulation Runs

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 100.0
Number of Peers 10,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 12
Topological Structure of Inter-Peer Links BRITE Waxman (Random)
Maximum Upload Bandwidth per Peer 
(bytes per Simulated Time Unit)

10,000

Maximum Download Bandwidth per Peer 
(bytes per Simulated Time Unit)

10,000

Number of Content Records in Repository 5000
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 10
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 10
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 4.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 40.0
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 7
Percentage of Peers Using Flow Control 100
Max Messages per Connection 12
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 6
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 4
Max Queued Pings per Connection 3
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 5.0
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Interval 10
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Table 6.4 Different Parameters Used for Standard vs. Pong Caching Simulation Runs
■gHRmRTffiRKflRia

Percentage of Pong 
Caching Gnutella Peers

100 90 80

Percentage of Standard 
Gnutella Peers

0 10 20

As shown in Table 6.4, the proportion o f standard Gnutella peers was varied 

from zero to twenty percent of the total network population. The upper limit of twenty 

percent was chosen because it provides sufficient information to deduce the trend in 

performance degradation, while allowing the simulator to run in a reasonable time 

frame. To highlight the effects of different proportions of Standard vs. Pong Caching 

peers on the simulated Gnutella network, several statistics were chosen for graphical 

display. Figures 6.4 through 6.6 show for each simulation run, the mean of the 

bandwidth used per peer for each of the different messages types. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 

show comparisons over all simulation runs of the number of messages in transmission 

per peer, both for all messages, and for query related messages. Finally, Figure 6.9 

illustrates the effects of the different proportions on query response time.
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Figure 6.4 Average Bandwidth Used per Peer in a Gnutella Network with 0% Standard Peers

Figure 6.4 shows queries competing with cached pongs for bandwidth. Cached 

pongs require on average 1000-1100 units of bandwidth per peer, fluctuating very 

little in demand as the network evolves with time. By contrast, the queries, which are 

sent out each 10 simulated time units, cause the spikes of around 1000 units which are
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clearly visible. This figure serves as a standard against which the subsequent data, 

shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 should be compared.

Average Total Download Bandwldtli -10% Standard Gnutella Peers
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Figure 6.5 Average Bandwidth Used per Peer in a Gnutella Network with 10% Standard Peers 

Figure 6.5 shows data for a network with 10% standard Gnutella peers. As 

expected, it shows that total bandwidth requirements on peers in the network are
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marginally higher, since queries are competing with cached pongs and standard pongs 

for bandwidth. Cached pongs require on average 800-900 units o f bandwidth per peer, 

compared with the previous 1000-1100, which makes sense since there are 10 percent 

less pong caching peers than before. The biggest factor in the change of total 

bandwidth requirements for this network is the introduction of standard pong 

messages. These messages require 50 percent of the bandwidth of cached pongs. This 

occurs even though the caching peers, which are 9 times more numerous, are issuing 

cached pings at 10 times the rate of standard pings.
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Figure 6.6 Average Bandwidth Used per Peer in a Gnutella Network with 20% Standard Peers 

Figure 6.6, with 20% standard peers, shows that the total bandwidth used by 

peers in the network is substantially higher than before. This is because queries are 

competing for bandwidth not only with cached pongs but also with a significant 

number of standard pongs whose effect is predominant. Thus, whereas cached pongs
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require on average 700 units of bandwidth per peer, since there are again 10 percent 

less pong caching peers, the standard pongs now require twice the bandwidth of 

cached pongs. This occurs, even though the caching peers are 5 times more numerous, 

and issue cached pings at 10 times the rate of standard pings.
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Figure 6.7 Mean Number o f Download Messages per Peer for Different Proportions of Standard 
Peers

Figure 6.7 compares the number of messages being transmitted to peers for all 

three runs, averaged over each simulated time interval. Higher values of these 

statistics imply either quick and frequent transmissions, or slow and steady
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transmissions. The upper three curves in the figure show that the average number of 

messages simultaneously in transmission to peers increases significantly as the 

number of standard peers increases. This increase is significantly larger as the 

proportion of standard peers increases from 10 to 20 percent. The likely cause of this 

effect is that more standard peers are directly linked to each other, which results in a 

larger number of pongs being routed amongst them.
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Figure 6.8 Mean Number of Query Related Download Messages per Peer for Different 
Proportions of Standard Peers

Figure 6.8 shows the mean number of query related messages in simultaneous

transmission to peers for all three runs, averaged over each simulated time interval.

The significance of these values is that as the number of standard peers increases, so
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does the number of query related messages in transmission. This signifies that query 

related messages are taking longer to transmit because of a decreased share of 

bandwidth. Once again, the increases are more significant as the proportion of 

standard peers changes from 10 to 20 percent.

Active Queries vs. Simulated Time for Different Proportions of 
Standard Peers -

Simulation Tima
■ Number of Queries Initiated •  Number of act ive queries - OK Standard  a Number of act ive queries  1 0 *  Standard  

Number of act ive queries - 2014 Standard

Figure 6.9 Number o f Active Queries for Different Proportions o f Standard Peers
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A different comparison between the three runs is shown in Figure 6.9. Here, 

the statistic used is the number of active queries, which is defined as a query for 

which related messages are still in transmission. As seen in Figures 6.4 to 6.8, more 

standard peers means less bandwidth allocated to query related messages, which in 

turn means that on average there are more query related transmissions at any given 

time. One would expect that this would lead to queries taking longer to complete. 

Figure 6.9 demonstrates that this is indeed the case.
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Figure 6.10 Number o f Query Replies Returned for Different Proportions of Standard Peers

The effects illustrated by Figure 6.9 are shown even more clearly by Figure 

6.10. This figure shows the number of query replies returning to the originating peer 

during each time interval for each of the three simulation runs. With lower 

percentages of standard Gnutella peers, query replies are returned faster; more query
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replies are returned in the simulated time intervals immediately following the 

initiation of the corresponding query.

In general, the statistics produced by the simulator for the three simulation 

runs with different proportions of standard and pong caching Gnutella peers show that 

the simulator does reflect the expected behaviour of the real world Gnutella network. 

The introduction of pong caching significantly reduces the burden of ping and pong 

message traffic on the network, and frees up more resources for query traffic.

6.3 High vs. Low Query Traffic

As described in the introduction to Chapter 5 and in Section 5.2.1, the simulator’s 

Gnutella plug-in supports the initiation of queries for content. These queries cause 

query messages to be broadcast or flooded throughout the network, searching for 

peers storing the desired content. To investigate the impact of query traffic on the 

Gnutella network, three simulation runs were performed with queries being issued at 

different rates and intervals.

Table 6.5 lists the common parameters used for these simulation runs, and 

Table 6.6 lists the different parameters used. For an explanation of the parameters and 

a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer to Appendix C.

Table 6.5 Common Parameters Used for High vs. Low Query Traffic Simulation Runs__________

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 100.0
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Number of Peers 10,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 12
Topological Structure o f Inter-Peer Links BRITE Waxman (Random)
Maximum Upload Bandwidth per Peer 
(bytes per Simulated Time Unit)

10,000

Maximum Download Bandwidth per Peer 
(bytes per Simulated Time Unit)

10,000

Number of Content Records in Repository 5000
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 10
Percentage of Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 95
Percentage of Standard Gnutella Peers 5
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 10
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 4.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 40.0
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 7
Percentage o f Peers Using Flow Control 100
Max Messages per Connection 12
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 6
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 4
Max Queued Pings per Connection 3

Table 6.6 Different Parameters Used for High vs. Low Query Traffic Simulation Runs

Query Generation 
Interval (Simulated 
Time Units)

10 2 2

Query Generation 
Rate (Poisson) per 
Generation Interval

5 5 15

Table 6.6 shows the interval between query generations and the query

generation rates for the three runs. In the first of the runs, queries were issued at the 

nominal rate of 5 per every 10 simulated time units. In the second run, queries were
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issued at shorter intervals, with 5 per every 2 simulated time units. Finally, in the third 

run, the query generation rate was increased to 15 per every 2 simulated time units. To 

highlight the effects of different query generation rates and intervals on the simulated 

Gnutella network, several statistics were chosen for graphical display.

Figure 6.11 to 6.13 illustrate that individual queries take longer to complete 

when there are more simultaneous queries active in the network. Figure 6.14 

illustrates that a higher proportion of concurrent queries in the network results in a 

significantly higher level of query related message traffic to peers in the network. 

Figure 6.15 illustrates the effects of this higher level of query related traffic on the 

transmission times of other types of messages, namely pings and pongs. Finally,

Figure 6.16 illustrates how a higher number of concurrently active queries results in 

queries competing against each other for resources, causing an increase in the average 

time in which query replies are returned.
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Figure 6.11 Number of Active Queries -  5 Queries per 10 Simulated Time Units

Figure 6.11 illustrates that query initiations for the first simulation run were 

scheduled to occur only periodically, at well spaced intervals. In this scenario, the 

load of query traffic on the network is minimal, and no messages pertaining to a query
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are still in transit by the time the next batch of queries is initiated, 10 simulated time 

units later.
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Figure 6.12 Number of Active Queries - 5 Queries per 2 Simulated Time Units

By contrast, Figure 6.12 illustrates the effects of increasing the rate of query 

initiations. In this scenario, queries are initiated at more frequent time intervals, before
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the queries initiated in the previous interval have had a chance to complete. Thus, the 

number of concurrently active queries outpaces the number of queries initiated over 

each interval.
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Figure 6.13 Number of Active Queries - 15 Queries per 2 Simulated Time Units
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Figure 6.13 illustrates the effects of increasing both the rate and number of 

query initiations. In this scenario, the number of concurrently active queries 

dramatically outpaces the number of queries initiated over each interval, signifying 

that more and more queries are competing with each other for network bandwidth.
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Mean Number of Query Related Messages per Peer vs. Simulated 
Time for Different Query Generation Rates
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Figure 6.14 Mean Number of Query Related Messages per Peer for Different Query Generation 
Rates

Figure 6.14 provides a comparison of the average number of query related 

messages in transmission for each of the three simulation runs. As the rate and 

number of initiated queries increases, so does the number of query related messages in
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transmission. In the case o f the third simulation run with the highest query rate, the 

significantly higher number of query related messages in transmission illustrates not 

only that more query related messages are being transmitted, but that they are taking 

longer to transmit because they are competing with each other for bandwidth.
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Mean Number of NohlQueiy Related Messages per Peer vs. 
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Figure 6.15 Mean Number o f Non Query Related Messages per Peer for Different Query 
Generation Rates

Figure 6.15 illustrates the effects of an increased rate and number of query 

initiations on non query related traffic, namely pings and pongs. When a higher 

proportion of query related messages are being transmitted over the network, less
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bandwidth is available to non query related messages. This causes the transmission 

times of non query related messages to increase, which is witnessed by the increased 

number of them in transmission, as shown. However, this effect on non query related 

messages is less dramatic than that on query related messages. This is because query 

related messages are typically less numerous than non query related messages, and 

they more highly concentrated around certain peers over shorter time intervals.
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Average Query, Reply Time vs. Simulated Time for Different Query 
Generation Rates % '
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Figure 6.16 Average Query Reply Time for Different Query Generation Rates

Figure 6.16 illustrates how an increase in the number of concurrently active 

queries has a negative impact on the average time taken for query replies to return to 

the peers which initiate the corresponding query. The upper curve in this figure shows 

that increasing the number of queries initiated by a factor of 3 causes an increase of
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approximately 1 simulated time unit in the average time taken for query replies to be 

returned. However, this average query reply time is a rather simplistic statistic. It is 

accumulated, as each query reply is returned, by adding to an accumulator variable the 

simulated time elapsed since the corresponding query was initiated. At the end of each 

time interval, the value of the accumulator variable is divided by the number of 

queries returned. This measurement gives a good general picture of average query 

response times when there are many concurrently active queries, but is less effective 

when queries are sporadic. For this reason, the statistics for the first simulation run are 

not shown in this figure.

6.4 Flow Control

As described in the introduction to Chapter 5 and in Section 5.3.1, the simulator’s 

Gnutella plug-in supports flow control. Flow control provides a scheme for limiting 

the number of messages in transmission over a connection between any two peers. 

Messages are dropped only when strictly necessary, and the type of message to drop is 

selected in an intelligent manner, so as to prioritize certain message types over others. 

To investigate the impact of flow control on the Gnutella network, three simulation 

runs were performed, one with low message traffic, and two with high message 

traffic. The high traffic simulation runs were performed both with and without flow 

control.
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Table 6.7 lists the common parameters used for these simulation runs, and 

Table 6.8 lists the different parameters used. For an explanation of the parameters and 

a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer to Appendix C.

Table 6.7 Common Parameters Used for Flow Control Simulation Runs

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 100.0
Number of Peers 10,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 12
Topological Structure of Inter-Peer Links BRITE Waxman (Random)
Number of Content Records in Repository 5000
Average Number o f Content Records per Peer 10
Percentage of Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 95
Percentage of Standard Gnutella Peers 5
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 10
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 4.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 50.0
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 7
Max Messages per Connection 12
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 6
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 4
Max Queued Pings per Connection 3
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 1.0
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Generation 
Interval

3

Table 6.8 Different Parameters Used for Flow Control Simulation Runs

Percentage of Peers 
Using Flow Control

100% 100% 0%

Maximum 
Upload / Download 
Bandwidth per Peer

100% 10k/10k 100 % 400 / 400 100 % 400 / 400
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(bytes per Simulated 
Time Unit)

Table 6.8 shows the maximum bandwidth available to peers and the 

percentage of peers using flow control for the three runs. In the first of the runs, a 

large amount o f bandwidth was made available to the peers, resulting in fast message 

transmission times, and low traffic. In the second run, a significantly lower amount of 

bandwidth was made available, resulting in slower message transmission times, and 

more concurrent traffic. Finally, in the third run, the same low amount of bandwidth 

from the second run was made available, but flow control was turned off for all peers. 

To highlight the effects of flow control on the simulated Gnutella network, several 

statistics were chosen for graphical display.

Figure 6.17 illustrates how in low bandwidth networks, flow control helps 

constrain the number o f message transmissions to the number the network is able to 

receive. Figure 6.18 illustrates the extensive use o f the flow control queues for low 

bandwidth networks. Figure 6.19 illustrates the side-effect o f flow control, as queue 

utilization increases, more messages are dropped. Finally, Figures 6.20 and 6.21 

illustrate the total number of messages in transmission in networks with low 

bandwidth, both with and without flow control.
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Figure 6.17 Number of Messages Transmitted & Received with Flow Control for Different 
Available Bandwidths

Figure 6.17 illustrates the total number of messages transmitted and received

for the two simulation runs where all peers are using flow control. For the second of

these simulation runs, where peers were given lower available bandwidth, messages
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take longer to transmit. This is visible in the lower curves in the figure which show 

that initially, there are significantly more message transmissions than receptions per 

time interval. The purpose of flow control is to limit the resulting build-up of 

messages in the network, preventing message transmissions from outpacing message 

receptions. The effect of flow control is visible in the figure at simulation time 20, 

where message transmissions are curtailed to the level of receptions.
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Number of Messages Enqueued / Dequeued vs. Simulated Time 
for Different Available Bandwidths
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Figure 6.18 Number of Messages Enqueued & Dequeued with Flow Control for Different 
Available Bandwidths

Figure 6.18 illustrates the total number of messages enqueued and dequeued

for the simulation runs where all peers are using flow control. The lower curves show

that with high available bandwidth, only a small proportion of messages are queued
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prior to transmission. The upper curves show that the simulation run with lower 

available bandwidth makes significant use of the flow control queue, with virtually all 

messages being queued prior to transmission.

Number of Messages Dropped vs. Simulated Time for Different 
Available Baridwidths
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Figure 6.19 Number of Messages Dropped with Flow Control for Different Available Bandwidths
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Figure 6.19 illustrates the number of messages dropped from the flow control 

queue for the simulation runs where all peers are using flow control. The upper curve 

shows that a significant number of messages are being dropped by the simulation run 

with lower available bandwidth. This is a symptom of high utilization of the flow 

control queue. When the queue becomes full, previously queued messages must be 

dropped in order to make room to enqueue new messages.
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Figure 6.20 Total Numbers o f Messages in Transmission with Flow Control and Low Bandwidth 

Figure 6.20 illustrates how flow control regulates the number of messages in 

transmission in a network with low available bandwidth. The curves in this figure 

show that the flow control algorithm implemented by Gnutella is successful in 

prioritizing the transmission of query messages over pong messages.
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Figure 6.21 Total Numbers of Messages in Transmission with No Flow Control and Low 
Bandwidth

Figure 6.21 illustrates the effects of the absence of flow control on a network 

with low available bandwidth. Without flow control, the number of messages in 

transmission on the network grows without bounds. A protocol which exhibits
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unbounded growth in the number of concurrent message transmissions is not scalable, 

and presents a serious barrier to simulation.

6.5 Changing Topology

6.5.1 Random vs. Power Law Topologies

As described in Section 2.2.2.2, there has been a considerable amount of debate over 

whether the network topology evolved by Gnutella exhibits power law characteristics. 

Therefore it is of interest to investigate the performance of the Gnutella network when 

inter-peer links form a power law distribution. To this end, two simulation runs were 

performed, one with a random topology, and the other with a power law topology.

Table 6.9 lists the common parameters used for these simulation runs, and 

Table 6.10 lists the different parameters used. For an explanation of the parameters 

and a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer to Appendix C.

Table 6.9 Common Parameters Used for Random vs. Power Law Simulation Runs

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 100.0
Number of Peers 10,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 12
Maximum Upload Bandwidth per Peer 10,000
Maximum Download Bandwidth per Peer 10,000
Number of Content Records in Repository 5000
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 10
Percentage of Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 95
Percentage of Standard Gnutella Peers 5
Percentage of Peers Using Flow Control 100
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Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 10
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 4.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 50.0
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 7
Max Messages per Connection 12
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 6
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 4
Max Queued Pings per Connection 3
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 10.0
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Generation 
Interval

5

Table 6.10 Different Parameters Used for Random vs. Power Law Simulation Runs

Topological Structure 
of Inter-Peer Links

BRITE Waxman (Random) BRITE Power Law

Table 6.10 shows that in the first run, a random graph was used to initialize the

protocol-level links between peers. Likewise, in the second run, a power law graph 

was used for initializing the protocol-level links, meaning there were a few highly 

connected peers, and many poorly connected peers. To highlight the effects of the 

different topologies on the simulated Gnutella network, several statistics were chosen 

for graphical display.

Figure 6.22 illustrates the different amounts of bandwidth used for the runs 

with random or power law topologies. Similarly, Figure 6.23 illustrates the different 

number o f messages in transmission for the two runs, providing insight into which 

topological structure results in the highest degree of concurrent message traffic.
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Finally, Figure 6.24 illustrates the effects of the different topological structures on the 

responsiveness of Gnutella query replies.

tyean Bandwidth Used per Peer vs. Simulated Time for Random or 
Power Law Topologies
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Figure 6.22 Mean Bandwidth Used per Peer for Random or Power Law Topologies

Figure 6.22 illustrates that on average, more bandwidth is used by peers in the 

random network than in the power law network. This is a result of traffic being more
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evenly distributed for the random network topology. In the random network topology, 

there are fewer peers with a high number of connections, which in turn means that 

there are fewer peers that impose constraints on the bandwidth allocated to messages. 

Conversely, in a power law topology, several peers are highly connected, meaning 

that they constrain messages to a low share of their bandwidth. These highly 

connected peers are connected to many peers with low connectivity, which have a 

large proportion of unused bandwidth.
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Figure 6.23 Mean Number o f Messages per Peer for Random or Power Law Topologies

Figure 6.23 illustrates average number of messages in transmission to peers for 

the two simulation runs. As expected, the results with the power law topology show 

that there are many more concurrent message transmissions than with the random
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topology. This is because less bandwidth is being allocated to messages, which in turn 

delays their transmission.

Number of Query Replies Returned vs. Simulated Time for 
Random or Power Law Topologies
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Figure 6.24 Number of Query Replies Returned for Random or Power Law Topology
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Figure 6.24 illustrates the number of query replies returned per time interval 

for the two simulation runs. Because the random topology contains fewer highly 

connected peers for which higher traffic creates a bottleneck in terms of available 

bandwidth, query replies are returned much more quickly.

6.5.2 Dynamic Topology

As described in Section 5.2.3, the simulator’s Gnutella plug-in supports the 

disconnection and reconnection of peers to or from the network. The disconnection of 

a peer from the network causes the removal o f links from the protocol-level topology 

and the cancellation of any messages to or from that peer. To form new links when 

reconnecting to the network, a peer first uses the addresses o f the peers to which it 

was linked to prior to disconnection. If an insufficient number of these peers are 

accepting links, then attempts are made to form links with peers from which pongs 

were previously received. To investigate the effects of peer disconnections and 

reconnections in the Gnutella network, two simulation runs were compared, one with 

a static topology, and the other with a high number connections and reconnections 

occurring over short time intervals.

Table 6.11 lists the common parameters used for these simulation runs, and 

Table 6.12 lists the different parameters used. For an explanation o f the parameters 

and a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer to Appendix C.
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Table 6.11 Common Parameters Used for Dynamic vs. Static Simulation Runs

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 400.0
Number of Peers 10,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 12
Topological Structure of Inter-Peer Links BRITE Waxman (Random)
Maximum Upload Bandwidth per Peer 10,000
Maximum Download Bandwidth per Peer 10,000
Number of Content Records in Repository 5000
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 10
Percentage o f Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 98
Percentage o f Standard Gnutella Peers 2
Percentage o f Peers Using Flow Control 100
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 8
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 4.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 50.0
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 7
Max Messages per Connection 12
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 6
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 4
Max Queued Pings per Connection 3
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 20.0
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Generation 
Interval

5

Table 6.12 Different Parameters Used for Dynamic vs. Static Simulation Runs

Maximum Number of Links for 
Standard Peers

10 Not Enforced

Maximum Number of Links for 
Pong Caching Peers

12 Not Enforced

Disconnect Generation Interval 
(Simulated Time Units)

2.0 None

Disconnect Generation Offset 
(Simulated Time Units)

30.0 None
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Disconnect Generation Rate 
(Poisson) per Generation Interval

200 None

Connect Generation Interval 
(Simulated Time Units)

2.0 None

Connect Generation Offset 
(Simulated Time Units)

31.0 None

Connect Generation Rate 
(Poisson) per Generation Interval

200 None

Table 6.12 shows that the topology of the simulation runs were dynamic and 

static respectively. For the first run, the network was initialized using a random

fhtopology which remained fixed for 30 time intervals. At the 30 time interval, a group 

of approximately 200 peers disconnects; at the 31st interval, they attempt to reconnect 

with a maximum number of protocol-level links. This process of disconnection and 

then reconnection at every other time interval continues thereafter. The second run did 

not include any disconnections or reconnections, and serves as a benchmark for 

comparison with the evolved topology of the first run. To highlight the effects of peer 

disconnections and reconnections on the simulated Gnutella network, several statistics 

were chosen for graphical display.

Figure 6.25 illustrates the number of active or connected peers in the dynamic 

network for each time interval. Figure 6.26 illustrates the number of protocol-level 

links between peers in the dynamic network for each time interval. Figures 6.27 and 

6.28 compare the number of concurrent message transmissions for both the dynamic
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and static simulation runs. Finally, Figure 6.29 illustrates the effects of a dynamic 

topology on the amount of time taken for queries to complete.
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Figure 6.25 Number of Active Peers in a Dynamic Gnutella Network

Figure 6.25 illustrates the number of active peers for the run with a dynamic 

topology. At alternating time intervals, random selected groups of approximately 200
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peers were disconnected, and then reconnected to the network. Notice that the number 

of active peers oscillates between approximately 9,800 and the maximum value of 

10,000.
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Figure 6.26 Number of Protocol Level Links in a Dynamic Gnutella Network
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Figure 6.26 illustrates the change in the number of protocol-level links 

between peers for the run with a dynamic topology. The initial rise in the number of 

protocol-level links is the result o f the maximum number of links per peer specified as 

a parameter for the simulation run. Many peers in the initial topology had a small 

number of links, but as they disconnect and reconnect, they form more links to other 

peers than they had prior to disconnection. After a few time intervals, this growth in 

the total number of links in the network is counteracted by highly connected peers 

disconnecting, and forming fewer links upon reconnection.
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Figure 6.27 Mean Number o f Messages per Peer for Static or Dynamic Network Topologies 

Figure 6.27 illustrates the average number of concurrent message 

transmissions per peer for both the static and dynamic simuiation runs. Because the 

dynamic topology eventually contains fewer and more evenly distributed protocol- 

level links, peers are transmitting and receiving fewer messages. This decrease in the
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number of transmissions and receptions results in less bandwidth being consumed, 

making for faster message transmission, and significantly less traffic on the network 

as a whole.
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Figure 6.28 Skewness of Number of Messages per Peer for Static or Dynamic Network Topologies
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Figure 6.28 illustrates the skewness of the number of messages being 

transmitted to peers for both the static and dynamic topology. A higher positive 

skewness value signifies that more peers have a significantly higher number of 

messages than the mean. Because the dynamic topology eventually equalizes the 

number of protocol-level links for all peers, bottlenecks for message transmission are 

removed, resulting in more evenly distributed message traffic across the network, and 

a lower positive skewness.
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Number of Active Queries vs. Simulated Time for Static or 
Dynamic Topologies
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Figure 6.29 Number of Active Queries for Static or Dynamic Network Topologies

Figure 6.29 illustrates the effects of a static or dynamic topology on query 

completion time. As seen in Figures 6.27 and 6.28, the dynamically evolved Gnutella 

network topology results in fewer peers carrying a high amount of message traffic. As
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expected, this leads to faster transmission of query related messages, which in turn 

leads to faster query completion times.

6.6 Large Topology

All of the results presented so far have been obtained from simulation runs with 

topologies with the relatively modest size of 10,000 peers. This section shows the 

results for simulation runs with a larger network topology o f 100,000 peers. The 

purpose of this section is twofold: first, to validate that the simulator can handle large 

topologies, and second, to investigate the effects o f differing maximum query hop 

counts.

As described in the introduction to Chapter 5, the horizon of query 

transmissions in the Gnutella network is limited by a maximum hop count value 

which is typically set to 7. With the topologies of 10,000 peers described in previous 

sections, virtually all peers are reached by queries even with modest maximum hop 

count values o f 2 or 3. Even with a network topology of 100,000 peers, a limitation is 

that all peers are within a 7 hop radius of each other and thus queries will reach every 

peer. Therefore, to investigate the effects of differing maximum query hop counts, 

two simulation runs were performed with topologies of 100,000  peers, and differing 

maximum hop count values of 4 and 5 respectively.
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Table 6.13 lists the common parameters used for these simulation runs, and 

Table 6.14 lists the different parameters used. For an explanation o f the parameters 

and a description of how they were provided to the simulator, refer to Appendix C. 

Table 6.13 Common Parameters Used for Large Topology Simulation Runs

Random Number Seed 51957253545678
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 100.0
Number of Peers 100,000
Average Number of Links per Peer 10
Topological Structure of Inter-Peer Links BRITE Waxman (Random)
Maximum Upload Bandwidth per Peer 15,000
Maximum Download Bandwidth per Peer 15,000
Number of Content Records in Repository 15,000
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 10
Percentage of Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 97
Percentage of Standard Gnutella Peers 3
Percentage of Peers Using Flow Control 100
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 8
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 3.0
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 60.0
Max Messages per Connection 10
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 5
Max Queued Queries per Connection 4
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 3
Max Queued Pings per Connection 2
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 10.0
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Generation 
Interval

10

Table 6.14 Different Parameters Used for Large Topology Simulation Runs
Parameter Simulation Run 15 Simulation Run 16
Max Hop Count for Queries and Pings | 4
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Table 6.14 shows that the first simulation run with a large topology used a 

maximum hop count of 4, while the second used a maximum hop count of 5. To 

highlight the effects of different maximum hop counts on a large Gnutella network, 

several statistics were chosen for graphical display.

Figure 6.30 compares the average number of peers reached per query for the 

two simulation runs. Figure 6.31 illustrates the average number of concurrent message 

transmissions per peer for these runs. Finally, Figures 6.32 and 6.33 illustrate 

respectively, the differences in the number of query replies returned, and the 

differences in the number of query replies queued.
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Figure 6.30 Average Number of Peers Reached per Query for Different Maximum Hop Counts

Figure 6.30 illustrates the effects of different maximum hop count values on 

the number of peers reached by queries. With a conservative maximum hop count of 

4, queries reach approximately one quarter of the peers in the network. A modest 

increase in the maximum hop count to a value of 5 results in a significant increase in
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the number of peers reached per query, more than half of the peers in the network are 

now reached.

Mean Number of Messages per Peer vs.
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Figure 6.31 Average Number o f Messages per Peer for Different Maximum Hop Counts

Figure 6.31 illustrates the effects of different maximum hop count values on 

the number of concurrent message transmissions in the large network topology. As
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expected, a higher maximum hop count leads to a higher number of concurrent query 

message transmissions, since more peers are being reached by the queries.
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Figure 6.32 Number of Query Replies Returned for Different Maximum Hop Counts
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Figure 6.32 illustrates the number of query replies returned to peers initiating 

queries. An increased maximum hop count value results in more peers being reached

by queries, which in turn results in more query replies.

Simulated Time

Simulation-Tima
■ Numbei of Query Reply Messages E n q u e u e d  - Max Hops of 4  

•  Numbei of Queiy Reply Messages E nque ued  - Max Hops of 5

Figure 6.33 Number of Enqueued Query Reply Message for Different Maximum Hop Counts
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Figure 6.33 illustrates the total number of query reply messages that were 

enqueued in the flow control queue for each of the simulation runs. As seen in Figure 

6.32, an increased maximum hop count value results in more query replies being 

returned. This in turn leads to a higher amount of query traffic at peers closest to the 

query initiator, causing a larger number of query reply messages to be enqueued prior 

to transmission, as seen in this figure.

6.7 Summary

This chapter has presented the results of 16 simulation runs with the Gnutella 

protocol. The majority of these runs were performed with topologies o f 10,000 peers, 

while two of them were performed with topologies of 100,000 peers. The benchmark 

machine used was a 1.9 GHz AMD system with 1024 MB of memory. The time taken 

to perform each of the simulation runs is listed in Appendix D. In general terms, these 

results demonstrate that the simulator exhibits the functionality, scalability and 

extensibility that were the primary objectives of this thesis.

More specifically, the results illustrate that the simulator is successful in 

modeling and evaluating a diverse set of scenarios. Namely:

• Different bandwidth distributions -  As the amount o f bandwidth available to 

individual peers is increased or decreased, message transmission times are 

seen to vary correspondingly.
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• Heterogeneous protocols -  By varying the proportions of peers which are 

running different protocols, performance enhancement or degradation of the 

network is observed

• Varying traffic densities -  By varying the rate of occurrence of peer behaviour 

which causes messages to be transmitted, the performance o f a protocol under 

varying degrees of message traffic is seen.

• Flow control - As message traffic increases, the role of flow control in 

preventing an unbounded growth in the number of message transmissions is 

observed.

• Dynamic or evolving topologies -  As peers disconnect and reconnect to the 

network, properties of the evolved topology and the performance of the 

protocol are evaluated.

• Topologies of varying size -  As protocols are run on topologies of larger size, 

their performance is evaluated.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarizes the contributions made by this thesis, and suggests areas or 

directions for future work.

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis has presented a contribution to the study of peer-to-peer networks. In 

particular, it has developed a comprehensive, scalable and extensible simulation 

model for such networks, and demonstrated the application of the simulator to the 

Gnutella protocol. As stated in the introduction, the development o f such a simulator 

required careful consideration of several factors. Over and above its scalability and 

extensibility, it was required to model other crucial aspects of real networks, namely 

the behaviour o f peers participating in the network, and the consumption of network 

resources as communication traffic increases. In addition, it was required to provide 

accurate statistics detailing the resources consumed as peers engaged in various 

behaviours.

240
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The major contributions of the thesis are summarized as follows:

• A comprehensive review -  As a preamble to the development of the 

simulator, Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review of methods for 

generating network topologies for use in simulation, and provides a review of 

existing peer-to-peer network simulators. The material presented in this 

chapter was the basis of a presentation at the 5th International Conference on 

Internet Computing [HD04].

• Scalability -  The event-processing components of the simulator were 

designed to maximize scalability both in terms of storage and performance, as 

discussed in Chapter 4. The simulator is in principle able to simulate peer-to- 

peer networks with up to 1 million peers on a workstation with 16 GB of 

memory. In Chapter 5, the major factors limiting the size of simulated 

Gnutella networks are identified and the simulator optimised to accommodate 

them.

• Extensibility -  The core architecture of the simulator consists of a set of 

components which can be extended to add support for arbitrary peer-to-peer 

protocols (Chapter 3 & 4). This design was validated by simulation runs using 

various versions o f the Gnutella protocol (Chapter 5).

• Peer behaviour -  The simulator can be fed at regular or continuous time
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intervals with simulated events corresponding to any of the behaviours 

supported by a protocol implementation. Thus, with the Gnutella 

implementation, there is support for queries, query replies, ping, pongs, 

connections and disconnections.

• Traffic modeling -  The Minimum Equal Share bandwidth model is developed 

as a means for modeling the slow-down in message transmission times as 

traffic density increases. It also permits the modelling of heterogeneous 

networks where peers of different intrinsic bandwidths are present 

simultaneously.

• Measurement -  The simulator allows for the collection and reporting of a 

variety of statistics pertaining to each type of message or behaviour supported 

by a protocol implementation. A graphical interface was developed to simplify 

the selection and presentation of statistical information collected in particular 

simulation runs.

•  Gnutella evaluation -  In Chapter 6 , the simulator is validated by an 

implementation of multiple versions of the popular Gnutella peer-to-peer 

protocol. This showcases the simulator’s ability to simulate networks with 

heterogeneous protocols, and illustrates the need for protocols to curb the 

number of transmitted messages using flow control or other forms of message 

queues. The results obtained from the Gnutella simulations confirm that Pong
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Caching increases the performance of the Gnutella network. The results also 

illustrate that Gnutella suffers a decrease in performance when peers have 

equal available bandwidth, and the topology of inter-peer links exhibits a 

power law distribution.

In general terms, the simulator was exceedingly successful in meeting all of 

the objectives set for it. Its modular design allowed the focus of Gnutella protocol 

implementation to remain fixed on the specifics of handling Gnutella messages, 

without being distracted by low level details pertaining to communication or statistics 

collection.

7.2 Future Work

The comprehensive nature of the simulator means that it provides a fertile 

environment for further work.

The Minimum Equal Share bandwidth model (Section 3.4.4.1) utilized by the 

simulator is effective for modeling the slow-down of message transmissions as the 

number of messages increases. However, because this model was developed to be 

scalable, it is fairly simplistic, and can result in under-utilization of bandwidth 

available to peers. More complex models exist which would correct this under

utilization, but they would require processing every message in the simulator every
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time a message is added or removed, drastically limiting the scalability. An interesting 

avenue for future work would be the development of a bandwidth model which 

provides better bandwidth utilization per peer, without requiring the processing of an 

excessive number of messages.

The current implementation of the simulator only allows for it to be run on a 

single workstation. An interesting avenue of future work would be to modify the 

simulator to operate in a distributed manner, utilizing multiple workstations or 

processors. This could increase the system memory and processing power available to 

the simulator, but would require careful management of messages between peers 

residing on different physical workstations or processors.

The focus of many peer-to-peer protocols is the organization of a network for 

efficient location and retrieval of content. In some cases, the distribution of content 

across the network is purely random. In other cases, the distribution of content is more 

structured, with higher replication of more popular content (See Section 2.4.3.1). The 

simulator’s content repository and distributor interfaces allow for arbitrary schemes 

for content distribution to peers. This functionality could be used to compare the 

performance o f different peer-to-peer protocols in terms of minimizing resource 

utilization for the location and retrieval of content distributed in different ways.

The simulator supports dynamic network topologies where peers can connect 

or disconnect at any time. Different peer-to-peer protocols specify different rules for
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how a peer should manage its connections, resulting in networks with varying 

topological structures. The interface of the simulator’s protocol class would allow for 

straightforward analysis o f evolved protocol-level topologies, either through classes 

provided to the statistics reporter, or by saving the topology to a file for analysis by an 

external tool.

The Gnutella plug-in used to validate the simulator provides implementations 

of the original or standard versions of the Gnutella protocol, as well as enhanced 

versions which include pong caching and flow control. One of the more recent 

enhancements made to the Gnutella protocol is the concept of UltraPeers [Roh02a] 

[SR02]. UltraPeers are Gnutella peers with high bandwidth and uptimes, which act as 

proxies through which peers with lower available resources communicate with the 

network. The features of the simulator would make it possible to extend the Gnutella 

plug-in with an UltraPeer version of the protocol, allowing for an exploration of the 

resulting performance increases of the Gnutella network.

Another aspect of the Gnutella protocol that would be interesting to study 

through simulation is its use of host caches. Host caches are lists of peer addresses 

maintained by web servers to help new peers connect to the network. If a new peer 

joining the network does not have access to the addresses of peers already connected 

to the network, it can retrieve addresses from a host cache. It is known that the use of 

host caches in Gnutella has a considerable impact on the evolved topology of the
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network, and thus an impact on the performance of the network as a whole. To date, 

the only existing work which studies the effects of host caches [KAD+04] measures 

only how quickly peers are able to connect to the network, and tracks the number of 

peers retrieved from host caches with which successful connections were formed. 

Valuable insight towards improvements to Gnutella’s host caching system could be 

obtained from the simulator.

A final area for future work is the implementation of other peer-to-peer 

protocols for analysis. As described in Section 4.2, the simulator core was designed to 

be as generic as possible, leading to a high degree of extensibility, and is therefore an 

ideal platform for this kind of investigation.
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Appendix A 

Questionnaire Sent to Authors

The following questionnaire was sent to authors of peer-to-peer simulators for the 

review of existing work conducted in Chapter 2.

1) What is the maximum numbers of peers that the simulator has been tested with? 

How well does it run with this many peers (i.e. does it scale well)?

2) What types of initial network topologies are supported? (Ex: Import from file, 

generated [random, transit-stub, power-law, small-world?], hard-coded [ring, lattice?]) 

If more complicated generation models were used (ex: power law) please give some 

details of the method employed.

3) Can peers join and/or leave the network after the initial topology is loaded?

If yes, what kind of process(es) are used to model their arrival and departure rates (ex: 

Poisson Process)? How is the decision made about which peer to disconnect, or where 

to connect new peers.

4) Is each peer’s neighbourhood static or dynamic (i.e. Can peers change which peers 

they are connected to after joining)?

247
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5) Which general peer ‘failures’ can be simulated by the simulator? (Ex: sudden 

disconnection) What other failures can be simulated? (Ex: query & file transfer 

failures)

6) Can peers perform malicious actions (ex: disrupting queries, modifying files)? If 

yes, please elaborate.

7) Can some peers index the content o f other peers? (i.e. a knowledge base or routing 

table)

8) What kind of hierarchies can the peers be organized into in the simulation?

(Ex: All peers are identical, some peers are Super Nodes)

9) Which protocols are supported by the simulator? (Ex: Gnutella, Chord, Freenet)

10) Are dynamic protocols supported by the simulator (i.e. protocol adapts or evolves 

during simulation)?

11) Can new protocols be easily integrated into the simulator? If yes, what steps are 

required to integrate a new protocol? (Ex: Write a new class, or provide an XML file 

to load the protocol from)

12) Does the simulator support more than just file sharing? If yes, list the applications.

13) How are the links between peers represented in the simulator? (ex: graph object 

with adjacency list or adjacency matrix).
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14) How are messages sent along links between peers? (ex: remote method 

invocation, local method call, flow-based mode, network socket) Can communication 

errors be simulated on these links between peers?

15) Does the simulator simulate a network overlay (the simulated peer-to-peer 

network is overlaid on top of another network)? If yes, describe how this was 

implemented. (Ex: Bandwidth of links between two peers varies due to traffic 

unrelated to the overlay)

16) What kind of bandwidth modeling is used by the simulator (i.e. how is bandwidth 

allocated to links, and assigned or consumed by peers? What activities in the 

simulator consume bandwidth?)

17) Is the simulator implementation Parallel or Sequential, Single or Multi-Threaded, 

or Distributed (note that a simulator can be sequential and multi-thread for example)?

18) What programming language was used for the implementation of the simulator? Is 

the simulator based on an existing simulator / simulation tool (Ex: SimJava, Sim++)?

19) Is the simulator easily portable to a real application (i.e. converted into a real peer- 

to-peer application that works on the internet)? What steps would be required to make 

this transition (Ex: Flag at runtime, recompilation, or source code modification)?

20) What types of queries are supported? (Ex: keyword search, key-based search 

etc...)
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21) What kind of query routing is supported? (Ex: broadcast, selective broadcast, key- 

based)

22) Can queries for non existent items be simulated?

23) Are file transfers supported in the simulation? If yes, can files be downloaded 

simultaneously from multiple sources?

24) Is file caching supported? (Ex: Copies of a requested file are left on the peers 

along the path between requester and responder)

25) If file transfers are supported, can files be deleted? Does the simulator handle 

cases where an attempt is made to download a file that has been deleted since it was 

returned as a query hit? If peers can index the content of other peers, how are indices 

affected by file deletions?

26) What functionality does the simulator provide for determining which peers will 

initiate certain queries and/or initially store certain files? (Ex: Random, Zipf, by 

Content & Popularity etc...)

27) What kind of simulation approach is used in the simulator? Ex: Activity Scanning 

approach, Event Scheduling approach. If event scheduling was used, how was the 

event list implemented?

28) What is the query generation rate per peer (Ex: Uniform, pre-defined, random 

etc...) How are these queries propagated through the simulator? (Ex: The simulator
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processes one query at a time from start to finish, or queries can be initiated at any 

time from any peer and are processed simultaneously)

29) What kind of queuing is used for messages related to queries and / or file 

transfers? (Ex: FIFO, None) If queues were used for messages, is a queue associated 

with each peer, or with each link between two peers?

30) Does the simulator provide the ability to simulate delays incurred by computation 

performed at peers? (Ex: Peers visited along the path of a message must index into a 

routing table or decrypt the message)?

31) What statistics are measured / reported by the simulator?

32) What type of visualization is provided of either the topology or the statistics? (ex: 

graphs or charts are drawn, or the a log file can be saved in a format readable by some 

visualization tool)

33) What features of the simulator are configurable via the user interface? Is the user 

interface text based (command line) or a GUI?

34) Are there other features of the simulator that deserve mention that are not covered 

by this questionnaire? If yes, please elaborate.

35) At present the following Peer-to-peer simulators are being surveyed: 3LS, Anthill, 

Narses, NeuroGrid, P2PSiin (a.k.a. Query-Cycle), PeerSim and SimP2 (SimP- 

squared). If you know of a simulator not in this list that should be, please list it below.
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Appendix B 

Calculation of Memory Usage

This section describes how the memory usage of both the core and Gnutella classes 

were computed in Tables 4.1 and 5.1.

In Java, each instance of a class requires memory for its object header and for 

each of the fields it stores [Rou02]. In general, the fields stored by a class instance can 

be grouped into three categories: arrays, object references, and primitive variables. 

Object references and primitive variables have fixed memory requirements. Arrays are 

slightly more complicated because they have fixed memory requirements, in addition 

to memory requirements for the object references or primitive variables they contain.

Table B. 1 gives a breakdown of the factors contributing to the memory 

requirements of class instances in Java.

Table B.1 Memory Requirements for Java Objects

Object Headers 8
Arrays (Overhead Only) 12
Object References 4
Primitive Variables 4
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Thus, for a Java class whose fields are 3 object references, 5 primitive 

variables, and 1 array containing 16 object references, the total memory requirement 

of instances of this class is: Object header (8) + 3 object references (3 x 4) + 5 

primitive variables (5 x 4) + 1 array (12) + 16 object references in the array (16x4). 

The total memory required for this Java class is therefore 8 + 12 + 20 + 12 + 64 = 116 

bytes.
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Appendix C 

Simulation Parameters

C.1 Cross Reference to Descriptions of Simulation Parameters

Tabic C l  Cross Reference to Simulator Parameter Descriptions

Random Number Seed See Note 1 below
Time to Stop (Simulated Time Units) 2.4.2.1.1
Number of Peers 3.1
Average Number of Links per Peer See Note 2 below
Maximum Upload Bandwidth per Peer 
(bytes per Simulated Time Unit)

3.4.4

Maximum Download Bandwidth per Peer 
(bytes per Simulated Time Unit)

3.4.4

Topological Structure of Inter-Peer Links 4.2.2.1
Number o f Content Records in Repository 3.3
Average Number of Content Records per Peer 3.3
Percentage of Pong Caching Gnutella Peers 4.2 & 5.2.2
Percentage of Standard Gnutella Peers 4.2 & 5.2.2
Max Pongs per Hop Count in Pong Cache 5.2.2
Cached Pongs Returned per Ping 5.2.2
Cached Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 5.2.2
Standard Ping Interval (Simulated Time Units) 5.2.2
Max Hop Count for Queries and Standard Pings 5
Percentage of Peers Using Flow Control 5.3.1
Max Messages per Connection 5.3.1
Max Queued Query Replies per Connection 5.3.1
Max Queued Queries per Connection 5.3.1
Max Queued Pongs per Connection 5.3.1
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Max Queued Pings per Connection 5.3.1
Query Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 5.2.1
Query Generation Rate (Poisson) per Generation 
Interval

5.2.1

Maximum Number of Links for Standard Peers 5.2.3
Maximum Number of Links for Pong Caching Peers 5.2.3
Disconnect Generation Interval (Simulated Time 
Units)

5.2.3

Disconnect Generation Offset (Simulated Time Units) 5.2.3
Disconnect Generation Rate 
(Poisson) per Generation Interval

5.2.3

Connect Generation Interval (Simulated Time Units) 5.2.3
Connect Generation Offset (Simulated Time Units) 5.2.3
Connect Generation Rate 
(Poisson) per Generation Interval

5.2.3

Note 1: The random number seed used to initialize the various random number 

generators employed by the simulator can be set at run time. This allows 

for reproducible simulation runs.

Note 2: The average number of links per peer is determined by the topology 

generator.

C.2 Passing Parameters to the Simulator

The parameters to be used by the simulator for a given run are provided via an XML 

configuration file. The simulator makes use of a configuration loader class to parse the 

XML configuration file for parameters. The configuration loader validates the XML 

using an XML schema file to ensure that it has the format shown in Figure C .l.
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<simulator timeToStop="" randomSeed="">
<protocolFactory class="">
</protocolFactory>
<topologyGenerator class="">
</topologyGenerator>
<bandwidthDistributor class="">
</bandwidthDistributor>
<bandwidthModel class="">
</bandwidthModel>
<contentRepository class="">
< /contentRepository>
<contentDistributor class="">
</contentDistributor>
<initialActionGenerators>

cinitialActionGenerator class="">
</initialActionGenerator>

</initialActionGenerators>
<continuousActionGenerators>

<continuousActionGenerator class="" numActionsPerTime="" 
actionGenerationInterval="" actionGenerationOffset=""> 

</continuousActionGenerator>
</continuousActionGenerators>

</simulator>___________________________________________________________________
Figure C .l Format o f XML simulator configuration file

Each of the XML elements listed in this configuration file corresponds to one 

of components of the simulator core which are described in Chapter 3. The exception 

is that the protocol factory component is described in Section 4.2.

Figure C.2 contains the XML configuration file used for Simulation Run 13 of 

Chapter 6. Note the presence of the parameter XML elements which allow for 

arbitrary parameters to be passed to be passed to the components.

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<simulator 
xmlns="http://www.scs.carleton.ca"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsd:schemaLocation="http://www.scs.carleton.ca simulatorConfig.xsd"
timeToStop="400" useTimeAsRandomSeed=''false"___________________________
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randomSeed="51957253545678">
<protocolFactory class="gnutella.GnutellaFactory">

<parameter name="ratioGnutellaStandard" value="2"/>
<parameter name=''ratioGnutellaWithPongCaching" value="98"/> 
<parameter name="maxLinksForStandard" value="10"/>
<parameter name="maxLinksForPongCaching" value="12"/>
<parameter name="standardPingInterval" value="50"/>
<parameter name="cachedPingInterval" value="4"/>
<parameter name="maxHops" value="7"/>
<parameter name="maxPongsPerHopCount" value="5"/>
<parameter name="pongsPerPing" value="8"/>
<parameter name="percentUsingFlowControl" value="l"/>
<parameter name="maxEventsPerConnection" value="12"/>
<parameter name="maxQueuedQueryReplies" value="6"/>
<parameter name="maxQueuedQueries" value="5"/>
<parameter name="maxQueuedPongs" value="4"/>
<parameter name="maxQueuedPings" value="3"/>

</protocolFactory>
<topologyGenerator class="jP2PSim.topology.BriteTopologyGenerator"> 

<parameter name="maxPeers" value="10000"/>
<pararaeter name="fileName" value="10thousand-6-random.brite"/> 

</topologyGenerator>
<bandwidthGenerator 
class="j P2PSim.bandwidth.RandomBandwidthDistributor">
<parameter name="numBandwidthClasses" value="l"/>
<parameter name="ratiol" value="2"/>
<parameter name="maxUploadBWl" value="10000"/>
<parameter name="maxDownloadBWl" value="10000"/>
<parameter name="ratio2" value="2"/>
<parameter name="maxUploadBW2" value="4000"/>
<parameter name="maxDownloadBW2" value="10000"/>
<parameter name="ratio3" value="2"/>
<parameter name="maxUploadBW3" value="400"/>
<parameter name="maxDownloadBW3" value="400"/> 

</bandwidthDistributor>
<bandwidthModel 
class="j P2PSim.bandwidth.EqualShareConnectionManager"/> 

ccontentRepository class="j P2PSim.content.RandomContentRepository"> 
<parameter name="maxContent" value="5000"/>
<parameter name="numContent" value="5000"/>

</contentRepository>
<contentDistributor 

class="jP2PSim.content.RandomContentDistributor">
<parameter name="avgContentPerPeer" value="10"/> 

</contentDistributor>
<initialActionGenerators>

<initialActionGenerator
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class="gnutella.GnutellaPingActionGenerator"> 
</initialActionGenerator>

</initialActionGenerators>
<continuousActionGenerators>

<continuousActionGenerator 
class="gnutella. GnutellaQueryActionGenerator" 
numActionsPerTime="5" actionGenerationInterval="20" 
actionGenerationOffset="0">
<parameter name="peerSelectionStrategy" 
value="j P2PSim.RandomPeerSelectionStrategy"/>

<parameter name="contentSelectionStrategy" 
value="j P2PSim.content.RandomContentSelectionStrategy"/> 

</continuousActionGenerator>
<continuousActionGenerator 
class="gnutella.GnutellaDisconnectActionGenerator" 
numActionsPerTime="200" actionGenerationInterval="2" 
actionGenerationOffset="30">
<parameter name="peerWithoutActionSelectionStrategy" 
value="j P2PSim.RandomPeerWithoutActionSelectionStrategy"/> 

</continuousActionGenerator>
<continuousActionGenerator 
class="gnutella.GnutellaConnectActionGenerator" 
numActionsPerTime=,,200" actionGenerationInterval="2" 
actionGenerationOffset="31">
<parameter name="peerWithoutActionSelectionStrategy" 
value="j P2PSim.RandomPeerWithoutActionSelectionStrategy"/> 

</continuousActionGenerator>
</continuousActionGenerators>

</simulator>______________________________________________________________
Figure C.2 Sample XML simulator configuration file
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Appendix D 

Time Taken for Simulation Runs

Table D. 1 lists the (real) time taken for each of the simulation runs performed for the 

results presented in Chapter 6.

Table D .l Time Taken for Simulation Runs o f Chapter 6
■ mwiw

1 High Available Bandwidth 11 minutes, 54 seconds
2 Medium Available Bandwidth 13 minutes, 34 seconds
3 Low Available Bandwidth 15 minutes, 39 seconds
4 0% Standard Gnutella Peers 9 minutes, 52 seconds
5 10% Standard Gnutella Peers 20 minutes, 17 seconds
6 20% Standard Gnutella Peers 58 minutes, 4 seconds
7 Medium Query Traffic 30 minutes, 57 seconds
8 High Query Traffic 102 minutes, 34 seconds
9 Flow Control, High Available Bandwidth 36 minutes, 51 seconds
10 Flow Control, Low Available Bandwidth 7 minutes, 2 seconds
11 No Flow Control, Low Available Bandwidth 29 minutes, 50 seconds
12 Power Law Topology 25 minutes, 51 seconds
13 Dynamic Topology, Long Run 23 minutes, 43 seconds
14 Static Topology, Long Run 24 minutes, 30 seconds
15 Large Topology, Low Max Hop Count 43 minutes, 22 seconds
16 Large Topology, Medium Max Hop Count 51 minutes, 43 seconds
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